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Abstract 
Introductory Statement in Support of Application (1996) 
My work in the 1970s and 1980s was developed with the evolving body of work 
now loosely called 'c e theory'. It centred on notions of authorship, 
spectatorship and art cinema with specific reference to the films of Carl Dreyer. In 
my research and writing on Dreyer's film Vampyr I applied the literary concept of 
the fantastigue to cinema, one of the first substantial theoretical contributions to a 
now established area of publication and research. According to one writer' this 
work was "probably the most ambitious attempt to apply Todorov's approach to 
cinema", a "notable exception" in the theoretical writing of that time. This was 
part of the wider movement associated with SEFT and Screen to interrogate the 
uncritical realism which dominated 1970s film studies. 
In my subsequent writing on Dreyer I explored a structuralist but more 
psychoanalytically informed discussion of genre, developing the concept of the 
"Dreyer text" as a way of bringing psychoanalytic concepts to compliment and 
complicate structuralist notions of authorship and genre. 
I was part of a loose group at Screen which was passionate both about cinema and 
ideas. While polemically defending the new concepts we were bringing to bear on 
cinema, we were equally concerned with their institutional placing. Our work 
concentrated both on regimes of looking allowed to the spectator by texts and their 
institutional placing. We focussed on political and discursive structures of the 
cinematic institution and developed a concept of `cinema as social practice'. In 
particular I pushed for a cultural critique of British Independent cinema and its 
institutions, which was continued in my work on screen acting. I was also 
instrumental in extending Screen theory to other visual arts. I felt that the 
sometime parochialism of film studies lay in part in its separation from analysis of 
other forms of visual culture. 
In my full context statement I wish to explore limitations in the political, semiotic 
and psychoanalytic models which I (as did many others) adopted at the time. What 
I now see as Screen theory's 'blind spots' in relation to issues of sexual orientation 
and race can be traced back to the problematic of this period. My own subsequent 
research on gay and lesbian cinema as well as film and television projects on 
screen acting (Acting Tapes) psychoanalysis (Between Two Worlds) and Frantz 
Fanon (Frantz Fanon: Black Skin White Mask) came out of dissatisfaction with 
that earlier project as it was then conceived. The form chosen - the essay and 
review - reflects the difficulty of thinking through these issues. 
'James Donald (ed), 'Fantasy and the Cinema', British Film Institute, London 1989 
In essence my proposal involves looking back at my work around Dreyer and what 
one could broadly call my `film culture' work, and arguing that what was 
sometimes felt and described as a theory: practice division between these two 
domains could be more usefully thought of in retrospect in terms of two 
overlapping modes of theoretical production involving different notions of 
institution, conjuncture, subject etc. In looking again at the strengths and 
weaknesses of the work I am submitting here, however, I still expect key terms of 
subject and history, discourse and institution, to remain in place, modified and 
nuanced by the substantial range of work in psychoanalysis, cultural studies and 
queer theory that Screen in part engendered and which my work participated in. 
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Full Context Statement 
I Introduction 
In the introductory statement in support of this application for a research degree by published 
works, I proposed to look back at my `work around Dreyer and what one could broadly call 
my "film culture" work' and argue that `what was sometimes felt and described as a theory. 
practice division between these two domains could more usefully be thought of in retrospect 
as two overlapping modes of theoretical production involving different notions of institution, 
conjuncture, subject etc. ' 
The texts of mine concerning Dreyer that are presented here are involved in a series of 
debates concerning primarily, but not exclusively, issues of authorship and genre, 
spectatorship and art cinema as developed in 1970s film-studies. The aim of `Vampyr and the 
Fantastic" was to situate that film generically and in so doing to take issue with previous 
readings, in particular notions of a cinema of deconstruction that evacuated notions of history 
and the social The aim of `Dreyer' 2 was find ways of developing a more psychoanalytically 
informed discussion of authorship and genre, to develop readings of the films which situate 
that work as `cinema d'auteur' but also within a genre of `art cinema' defined both textually 
and through the modes of distribution and exhibition of cinema. 
The texts I am presenting which bear on issues of `film culture' include theoretical reflections 
on the relation of history and cinema and what constitutes an intervention in film culture 
(with Steve Neale)'; an exploration of the relation of politics and aesthetics in Contemporary 
Chinese Cinema (with Rosalind Delmar), a review of the British Film Institute's engagement 
with a `social practice of cinema'; and a discussion on British Independent Cinema with Marc 
Karlin, a member of the Berwick Street Film Collectives. 
Re-reading this material now I would say that while the key terms of subject and discourse are 
substantially present and elaborated, those of history and institution are, from a contemporary 
perspective, less developed. It is clearer to me now than it was at the time that this `holding 
together' of theory and practice was a complicated manoeuvre and one which was perhaps too 
utopian to be sustained long-term. However at the time, it enabled one to participate as a 
fully-fledged member of the Screen `high theory' set, while not having to abandon the political 
in the everyday sense of the term. 
My editorial to Screen Summer 1979 vol 20 no 2 used a quotation from Raymond Williams' 
about the need to connect the thinking' about institutions to the `ordinary political system', 
emphasising the danger of analytic work becoming theoreticist when it becomes self- 
I Mark Nash, "'Vampyr" and the Fantastic', Screen vol 17 no 3, Autumn 1976 1977. [work submitted] 
2 Mark Nash, Dreyer. London: British Film Institute 1977. [work submitted] 
3 Mark Nash and Steve Neale, 'Film "History/Production/Memory"' Screen vol 18 no 4 Winter 1977/78. [work 
submitted] 
4 Rosalind Delmar and Mark Nash, 'Breaking with Old Ideas: Recent Chinese Films', Screen vol 17 no 4 Winter 
1976/77. [work submitted] 
5 `Problems of British Independent Cinema: A discussion between Marc Karlin and Clare Johnston, Mark Nash 
and Paul Willemen' Screen vol 21 no 41981. [work submitted] 
6 Raymond Williams, Television and Teaching, an interview with Raymond Williams' Screen Education no 31, 
Summer 1979. 
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sufficient. Williams linked this efflorescence of theory to blocks on production: `Many people 
doing analysis would have been doing production in different circumstances''. 
When circumstances changed, as indeed they did with the advent of Channel 4 Television in 
1984, a number of people doing analysis did venture into production, myself included. The 
fact that nearly 20 years of Channel 4 may not have borne out all the hopes we may have had 
of it at the beginning cannot alter the fact that the UK media landscape was completely altered 
by Channel 4'. 
Williams was an exceptional thinker, a formative influence on many of my generation at 
Screen (Heath, Brewster, MacCabe, and myself all studied with him at Cambridge). His 
defence of the progressive potential of realism in the poetics of British Television' gave us 
pause for thought. He exhorted us not to abandon historical, `conjunctural' approaches when 
embarking on the structuralist adventure and always to bear in mind the institutional aspect of 
aesthetic issues. One could also argue that Williams' rejection of the fashionable avant-garde: 
realist dichotomy facilitated Screen maintaining an interest in both dominant ideological 
practice (Hollywood) as well as aesthetical and politically oppositional work (the avant-garde). 
Much independent UK media production in the early 1980s came out of a dialogue with 
theoretical work of Screen. The Acting Tapes project (a collaboration with James Swinson)'o 
was concerned to focus an under-theorised area in film studies (acting)" with a specific focus 
on the history of acting codes and the rhetoric of performance that independent film-makers 
neglected at their peril 
I have decided to limit the primary frame of the corpus of work I'm discussing in this thesis to 
the decade 1977 to 1987 which encompasses my work with re up to and including my 
first steps as an independent producer and director, my move `from analysis to production'. 
In the mid 1980s the relations of theory and practice changed. The second decade of Screen 
theory moved to theorise difference not just in terms of class and sexuality but also crucially in 
terms of issues of race and representation. It would have course have been possible to focus 
another corpus from the mid 1980s on concerning my collaborations with Isaac Julien, from 
the archive research for his Looking for Langston 1987 to Frantz Fanon: Black Skin White 
Masks 1996'2). However before looking back at this period (which I do briefly in conclusion 
below and which I hope to do more substantially in editing materials on the Fanon film and 
1996 conference), it is necessary for me to focus on this first decade of work. 
7 Mark Nash, Editorial Screen Summer 1979 vol 20 no 2 p101977. [work submitted] 
8 It should be added though Channel 4 as it finally emerged was a creation of Thatcherism, much of the 
groundwork had been done by the UK Independent production sector. 
9 Raymond Williams, `A lecture on Realism' Screen vol 18 no I Spring 1977. 
10 Acting Tapes, dir Mark Nash and James Swinson, script by Mark Nash and James Swinson, Zero One 1984. 
A two-part TV documentary, and accompanying film season, Channel 4 1984. 
111 had previously published John 0 Tompson'Screen Acting and the Commutation Test' Screen Summer 1978 
vol 19 no 2 in the attempt to begin a discussion of this neglected area of cinema studies. 
12 Franz Fanon - Black Skin White Mask. dir Isaac Julien, script Isaac Julien and Mark Nash, Normal Films 
1996. 
13 'Frantz Fanon - Critical Genealogies', Conference organized by Mark Nash, Isaac Julien and Martha Gever, 
Centre for Media Culture and History, Department of Africana Studies and Institute of Afro-American Affairs, 
New York University 1996. 
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What can we say now about the problematic my works were trying to enounce and be part of 
then? I would argue that the 1970s Screen project of investigating the terms in which cinema 
constructs and deconstructs gendered (and in the 1980s raced) subjects is still remarkably 
intact. Opening old issues of Screen from my editorship I am struck by the range of material 
from differing theoretical positions that we included. It was often a struggle to create dialogue 
and mediate between positions in Screen - one always risked being accused of the sin of 
`eclecticism' by those who wanted to consolidate the `Standard Edition' of critical film theory. 
I was interested, however naively, in going beyond Althussero-Lacanian film theory. 
Francois Dosse " suggests that an indicator of the `swansong' of structuralist paradigm proper 
was the emphasis on pleasure that was signalled by Roland Barthes beginning with his 1973 
The Pleasure of the Text's. When Roland Barthes by Roland Barthest6 came out in France in 
1975 it was seen above all as `the symptom of a real turning point that ... led the intellectual 
world far from scientific shores and closer to the search for self'. " 
Because of the time lag of translations from French to English these post-structural 
explorations of authorial subjectivity co-existed on Screen's pages with a structural narrative 
analysis approach to cinema which drew on linguistic and semiological references from an 
earlier stage in the structuralist project's. My Vaml2yr essay written in 1976 for example is 
more in tune with the 1964 semiological manifesto of the French journal Communications 
The post- structuralist adventure occupied a completely different emotional and 
epistemological universe, and one that my Dreyer publication attempted to register, however 
the effect of this `return to self is still being felt in contemporary film criticism today. 20 
II The Cinefantastic 
I was originally introduced to Carl Dreyer's film Vampyr 
21 by Noel Burch, who, in the early 
1970s, conducted film analysis seminars in both the Royal College of Art and The Slade Film 
Unit at University College London, where I was a post-graduate student. In his theoretical 
approach, Burch was in many ways pre- or proto-structuralist. His work was important 
because of the stress he put on avant-garde texts, and in his insistence on detailed film analysis 
he was completely in tune with the structuralist approach. 
14 Francois Dosse, Histo of Structuralism vol 2 The sign sets 1967 - present. London, Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press 1997. The English translator has rendered It chant dx Cygne (swansong) as ` the sign sets', 
which looses the tragic connotations of the French, and its reference to the untimely deaths of many of the key 
figures. 
15 Roland Barthes, The Pleasure of the Text trans R Miller New York: Hill and Wang 1975. 
16 Roland Barthes. Roland Barthes by Roland Barthes Berkeley: University of California Press 1994. 
17 Dosse, p 332. 
18 Vladimir Propp's Morphology of the Folktale (Austin and London: University of Texas Press 1968) was only 
partially translated and published in France in 1965. The second half of his study The historical roots of 
Supernatural tales' was finally translated and published in France in1983. Dosse (vol 2p 364) argues this as 
emblematic of structuralism's lack of interest in history. 
19 Communications no 4 1964. 
20 eg Sam Rohdie, Fellini Lexicon BFI: London 2002. 
21 Vampyr. dir Carl Th Dreyer, script by Dreyer, Christian Jul, adapted from the collection of short stores by 
Sheridan Le Fanu, Tobis KlangFilm and Carl Dreyer Filmproduktion, 1932. For fuller credits see Nash, Dreyer 
p 55. 
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I thought it important however to contest the formalism I perceived in his notion of 
deconstruction22 - In an important article `Propositions' written in 1974 for the British journal 
Afterimage Burch and his co-author Jorge Dana developed a politique based on an opposition 
between the structural and the serial. The `structural' referred to a codedness, to socialised 
meaning, the `serial' referred to a negation of socialised meaning achieved `though a kind of 
dialectical aufhebung "uplifting" from the level of the structural to that of the serial' 
uThis 
involved them in a commitment to Italian (Umberto Eco) rather than French structuralism, 
and as I realise now involved me in what was really an implicit critique of the 
phenomenological heritage of their work. This debate (on phenomenology) was beginning to 
divide film studies along national and nationalist (French vs German) as well as philosophical 
lines, to emerge only relatively recently in Anglophone film-studies24. 
My problem with the Burch/Dana position at the time could also be put as follows: Their 
`crest line' of `serial' films, all of which I happened to admire as films, involved a trans- 
historical notion of film history. The `codedness of the western episteme' that they contested 
and of which they were yet a part seemed to me a very essentialist notion. I was also 
concerned about the growing opposition in British film studies between the avant-garde and 
the mainstream and wanted to insist, as I have continued to do ever since, in the possibility of 
engaging with both kinds of film-making practices. 
First published in French in 1970 and in English in 1973, Tzvetan Todorov's structuralist 
study 'The Fantastic' 
25 broke new ground by insisting that the genre cannot be logically 
defined, either in terms of a fantasy/reality opposition, or in terms of the text's supposed 
psychological effects on the reader. Instead Todorov defines the fantastic in the now familiar 
terms of textual operations and modes of reading. My work on VamJ2 was involved with 
reinscribing the film within a discourse on genre. As Ben Brewster put it in the editorial 
introducing the issue of Screen containing my article `V ampyt and the fantastic'. 
` Genres are precisely `specific instances of equilibrium' between transgression and canon, 
canonic systematisations of deconstruction. In his article Mark Nash argues that Vamp, 
recently proposed as a crucial film deconstructing specific and non-specific cinematic codes, 
can be seen precisely in these deconstructions as an instance of a genre well-known in 
literature if rare in the cinema, and that the cinematic rarity is itself contained by the location 
of the film through the foregrounding of its 'author' in the institution of the art cinema'26. 
In 'Vampyr and the fantastic' I extend structuralist analysis of the literary fantastic to film and 
suggest an analogous cinematic genre, the Cinefantastic -I was the first Anglophone writer to 
do this". Carol J Clover credits me with coining the term cinefantastic. Through an analysis 
22 Noel Burch, Jorge Dana `Propositions' age no 5 Spring 1974. I discuss their article in Nash Vampyr, 
section IV Serial or Fantastic?, pp 60-65. 
23 Nash, "'Vampyr" and the fantastic' p 61. 
24 eg Richard Allen, Murray Smiths (eds), Film Theory and Philosop hy Oxford: Clarendon Press 1997. 
25 Tsvetan Todorov, The Fantastic. a Structural Approach to a Literary Genre. Ohio: Case Western Reserve 
University 1975. 
26 Ben Brewster, 'Editorial', Screen vol 17 no 3 Autumn 1976 p 10. 
27 Her Body, Himself: Gender in the Slasher Film', in Carol J Clover Men Women and Chainsaws. Gender in 
the Modem Horror Film London: BFI 1992 p 56 fn 52 
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of Dreyer's film Vamp I demonstrate that the conditions necessary for this genre are 
provided for in part by a code of `pronoun functions'. In particular I draw on that part of 
Todorov's work which focuses on two literary modes of the fantastic - concerned with themes 
of the self and imagination (his example is Gerard de Nerval) and of vision (ETA Hoffmann). 
Vampir I argue partakes of both of these: "But once Gray's action within the narrative begins, 
the film's problematic shifts to that of vision, the status of what Gray (and, by identification 
with him, the reader) sees. "28 
I instance many examples of uncertainty - hesitation between real and supernatural 
explanations for events within the diegesis - that is one of the characteristic features and 
necessary conditions of the fantastic. A further condition is that the reader must adopt an 
attitude, which rejects allegorical and poetic interpretations, I demonstrate this a contrairo with 
examples from literary criticism trying to force Vamp, r into these modes of reading. 
In his book Caligari's Children SS Prawer devotes a chapter29 `Book into Film II: Dreyer's 
Vampyr'which draws heavily on this work: 
"In an important essay ... again and again, Nash demonstrates, Dreyer deliberately induces 
doubts about the reality status of the images and sounds... Nash usefully distinguishes two 
levels of uncertainty in the film: that relating to the status of what Gray sees* .. and that relating 
to the status of what the viewer sees... These different kinds of uncertainty, which constitute 
for me one of the marks of the `uncanny', Nash justifiably links with Tzvetan Todorov's 
definition of le fantastique " 
Having established the pertinence of Todorov's analysis, I then embark on a discussion of 
cinematic point of view drawing on the work of Yuri Lotman, Emile Benveniste, and Roman 
Jackobson in linguistics as well as that of Stephen Heath in relation to cinema. Benveniste"is 
key to the linguistic aspect of my argument and it should be noted here that his exploration of 
the linguistic concept of the person is, as Dosse points out31 already part of the post- 
structuralist paradigm, ie one where the barred Cartesian subject stages something of a return: 
"As Emile Benveniste has shown... The category of `person' in verbal language is organised 
according to two oppositions: person/non-person and `I'/'non-I' (within the first term of the 
first opposition). Person is further specified according to gender and number, but these 
distinctions are of minor importance to the genre of the fantastic" 
32. 
28 Nash, `Vampyr and the Fantastic' p 31. 
29 SS Prawer, Caligari's Children. the film as tale or Terror Oxford, New 
York Toronto Melbourne: Oxford University Press 1980 (pp148-149). 
30 Emile Benveniste, Problems of General Ling istics, Coral Gables, FLA: University of Miami Press 1971. 
David Bordwell in Narration in the Fiction Film London: Routledge. 1986 p 23 criticises myself, Raymond 
Bellour and Marie-Claire Ropars-Wuilleumier for our (very differing) uses of Benveniste. We are taken to task for 
our failure to make the case for the relevance of linguistic models (although he admits that the foundations for a 
linguistic theory of cinematic representation have not been firmly laid [p 24]) and at the same time criticized for 
not developing the analogy with language more fu lyl Bordwell has his own agenda - he is in fact concerned to 
abandon these linguistic researches ("I suggest that we abandon the enunciation account' (p 26)) so that he can 
develop his alternative approach to film narration. 
31 Dosse 1977 vol 2 ch 4 Benveniste - The French example'. 
32 Nash, °'Vampyr" and the fantastic' pp 35 -36. 
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Drawing on Christian Metz's33 analysis establishing cinema as a language system (fr Iangage) and 
leaving the issue of its detailed mode of operation (langue) open, I argue for a transposition of 
the narrative code of the fantastic from the literary system to the filmic system, with the 
fantastic constituted as a system common to both matters of expression. I then propose that 
the film system has incorporated pronoun functions that are the equivalent to pronouns or 
shifters: `These filmic shifters must be seen as a system functioning throughout the film and 
affected by it. As Metz points out one must distinguish between the treatment a code receives 
and the code itself. It is part of the system of the fantastic to create "polysemic, uncertain 
codings"'S4. 
I leave open the question of whether the code of the fantastic is single or multiple, a point 
however which subsequent discussions of the fantastic take for granted, as not an issue, 
perhaps in part because of their relative lack of interest in matters linguistic. 
For the more precise definition of these pronoun functions and their distribution in Vampyr I 
can refer the reader to the article itself submitted here. One important feature of my analysis 
however deserves mention. I do not assume a simple correspondence between individual 
shots and `pronoun functions' (unlike many subsequent writers who have made use of this 
research). I am careful to account for the change in subjective register which can occur during 
the duration of a single shot and criticise some writers, eg Edward Branigan, for the tendency 
to `take the shot, rather then the duration of an interplay of codes, as the minimum narrative 
unit'. I then present detailed analyses of segments of the film beginning with an analysis as per 
Metz's Grande Syntagmatique to demonstrate the Vampy text's spatio-temporal 
35 
incoherence. 
In my concluding section `Serial or Fantastic? ' I engage with the work of Burch/Dana already 
mentioned, which in my view over-emphasises the work of the signifier - an issue in much of 
the debates on avant-garde cinema at the time. In particular I criticise their notion of 
deconstruction as transhistorical, transcendental even. In referring the reader to Brecht I 
critique Burch/Dana's formalist `laying bare of the device' reading of Dreyer's Gertrud (1965) 
referring instead to Screen's ongoing theorising of Brecht in terms of dialectic between 
separation and identification. (The Screen Brecht event had been recently held in Edinburgh 
in 1975 and papers published in Screen' . Indeed (since this also links to later arguments) it 
is 
important to stress my continuing engagement in subsequent work with Brechtun ideas 
through their psychoanalytic reformulation. 
It is sometimes suggested38 that film studies' move into fantasy was in part a reaction to the 
impasse of Screen theory's work on realism and its attempt to think through notions of 
politics, and the political. The continuing popularity of fantasy and horror genres both in 
terms of cinematic production as well as film studies, it is argued, is in part due to its quasi- 
33 Christian Metz, Language and Cinema. The Hague: Mouton 1974. 
34 Nash, °'Vampyr" and the fantastic' p 42. 
35 Nash, "`Vampyr" and the fantastic' pp 42-43. 
36 Nash, "`Vampyr'' and the fantastic' p 63. 
37 Screen Winter 1975/6 vol 16 no 4. 
38 Egjames Donald `Introduction, Fantasy and the Cinema. London: BFI 1989. 
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escapist attributes, where the viewer or researcher apparently do not have to confront the 
social order as directly as in realist genres. While it is the case that a vast body of critical work 
on the fantastic, and on fantasy more generally, developed in the course of the late 1970s and 
1980s, I would however agree with Franco Moretti39 that this shift could be seen both as a 
move away from a cultural politics of criticism - which is what the Screen project involved - as 
well as involving the return of the political at an ideological level - in the case of fantasy and 
horror, the use of fear and unconscious identifications to secure consent. 
My essay on the Cinefantastic has been widely quoted - Rosemary Jackson in her bibliography 
to "Fantasy: The Literature of Subversion" 
40 lists my Ya essay in her category of `more 
incisive and theoretical studies' and refers to it in her text on several occasions. She refers to 
my drawing attention to the "need for a study of the relations and differences between literary 
and film presentations of the fantastic, and has pointed out that it is the obscuring of a clear 
vision of a recognizable `he' or `I' (with whose eye the reader of spectator can rest secure) that 
is one of the features common to both)", which she supplements with a long quotation from 
the article itself. 
She refers to my argument "as to the centrality of the play of pronoun functions in the 
fantastic " (p 86), and uses my text to explicate how the fantastic is concerned with themes of 
the other, of the `Not I', with problems generated by desire and the unconscious 
characterised by ambiguities of vision (p51). Reference to the linguistic aspect of studies of the 
fantastic tends to disappear from subsequent literature on the fantastic and Cinefantastic - 
Jackson's references here are exemplary however. 
In retrospect, my linguistic analysis could have been extended into a consideration of gender - 
which I address in my subsequent publication `Dreyer'. However it is a mark of how soon 
linguistic analyses were to be superseded and/or taken for granted that when in 1989 Carol 
Clover argues for a feminine or feminising point of view structure in the genre of the slasher 
film, in an essay that draws quite heavily on my work41, she doesn't feel obliged to engage with 
its linguistic premises. Indeed the subsequent debate in film studies as to whether the gaze is 
gendered `2could usefully have been clarified by recourse to linguistics. 
More recently others eg Jack G Voller" continue to argue for the pertinence of Todorov's 
account of the fantastic for literary analysis. 
In its concern with the linguistics and semiotics of cinema, my work on Vampyr participated 
in both structuralist and post-structuralist debates. It would not be particularly relevant here to 
rehearse the central role of linguistics in the structuralist paradigm in any detail. Structuralist 
39 Franco Moretti, `Dialectic of Fear' in Signs Taken for Wonders, London: Verso 1983. 
40 Rosemary Jackson, Fantasy: The Literature of Subversion London, New York. Methuen 1981, pp 192 - 205. 
41 Carol j Clover, "Her Body, Himself: Gender in the Slasher Film", Fantasy in the Cinema ed James Donald, 
London: BFI 1989. 
42 eg E. Ann Kaplan, `Is the gaze male' in Feminism and Film ed E Ann Kaplan, Oxford: Oxford University 
Press 2000. 
43 Jack G Voller, The Supernatural Sublime. the metaphysics of Terror in Anglo-American Romanticism Dekalb: 
Northern Illinois University Press 1994. 
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analysis of cinema in Screen was initially associated with the work of Christian Metz". Before 
the advent of French structuralism however, there was a series of attempts by Soviet and 
Prague school linguists to describe (silent) cinema's relation to language. Boris Eikhenbaum 
was singled out by Screen authors such as Paul Willemen for the sophistication of his analysis 
of internal speech as `a specific mode of organisation differing from that of spoken/written 
languagei45. This subsequently led Willemen to extend the idea implicit in Eikhenbaum of the 
unconscious register of inner speech, to inner speech as the cement between `text, subject and 
the social'. As Meaghan Morris points out in her introduction, Willemen's concern with the 
conditions for social discourse marked him out from other members of the Screen group. In 
fact this was the concern of several us on Screen - Claire Johnstone was equally polemical on 
this issue but sadly died young and my work always had a lower profile. 
My essay on Vampyr is clearly influenced by this thinking on language and cinema even if its 
conclusions are relatively modest - concurring with Todorov that the fantastic text, while not 
modernist, was nevertheless progressive in that the category of the real was at least under 
scrutiny. Indeed today I would still argue for the importance of a linguistic approach and my 
Vor piece as exemplary. 
Shot by Shot analyses are one of the few analytic tools that film studies has and while their 
connection to critical commentary may be indirect, the slippage or differential between the 
conclusions one can draw from analysis at the level of the shot and that of the text as a whole 
is important. In addition one of the many things such analyses teach is the degree of variation 
between copies of films made in the silent period. Moreover the move in film studies away 
from such kind of analytic work has resulted in a new kind of impressionist criticism on the 
one hand and what one might call `hyper-academic' on the other (where there is no attempt to 
reintegrate the detail of a specialist reading with the film's context). 
`Vampyr and the Fantastic' appeared in the same issue of Screen (Autumn 1976) as Stephen 
Heath's `Narrative Space' and Colin MacCabe's `Principles of Realism and Pleasure' on 
American Graffiti. The previous issue Sre Summer 1976) concentrated on analyses of the 
films of Ozu, and a structural analysis of the television message using the theories of Propp, 
Greimas and Metz. `Vampyr and the Fantastic' used classic structuralist tools but was not (yet) 
concerned with the emerging discourse of pleasure. Neither was it centrally concerned with 
the by then well-established set of debates on realism in Screen, my having chosen a film and 
analytic framework which put these questions on one side. 
III Breaking with old ideas 
While issues of politics were put to one side in my article on Vampyr. the following issue 
S( en, Winter 1976) contained a jointly researched and written article by Rosalind Delmar 
44 A special issue of Screen-Spring/Summer 1974_vo114 nos I and 2 was devoted to the work of Christian Metz 
including his 'Methodological Propositions for the Analysis of Film'. Metz's'The imaginary signifier appeared in 
Screen Spring 1975 vol 16 no 2. 
45 Paul Willemen, `Reflection on Eikhenbaum's Concept of Internal Speech in the Cinema' Screen Winter 
1974/75 vol 15 no 4p 60. 
46 Meaghan Morris, 'Introduction', Paul Willemen Looks and Frictions London: BFI 1994 p 15. 
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and myself on Recent Chinese Cinema47, which took the occasion of a 1976 season of Chinese 
films at the National Film Theatre to discuss the Cultural Revolution in the cinema. 
The structural approach was continued in this essay, where we read various signifiers of the 
Cultural Revolution across the body of films in the NFT season and present a set of 
preliminary reflections on the politics and aesthetics the Cultural Revolution. In my own mind 
therefore, terms of political analysis were well established even if in my writing I was not able 
to bring them together in the same piece of writing but rather in contiguous texts (ie Vampyr: 
Chinese Cinema). 
From the beginning of National Chinese cinema with Joris Ivens' donation of his camera and 
film in Yan'an in 1938, we move to the struggle to revolutionise Peking Opera and focus on 
the Cultural Revolution concept of ideological struggle linking the economic and subjective: 
"A particular aesthetic was developed in the theatre and the cinema, that of the 
demonstration and exemplification of the two-line struggle... By engaging with the film any 
individual would experience in him/herself the conflict between two kinds of subjectivity, or 
rather two ways of describing and reproducing themselves as subjects - bourgeois 
individualism and class consciousness"'. 
We discuss the Socialist Realist use of exemplary heroes and heroines. The final section `traces 
the manifestation of words and images referring denotatively to `mountains' across some of 
the films shown and relating them where appropriate to the work of Mao Zedong given that 
he as bearer of the revolutionary work operates as a simultaneous presence and absence within 
the films we have seen" 49 . 
As we were to discover somewhat later, the politics of the Cultural Revolution were very 
different from the reality presented in the films and official discourses we analysed. 
Nevertheless this piece provides a fascinating glimpse into our sense of the potential the 
analysis of representation for ideological struggle (the Althusserian problematic central to 
Screen 's work at that time). 
After this successful collaboration Rosalind Delmar and myself collaborated on a project on 
Joris Ivens. Originally we were going to produce a jointly edited publication, but in the end I 
focussed on organising the National Film Theatre retrospective, leaving the publication to 
Rosalind. Ivens' work embraced a wide range of aesthetic forms - his early experiments with 
the Amsterdam Filmliga (eg Regen 1929), close alliance with socialist movements and socialist 
realism (eg Komsomol 1932), agitational documentary (eg Indonesia Calling 1946) the 
embrace of post-war verite with the impressive series on the Chinese Cultural Revolution 
How Yukong Moved the Mountains 1976. I recall I was quite perplexed as to how to 
reconcile these very differing articulations of the political and aesthetic and uncomfortable 
with Ivens' socialist humanism that I alas could not mesh with my post humanist structuralist 
approach. On the other hand Delmar's fellow feeling with Ivens enabled her to give an 
important overview of Ivens' work50. 
47 Rosalind Delmar, Mark Nash, `Recent Chinese Cinema' Screen Winter 1976 vol 17 no 4. 
48 Delmar and Nash, p 72. 
49 Delmar and Nash, p 79. 
50 Rosalind Delmar, Doris Ivens: 50 Years of Filmmaking' London: British Film Institute 1979. 
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IV Notes on the Dreyer Text 
While my work on Vampyr was a contribution to a structuralist linguistics of cinema, 
specifically concerning the concepts of person and point-of-view, Dreyer 51 raised the stakes 
in a number of ways, developing a dialogue with post-structuralist criticism. 
Following my introduction to the films of Carl Dreyer at the Slade Film Unit already 
mentioned, I was one of the few members of the British public who sat through the 
projection of Dreyer's Gertrud 
52 
at London's Academy Cinema in Oxford Street, enthralled, 
in the Autumn of 1968. Formative also were screenings organised for me by Jonas Mekas at 
the Anthology Film Archives in New York in their cinematic version of the reverse 
panopticon at the Public Theatre S3 and where I saw several Dreyer films including Mikael, 
which was particularly important for me. 
Dreyer clearly designated itself as an intervention in film culture, specifically as to show how 
the works of this canonical art cinema film-maker could be re-presented through current 
Screen debates on authorship (and, to a lesser extent, genre). At a theoretical level Dreyer 
sought to incorporate a more elaborated post-structuralist problematic by engaging with the 
work of Julia Kristeva, whose work was only then beginning to be translated into English 
54 
Kristeva was becoming an important influence on Anglophone theoretical feminism at that 
time, more so than Lacan in some ways. Indeed in this text of mine one can say that the 
Lacanian notion of desire, which is central to my argument, is clearly filtered through Kristeva. 
As I point out, the division in Kristeva "between the symbolic and the semiotic implies a 
critique of structural linguistics and of its central concept, the sign as union of signifier and 
signified... Sign and signification... are... effects of the division between semiotic and symbolic 
through which social identity is instituted"SS and it was her reference to the social, as well as 
her concern with theorising sexual division within the realm of avant-garde art practices, 
which made her more immediately attractive than Lacan (who in any event was much less 
interested in art than Kristeva). In retrospect we had perhaps too easily taken on board her 
51 Mark Nash, Dyer, London: British Film Institute 1977. 
52 Gertrud, dir Carl The Dreyer, script by Dreyer based on the play by Hjalmar Soderberg, Palladium 1961. For 
fuller credits see Nash, Dreyer pp 67-68. British Critics were divided, Penelope Mortimer of the Observer (D= 
Observer 29/9/68) quoted Bosley Crowther. "The tax of Dreyer's slow and ponderous tempo upon the average 
person's time is a rather presumptuous imposition for any motion-picture artist to make. Maybe the cultists can 
take it. But is it justified? Is it art? " The Financial Times disagreed "for those who are prepared to adjust and 
succumb to its rhythm and its world Gertrud is a unique and rewarding experience, a film of complete purity and 
something like perfection". 
53 see Annette Michelson'Gnosis and Iconoclasm: A Case Study of Cinephilia' in October Volume 83 / Winter 
1998. In this article Michelson reviews the history and practice of The Anthology Film Archives. Anthology 
established as art and avant-garde pantheon parallel to that of Cahiers du Cinema, presented as an on-going 
cycle or loop, influenced by Peter Kulbelka's design for the Vienna Cinematheque which maximizes the viewers 
sensory deprivation in the cinema. Michelson accurately describes a perverse, oppositional and transgressive 
cinephila, which I also experienced, where Dreyei s films co-existed with those of the New American 
Underground Cinema. 
54 Dreyer refers specifically to Julia Kristeva, 'Signifying Practice and Mode Of Production" Edinburgh 
Magazine 1977. 
55 Nash, Driver pp 18-19. 
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critique of the Lacanian patriarchal emphasis without working through more thoroughly the 
work of Lacan himself. Other researchers like Jacqueline Rosesb were less cavalier in this 
respect. 
Dreyer was researcheds' at the National Film Archive in London and the Danish Film 
Institute in Copenhagen and published to coincide with a complete retrospective of his films 
and seminar, which I had organised for the National Film Theatre in London in October 
1977. It was part of a BFI Occasional Publication series commissioned by Paul Willemen to 
publicise contemporary critical thinking on cinemaS'. Dreyer took a major figure of film 
history and so to speak `rescued' them from the old-fashioned critical discourse of the 
masterpiece and `resituated' that work, demonstrating the productivity of the post-structuralist 
approach. 
A film-maker's film-maker, Carl Dreyer was an important influence on a generation of film- 
makers and critics such as jean-Luc Godard (Une Femme Mariee_1965, which includes an 
extract from Dreyer's La Passion de Jeanne d'Arc 1927) and Andre Techine, extracts from 
whose writing I included in the `Dreyer Dossier' 
59 
section of my Dreyer book. As well as a 
series of critical and theoretical reflections, this book was also designed as an educational and 
programming resource and so included an extensive filmography with my own interpretative 
commentary supplemented by quotations from those authors of particular relevance to my 
approach. Cahiers du Cinema was the major continuing focus of Dreyer criticism for me at 
that time; they had produced a special Dreyer issue in December 196860. 
In the materials submitted here I include a copy of the October 1977 NFT programme as well 
as one the programme61 notes as an illustration of my involvement with both criticism, 
exhibition and education activities which we gathered under the rubric of a `social practice of 
cinema i62. 
56 egJacqueline Rose, Sexuality in the Field of Vision London: Verso 1986. 
57 I was sufficient of a Dreyer expert to be interviewed on UK Channel 4 TV in 1986 as to the significance of 
the discovery of the complete print of his The Passion of Joan of Arc in a Norwegian mental institutionl. This 
was written up as Mark Nash_joan Complete -A Dreyer Discovery', Sight and Sound, London vol 54 Summer 
1985. [work submitted] 
58 Contemporaneous titles included Tony Rayns (ed) Fassbinde , 
BFI London 1976; Richard Dyer ed __Min Eilm BFI London 1977 and Sylvia Harvey May '68 and Film Culture BFI London 1978. 
59 Nash, Dreyer Dossier Driver pp 36-81. 
60 Cahiers du Cinema nr 207, Dec 1968. In Nash, Dreyer Dossier, Dreyer p 36 I am intrigued by Cahiers 
producing an analysis focusing on problems of language and subjectivity with almost no attempt to theorise 
within a materialist framework, so close to the 'events' of May 1968. 
61 Carl Dreyer, National Film Theatre Programme, October 1977 [work submitted]. Almost all of the copy for 
the programme notes was derived from the dossier section of the Dreyer publication. In the Shorts Programme 
II, Programme Note [work submitted] I refer to two conflicting concepts of authorship which surfaced during 
the NFT seminar on the season, in an attempt to provide an ongoing dialogue with the NFT audience. 
62 "What must have priority in any emerging social practice of the cinema involving a dynamic and meaningful 
relationship between production/distribution/exhibition is creating a situation in which both film-maker and 
film viewer both have as equal part to play in the process of text construction which is the film. The act of 
filming and the act of viewing become 2 [sic] moments of equal value, neither having priority over the other" 
Claire Johnstone 'Cinema as a social practice - some problems', paper delivered at the SEFT Weekend School, 
'British Independent Cinema/Avant Garde' organized by Claire Johnstone and Mark Nash at the Institute of 
Education, London January 1977. unpublished mss. 
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In the introductions I referred to the way the object of film study and concepts deployed 
within it had shifted in a relatively few years. In particular I described how problems within 
the Althusserian concept of ideology had prevented the development of "concrete strategies 
for ideological struggles in relation to the cinematic institution" and how post - Althusserian 
reformulations of notions of ideology and the state were beginning to enable work towards an 
altogether more political understanding of these problems. 
I continued: 
"While it is important that critical texts investigate the functioning of the cinematic institution 
and consolidate the transformation of the theoretical space from the object cinema to the 
operation cinema, they can only have progressive effects if consciously articulated with their 
surrounding co-text, eg the contradictory shifts in production, distribution and exhibition 
ba 
within the industry". 
Indeed this shift from object to operation was one of the key conceptual moves at the time, as 
was the representation of the apparatus of production, distribution and exhibition as a co-text. 
This notion of co-text is an interesting attempt to try and make the connection between 
textuality proper, the material textuality of the work of art, and the context that produced and 
sustained it: an attempt to avoid the Manichean dimension of discursivity tout court, though 
some doubtless saw us as attempting to re-introduce a base-superstructure model by the back 
door. 
I make reference to the arguments for a third film distribution circuit, which would break the 
monopoly of the then two major chains, ABC and Rank whose monopoly deprived British 
filmgoers of so many different kinds of films (Dreyer's included). In noting the potentiality 
for the return of religious values within art cinema, alerted no doubt by Paul Schrader's 
Transcendental Style 65 (with its explicit references to `transcendental' qualities in Dreyer, Ozu 
and Bresson), I was also concerned to draw attention to the relative fragility of both British 
Art Cinema and British Independent Cinema. 
My text then proposes quite a sophisticated reworking of notions of authorship. The emphasis 
of Dreyer is "anti-auteurist against attributing an imaginary unity to the `author'. The notion 
of the `Dreyer-text' refers then to a process theoretically constructed/reconstructed"". 
Individual film texts are regarded as provisional unities of a segment of that discursive Dreyer- 
text: "These notes on ... the Dreyer-text are concerned with the ideological processes of text 
construction played out in the space between the author' of the filmic discourse and the 
67 
reader/viewer. " 
Through this reading, the question of what kind of reader the text constructs is raised. In its 
insistence on the ways in which the act of reading/viewing reconfigure and reconstitute the 
63 Nash, Introduction Dreyer . 
64 Nash, Introduction Driver p 2. 
65 Paul Schrader, Transcendental style in film: Ozu. Bresson. Dreyer Berkeley, Los Angeles; London : University 
of California Press, 1972. 
66 Nash, Dreyer p 3. 
67 Nash, Driver p 3. 
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text, my argument could be described as quasi-Barthesian. However unlike the later Barthes, it 
is nevertheless concerned to keep some kind of separation between text and viewer. 
The essay `Notes on the Dreyer Text' which forms the core of the Dreyer book68 begins by 
recapitulating notions of ideology and suture as developed by various Screen writers before 
embarking on an analysis of signs of desire within one of Dreyer's earlier silent films Michael 
(1924) 69. I argue that in this film light itself can function as a signifier which, through a 
metaphoric process, stands for desire"70, that the look itself is foregrounded as an object of 
desire, and that paintings in the diegesis have a specific role to play in trapping the look. My 
account here is close to Lacan's essay on the look as object petit a, 
" 
although I do not 
reference it as such. 
I draw attention to a `ceaseless displacement of signifiers of desire' - Michael's removing a set 
of valued crystal wineglasses for a tryst with the Princess Zamikov, the painter Zoret's inability 
to render the look in her eyes, and the way Zoret's paintings 'produce' the artist in an 
analogous way that images `produce' their viewer. Indeed I am struck how close my 
formulations come to contemporary Lacanian theory of the role of the art object: "All these 
objects function as if they could give meaning but they can't. So then we come back to the 
beginning, to the sense that looses sense. That is what the Lacanian `objet a' is about. It is 
about something that lacks. Its this object cause of desire [sic]" 72 
I then move on to discuss the way the film text poses and unsuccessfully attempts to contain 
the problematic of bisexualit73 arguing that "what is repressed and therefore represented in 
the interstices of the text is not homosexuality, the faithful shadow of heterosexuality. It is 
bisexuality which constitutes the trouble of the text and generates and organises its complete 
set of displacements and exchanges". I refer to a feminisation of the characters in terms of an 
expulsion of overt homosexuality from the diegesis. Here too I find my reading of this film 
surprisingly modern, already anticipating the possibility of a `queer' reading of this and other 
Dreyer films, which draws attention to their refusal of what Michael Warner has called 
74 
`heteronormativity'. 
In the third section of "Notes on the Dreyer-text" 
75I discuss what I call the `barred image' as 
a signifier of repression and further elaborate the notion of a central organising fantasy which 
`appears to operate around light as a material visual signifier of the look, generating, 
metaphorically, plots about divine light and semantic structures organising a variety of 
68 Nash, Driver pp 5-36. 
69 Michael ael). dir. Carl The Dreyer, script Dreyer, Thea von Harbou. Based on the novel by Herman 
Bang, Decla-Bioscope for UFA, 1924. 
70 Nash, Driver p 9. 
71 Jacques Lacan, The Four Fundamental Concepts oPsychoanalysis edited by Jacques-Alain Miller. Penguin: 
Harmondsworth 1979. 
72 'A little object' Danuza Machado interviewed by Alex Potts, AN Visual Arts. September 1997 p 12. 
73 Nash, Dreyer pp 11,12. 
74 Michael Warner (ed), Fear of a queer planet. queer politics and social theory. Minneapolis, London: 
University of Minnesota Press. c1993. 
75 Nash, Dreyer, II Notes on the Dreyer text, C The barred image pp 11-16. 
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permutations on the concept (ie signified) of light""": `Light becomes a representation... of 
the act of looking itself 
n. Critical writing on film noir explores the idea of repression being 
visually figured in the dark areas of the screen: `Some dangerous object or person could 
emerge from those blind spots at any timei78. I distinguish Dreyer's appropriation of German 
expressionist cinema's chiaroscuro lighting from that developed in film noir. Dreyer I point out 
works with shades of grey - vision is never completely obscured. 
I devote several paragraphs to a parallel between cinema and religious discourse. My 
comparison between the medieval doctrine of signatures and the contemporary critical 
practice (which I critique) of reconstructing the author `as god' from `his' traces in the text 
follows Michel Foucault's attempt to recast discussions of authorship" (see below). And 
indeed there is an implicit argument that certain kinds of cinema (eg films by Dreyer and 
Bresson) participate in ongoing theological and philosophical debates. In the Dreyer film 
Gertrud 80for instance, the eponymous central character refers to her father's belief in 
predestination, which her doctrine of pure love `Amor Omnia' uncannily reduplicates. This 
recalls Dreyer's comments on the opposition of lght' Gruntvigian Protestantism versus 
`dark' Inner mission Calvinist predestination which structures the plot of Ordet81. In 
Scandinavian societies with a long tradition of dissenting secularism (Soren Kierkegaard being 
the most famous to a non-specialist), it is not surprising to find film-makers whose work is 
not just haunted by this loss of faith but actively re-enacts its dilemmas within a materialist 
cinematic philosophy. Ordet (literally `the word) refers to the language of faith that will bring 
the dead to life. Dreyer's cinema in this and other films directly engages with the issue of 
religious doubt. 
Developing this line of thought further today would involve an engagement with Deleuze's 
comments on Dreyer in The Time Image, where he reformulates the issue of belief in terms 
of an epistemological break in the relation between cinema and thought which effectively 
founds a new cinema: 
"Gertrud finally develops all the implication and the new relation between cinema and 
thought- the `psychic' situation which replaces all sensory-motor situations; the perpetual 
break of the link with the world... the grasping of the intolerable even in the everyday and 
insignificant... Gertrud inaugurates a new cinema " 82. 
Deleuze also reflects on the connections between belief (both religious (particularly Catholic) 
and socialist) and the cinema, pointing out that it is precisely at the point when these belief 
systems collapse that film-makers as diverse as Dreyer, Rossellini, and Godard (one could also 
76 Nash, Dreyer ppl4. 
77 Nash, DreTyer p13. 
78 Paul Willemen, Jacques Toumeur Edinburgh: Edinburgh International Film Festival 1975 quoted in Nash 
Driver p 13. 
79 The doctrine of signatures - the theory that each and every natural object has stamped upon it some sign of 
its utility to the relief of man's ills `Marie Boas The Scientific Renaissance 1450-1630 (London: Collins 1962, p 
182). My references to Paracelsus and Crollius are taken directly from Foucault's The Order of Things (London: 
Tavistock Publications 1970). 
80 Gertrud, dir Carl Th Dreyer, script Dreyer, based on the play by Hjalmar Soderberg, Palladium Film, 1961. 
81 Ordet, dir Carl lb Dreyer, script by Dreyer based on the play by Kai Munk, Palladium 1954. 
Dreyer's discussion of these two forms of Christianity is quoted in Nash, Dreyer pp 64-65. 
82 Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 2 nie Time Image Athlone: London 1989 p 170. 
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add Bresson) engage in forms of religious representation. Several films by these film makers 
including Dreyer's Ordet and The Passion of Joan of Arc feature in the pantheon list 
distributed by the Pontifical Council for Social Communications to mark the centenary of 
cinema83. 
The fourth section of Notes on the Dreyer Text 
4 
revisits Kristeva's `Signifying Practice and 
Mode of Production' essay already referred toss and uses that to show that The Dreyer Text 
can be read as an exemplary site where the discourses of religion, art and the feminine 
intersect"T' Following Kristeva I use Dreyer as an example of how art has taken over the 
function of religion and how the "return of the repressed feminine in signifying practice 
causes a crisis in poetic language and how Dreyer's films participate in the problematic of the 
modem text. " 
I continue with a reading of Dreyer's Gertrud 
87- focussing on issues of hypnosis and 
bisexuality, and through detailed reference to the songs in the film argue that the singing voice 
can be read as a vehicle of the semiotic. In conclusion88I argue that the Dreyer-text can be 
characterised as a type of hysterical discourse: "To summarise and conclude, it appears that 
the Dreyer text can be characterised as a type of hysterical discourse. This conclusion is based 
on the emergence of particular sets of representations at three different levels in the films: the 
diegesis, the mire en scene (ie the filmic writing) and the body of the text" 
89' "an exemplary site 
where discourses of religion, art and the feminine intersect" 
90 
There are occasional passages in this section where my formulations run ahead of my ability to 
fully demonstrate or explicate them. For instance in my discussion of the screen image as a 
representation of the maternal body I'm clearly trying to make connections with Kristeva on 
the one hand while maintaining connections to Paul Willemen's discussion of incestuous 
fantasies in Raoul Walsh's Pur u d. " 
V Concerning Art Cinema and Authorship 
Screen devoted its Spring 1979 issue to questions of authorship, arguing that while indeed it 
had been an impasse in auteur theory that had originally lead to work on psychoanalysis and 
cinema and its focus on the theory of the subject, more recent work had not returned to the 
issue of authorship. As a precondition for handling `the major ideological construction' of 
authorship with some conjunctural specificity', Screen theory had moved away from 
83 John Thavis, ' Vatican Picks its Best Films List' 
< hap: //www. dio. org/links/info/vfm. htm> [accessed 1 August 20031; Steven D. Greydanus and Jimmy Akin 
The Vatican Film List' 2003 <http: //decentfl_ms. com/commentary/vaticanfllmlist. html> [accessed 1 August 
2003]. 
84 Nash, 'Notes on the Dreyer Text' DI Dreyer. 
85 Julia Kristeva, 'Signifying Practice and Mode of Production' Edinburgh Magaziae'76 no 11976. 
86 Nash, Driver p19. 
87 Nash, `Notes on the Dreyer Text' D II Dreyer. 
88 Nash, `Notes on the Dreyer Text' E Dreyer. 
89 Nash, Drover p 30. 
90 Nash, Driver p 19. 
91 Paul Willemen'The Fugitive Subject' Raoul Walsh ed Hardy Edinburgh: Edinburgh Film Festival 1974. 
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authorship to psychoanalysis but now it was important to return to this issue. In an editorial 
jointly written with Steve Neale we argued that the separation of author and text characteristic 
of much film (as well as literary) criticism still implied that the author was a "punctual source, 
a creative individual giving expression to a work": 
"The notion of the author, even as developed in structural criticism, separated out the text 
with its own interior unity, from ideology which might appear in the text in a form mediated 
by the text's structures, participating in its theses and shifting antinomies, but nevertheless 
separate and distinct from the text. " 92 
We therefore included an article by Michel Foucault originally presented at the College de 
France in 1969.3 Foucault's aim was to open up the question "What is an author? ". In this 
article he theorised the conjunctural function of authorship, arguing for its ties to "legal and 
institutional systems which circumscribe, determine and articulate the realm of discourses". 
Our editorial did not specifically mention my own work on the Dreyer text and authorship 
though it clearly fits into this paradigm. And my particular interest as editor in publishing the 
Foucault piece was a response to the difficulty of thinking through the conjunctural issues 
surrounding authorship. 
Further on in that editorial we refer to "the force of discourses of authorship in the social 
formation" which "poses particular problems for independent film-making groups and 
collectives who find their work however oppositionally conceived, taken up by discourses of 
authorship". In retrospect we can say that the death of the author was widely mis-reported. In 
fact those same oppositional and collective practices that sought to supersede the author have 
themselves fallen into desuetude. 
4 
There was however a problem in reconciling Foucault's notion of discourse to that of social 
formation and its legal and institutional systems in particular. As Lapsley and Westlake point 
out `The general absence of explanation as to how discourses and regimes of power came 
about could be seen as a serious deficiency. ' ' 
They continue: `Because cinema is not a single discourse like those on sexuality or madness 
but is, rather, a site for discursive conflict, it is neither institutionalised as knowledge nor is its 
relation to other discourses easily specifiable. " " Foucault gave no account of the process of 
the constitution of the subject comparable to Althusser's notion of interpellation. 
92 Mark Nash and Steve Neale, Editorial' Screen_ Spring 1979 vol 20 no 1. [work submitted] 
93 Michel Foucault, "What is an author? " Screen, Spring 1979 vol 20 no 1. 
94 A historical account of the Independent and Grant-Aided sectors in the UK is long overdue. The workshop 
model drawn from 1930 models of collective organization was not entirely appropriate for 1980s media 
production, and by the end of the 1990s none of these continued to exist in the UK In their espousal of 
collective forms of cultural work they provided a powerful model for alternative creative practices. I was involved 
in the trade union and cultural sector discussions to establish these workshops as well as subsequent attempts to 
profile these practices, most recently with the inclusion of a number of their films in Documenta 11. A 
preliminary account is given in Noeleen Grattan The Workshop Declaration - History Problems and Potential' 
Dissertation submitted for BA (Hons) Degree in Film and Photographic Arts Derby College of Art 1984. 
95 Robert Lapsely and Michael Westlake, Film Theozy an Introduction Manchester University Press: Manchester 
1988 p 21. 
96 Lapsely and Westlake p 22. 
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It is also characteristic of the writing of the time that one would invoke the notion of 
conjuncture as a reference point for the political and philosophical aim of our critical practice 
in Screen without always being clear of the difficult epistemological ground on which it was 
being developed. Were we still Althusserian, comforted by a Marxist notion of determination 
in the last instance, or had we accepted Barry Hindess and Paul Hirst's attack on epistemology 
as a form of dogma, focussing instead on the conditions of existence of social practices and 
institutions97? 
The final section of my Dreyer essay is entitled " Postface: A note on the textual subject 
`Dreyer' as commodity". In my essay on Vampy I had extended my analysis of subjective 
marking (pronoun functions) in the film to speculate that art cinema might be characterised as 
a genre by a specific form of subjective coding. I indicated that further work would be needed 
to "determine in what ways the authored textual discourse offers this mode of appropriation 
as authored. This may consist in part in the degree of prominence or insistence of the 
authorial subcode". 98 
In the Dreyer book I attempted to reformulate issues of authorship by replacing the notion of 
author with that of ` textual subject': 
"The textual subject `Dreyer' is neither the biological individual, now dead, not the totality of 
that individual's traces in the real but the effect of a specific series of transformations, the 
result of a process of play with signification on the terrain where the cinematic institution and 
given social formation intersect'". I continued: `The work of the Dreyer-text within this 
institution is to foreground the phantasy structure at play in it, ic the way the institution 
structures phantasyj10° 
My trajectory from `Vampyr and the Fantastic' to Dreyer was to move from a structuralist to 
post-structuralist paradigm, from a semiotic to a psychoanalytic frame. Institution in the above 
passage was understood as the Screen notion of `cinematic institution', as a mode of engaging 
and creating spectatorship, rather than a social and economic production distribution and 
exhibition framework, a set of practices which provide the conditions for the production of 
cinema in the first place, the particular sense in which I use `institution `when discussing 
independent cinema and film culture. This was a period as I have already mentioned 
characterised by what I would call a co-habitation between post-structuralism and 
structuralism, with authors, myself included, in effect ducking and diving between 
(Althusserian) structuralism and (Foucauldian) post-structuralism. 
I continued to return to these issue in a number of essays and conferences focussing on the 
work of Carl Dreyer: at Verona in 1984101; in a review article of Maurice Drouzy's biography 
97 Barry Hindess and Paul Hirst, Mode of Production and Social Formation, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul 
1977. 
98 Nash, "'Vampyr" and the fantastic' p 66. 
99 Nash, Driver p 32. 
100 Nash, Driver p 32. 
101 International Conference on the work of Carl Th Dreyer, Verona Nov 16-18 1984. My presentation 'Dreyer 
questions of authorship: the Anglo-American Critical Debate' was published as `Dreyer e il Cinema d'Autore. 11 
debattito della critica Anglo Americana' in Martini (ed) 11 Cinema di Deyer Venice: Ed Marsilio 1987. [work 
submitted] 
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of Dreyer in 1986102 and at New York University in 1989103 The Verona presentation and 
essay that was published subsequently (translated into Italian) focussed on Anglo-American 
critical debates on Dreyer and in particular my continuing attempts to engage the formalist 
accounts of Dreyer both by Burch and Dana as well as David Bordwell'o'. 
My Verona text'os briefly traces a history of radical cultural criticism, focussing in particular on 
Cahiers du Cinema now familiar five-part categorisation of the relationship of the relation of 
film and ideology. Dreyer had been cited along with Rossellini and Ford under category (e): 
`Films which at first sight seem to belong firmly within the ideology and to be completely 
under its sway, but which turn out to be so only in an ambiguous manner''oa Though overtly 
reactionary (not a position I would subscribe to in this bald formulation today) they are 
nevertheless subject to an internal criticism `which cracks the film apart at the seams' 
I distance myself from Cahiers arguing that: "In the case of the Cahiers argument it seemed to 
me not very useful to say they present ideology at work. The way we make sense of the formal 
experimentation of Dreyer's films is more complex and indirect than the notion of ideology at 
play in their argument at that time allows for". 
I summarise my argument with Burch and Dana: 
"What is at play it seems to me in their discussion of Dreyer's deconstruction of codes is in 
fact a notion of art cinema. Its not just that the films circulate fairly easily as individual 
commodities under that general rubric, but they constantly make reference back to themselves 
as works of are, 
I also discuss the limits of the psychoanalytic approach in my own work on Dreyer: 
"Me psychoanalytic approach poses cinema as a drama or theatre of the subject in process, an 
institution for representing, a machine for the production and maintenance of representation. 
The problem with this approach is that there is the danger - as with the deconstruction 
argument mentioned earlier - of each film being reduced to an illustration of a thesis". I 
continue: "This approach has the danger of turning into the very impressionist criticism which 
more `scientific' attempts were designed to replace". 
As a way out of this impasse I invoke the question of history: "Only by returning the text to 
our understanding of history can we confirm our hypotheses". I proceed to sketch some 
determinants from the Scandinavian theatrical and literary scene on the Dreyer text: The 
concern with women's emancipation in Ibsen, Strindberg and Söderberg whose 1907 novel 
Gertrud1°7 was the basis for Dreyer's eponymous film108; the cinematic fluidity of some of the 
102 Mark Nash, Framework no 25,1986 review of Maurice Drouzy Carl 'rh Dreyer ne Nilsson ed du Cerf: Paris 
1982. [work submitted] 
103 Presentation entitled `Dreyer and the Debate on Art Cinema' A Symposium on the Films of Carl lb Dreyer, 
New York University Feb 25 1989. 
104 David Bordwell, The Films of Carl-Theodor Dreyer University of California Press 1981. 
105 Since the text was only published in Italian, I have taken the liberty of quoting from my English version at 
some length, since I cannot assume a reader fluent with Italian, but also because it contains useful reflexions on 
the previous published work which is the subject of this thesis. 
106 Jean-Louis Comolli and Jean Narboni, 'Cinema/Ideology/Criticism' Screen Reader I London: SEFI' 1977 . 
107 Hjalmar Söderberg, Gertrud Stockholm Bonniers 1907. 
108 1 could also have referenced Herman Bang's exploration of homosexual desire in his novel Mikael. 
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theatrical presentations, particularly Strindberg (eg his 1901 A Dream Play'. With reference 
to Raymond Williams's analysis from Modem Tragedy"° I argue that Dreyer's cinema was part 
of an and-bourgeois movement in culture `hostile to the characteristically fixed and enclosed 
forms of the established culture'. Or as JM Straub put it: "What I admire about Dreyer's 
films... is their ferocity in treating the bourgeois world"' 
"The years in which the motion picture camera and projector were being developed - the 
1880s and 1890s -= were also the years in which there was a decisive break within avant-garde 
drama, towards new kinds of dramatic compositions. Strindberg ... was writing what are 
in 
effect screenplays, embodying shifts of location, sequences of images, fragmentations, 
transformations and dissolves which were only just technically possible in the most 
experimental kind of stage production, but which would become even commonplace in film". 
I also revisit the question of Dreyer's `modernism' and transpose the distinction between the 
"two (political and formal) avant-gardes" developed by Poggioli12 and Wollen13 into one 
between the avant-garde and modernism arguing for Dreyer as modernist rather than 
historical avant-garde. 
A year or so later I returned to Dreyer in a review article of Maurice Drouzy's' biography. This 
psychobiography of Dreyer contained astonishing chapters devoted to the history Dreyer's 
biological parents and their putative influence on his work. This despite the fact that Dreyer 
was adopted and never knew his parents! "[Drouzy's] interest becomes an obsession when he 
devotes achapter to JC Torp, the biological father of Dreyer... At this point, biology and 
psychology, nature and nurture become confused'. 114 
In the years following my Dreyer publication my position on the separation of the textual and 
the biological author softened somewhat, accepting that anyone interested in Dreyer's films 
would want to refer to this book. As well as critiquing the logical short-circuit created by 
moving back and forth between textual analysis and psychobiography, my article was 
concerned to critique this strange search for genius in genetics as symptomatic of the 
durability of discourse of the artist as genius: 
"Drouzy confuses the central issues by referencing our understanding of the films back to the 
author while at the same time using our knowledge of the author further to decipher the films. 
A critical response to Drouzy's work would be to challenge the ways the fascination with 
author - the code of authorship - continues to dominate film criticism and production" 
My presentation at NYU in 1989 was my last contribution to Dreyer studies to date. By then I 
had become interested in exploring the notion of art cinema as encompassing modes of 
narration, consumption and production often in contradiction with each other', and 
referenced David Bordwell's account in Narration and the Fiction Film15. For Bordwell, art 
109 August Strindberg, A Dream Play Seattle & London: University of Washington Press 1973. 
110 Raymond Williams, Modem Tragedy London: Chatto & Windus, 1966. 
111 JM Straub quoted in'Carl Dreyer NFT Programme' October 1977 p 6. 
112 Renato Poggioli, The Theory of the Avant-Garde Cambridge, Mass & London: Harvard University Press 
1968. 
113 Peter Wollen, The Two Avant-Gardes' Studio International London 1975. 
114 Nash, review of Maurice Drouzy Framework 25 p 25. 
115 David Bordwef, Narration and the Fiction Film London: Methuen 1985. 
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cinema represented a domestication of modernist film making, softening its attacks on 
narrative causality by creating mediating structures: realism, character subjectivity, and 
authorial vision that allowed a fresh coherence of meaning. Re-reading Bordwell's account of 
art cinema narration today, there is little that I would quarrel with and indeed a lot that I find 
useful at the descriptive level. What is clear is that he is resolutely uninterested in extending his 
analysis of authorship and art cinema in the spirit of post-structuralist enquiry. Gilles 
Deleuze's writing on cinema mentioned above provides a more contemporary and 
philosophically stimulating interpretive machinery for that ambiguous narration which 
characterises 1950s and 1960s art cinema and one much closer to the project of 1970s Screen 
theory. 
I had moved into film and television production myself in 1984 and so the questions that had 
driven my previous work' on Dreyer were less urgent for me than in 1989. My insistence on 
the generic aspect of the art cinema discourse I would argue is still pertinent today. Even if 
some of the ways I formulated the question were over-general, it still seems to me that `art- 
cinema' is a useful theoretical concept in film studies1'. One aspect of my argument was that 
art cinema was as much concerned with issues of form as those of content, closer in other 
words to genres like film noir and horror which are distinguished as much by their affective 
engagement of the spectators as by their content per se. 
In revisiting this notion of art cinema today one would also need to discuss its interrelation 
with notions of national cinema. The coming of sound clearly facilitated the development of 
national linguistically bound cinemas and again may have pushed those minority language 
artists such as Dreyer into a kind of cinema that would function at the supra national 
European level. 
My work on the Dreyer text could also have benefited from greater attention to institution 
understood as the specifics of production distribution and exhibition of the films. It would be 
interesting for example to review the history of Palladium, the company that produced most 
of Dreyer's films and continues to hold the rights today. In the first decade of the twentieth 
century Palladium was the most successful film production company in the world. Financially 
buoyant with revenues from `white slave trade' films, it returned to soft-core pornography in 
the post-war period (and which probably supported its funding of Dreyer's films! ). 
Equally the financing of Le Prods de Jeanne d'Arc by the Societe Generale de Films or of 
Vampyr by the Baron Nicolas de Gunzburg (in return for his playing the role of David Gray) 
would make equally fascinating reading. In the post-Screen era, film studies has returned to 
detailed history of the financing of American cinema, but attention to this is still an urgent 
requirement for European cinema. It would also enable one to revisit and reformulate some 
of the questions I posed above. 
116 I find Steve Neale's ongoing work in this area the most sympathetic eg Steve Neale 'Art cinema as an 
institution' Screen vol 22, no 11981. 
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VI Degrees of Independence 
Though it was not possible to adequately theorise the relation of the textual to the social in my 
work on Dreyer, in the arena of independent cinema we were grappling with analogous issues 
- how to understand the institution of cinema in relation to the particular situation in the UK. 
A number of us on the Screen editorial board were particularly concerned with `independent 
cinema', British independent cinema. An editorial put it as follows: 
"Some people regard as `independent' any film or television production not directly financed 
by the commercial film and television industries. We, however, are concerned in this issue of 
Scrren with a sector of production that is producing a differrnt kind of cinema to the mainstream 
- different in its aesthetic and political aims, not just in the source of its financing... Radical 
aesthetic work which struggles against naturalisation, which defamiliarises, which does not 
take representation for granted has been developed together with exhibition practices 
concerned with changing the audience's relationship to cinema ... While the notion of the 
social practice of the cinema, that the spectator is a producer rather than consumer of 
meanings, marked an important shift in our understanding of the relationship between 
spectators and cinema ... the idea of the active spectator cannot be taken as a political 
guarantee 
Independent Cinema is still a notoriously difficult area to define - the notion of independence 
is used in many contexts, with conflicting meanings - and its use has become more confusing 
over the years1'. On the other hand, low-budget or no-budget cinema has tried to develop a 
sense of independent as oppositional or avant-garde. What we sought to do in the 1970s and 
early 1980s was to provide a theoretical foundation for discussion of the terms of opposition 
and avant-garde in independent cinema by linking Screen's theoretical concerns to the issues 
of current film production within the UK. In 1979 I organised a Screen season at the National 
Film Theatre with members of the editorial board. The aim of the season was to "break down 
the traditional distinction between film viewing and discussions in an attempt to develop a 
social practice of film reading, pulling film, theory and general questions of ideology into the 
same contexte"'9. The season featured a wide range of mainly contemporary films which it 
was felt could serve as an example and inspiration to contemporary UK film-makers 
In the editorial for Screen vol 20 no 2I wrote: 
"Much of the effectivity of Screen's analytic work stems from the political implications of the 
psycho-analytic and semiotic discourses it has explored. These implications centre on the 
117 Mark Nash, Editorial Screen vol 21 no 4 pp 5-6. [work submitted] 
118 Relatively mainstream producers and film-makers have continued to claim the term (and with it some 
connotation of newness or cutting edge aesthetics), viz The British producers association PACT (Producers 
Alliance for Cinema and Television) formerly called IPPA (Independent Producers Association) where 
'Independent' signalled simply a process of 'contracting out' - autonomous production companies funded by the 
main broadcasting organisations. Equally `New American Cinema' is often described as 'independent' which 
belies its intimate and more recently constitutive relation to the studio system. 
119 'Films and Seminars presented by Screen'. NFT programme booklet June 1978 p 23. 
120 eg Theo Angelopoulos The Huntsmen 1977, or Marguerite Duras Le Camion 1977, (with jean Luc 
Godard's 5 hour Sur and Sous La Communication 1976 as a centre piece. The season also featured two explicitly 
avant-garde films: Michael Snows Rameau's Nephew by Diderot (thanx to Denis Young) by Wilma Schoen 1974 
and Malcolm Legrice's Blackbird Descending 1977 as well as Tsui Wei's Hung Yu 1975 a Chinese Cultural 
revolution fiction about the campaign for barefoot doctors discussed in my and Rosalind Delmar's article 
'Breaking with Old Ideas already mentioned. 
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development of practices which will alter the balance of forces within discursive formations 
and institutions... The development of a radical practice of cinema will involve the production 
of critical discourses directed at production, distribution and exhibition of films themselves, as 
well as film texts themselves" 
As an example I might cite the discussion my review of Richard Woolley's Brothers and 
Sisters (1980) for the aptly titled The New Social Function of Cinema: British Film Institute 
Productions 1979/80 ul which argues that Britain's lack of an art cinema presents 
opportunities for filmmakers such as Woolley to combine the ideas of the political avant-garde 
without sacrificing mainstream appeal - to adapt Brecht's phrase, a cinema both of pleasure 
and instruction: 
"Political" and "Entertainment" cinema are often not as radically different as they are made 
out to be. One of the problems in England is that there isn't an art cinema so that there is 
much more of an opposition between Hollywood styles and independent cinema and art 
cinema is represented by Continental imports. So there's a kind of vacuum in British film 
culture which this film is trying, in a sense, to deal with". 
The NFT season of films was designed to illustrate and engage with the work of filmmakers 
that had been privileged in previous issues of Screen. At one level this simply represented the 
engagement one would expect from a film journal with contemporary film-production in the 
UK. However Screen was not an "ordinary" journal in this respect. As a journal of film-theory 
it was engaged in a level of discussion that one would now recognise more clearly as 
philosophical, and its attempts to engage in issues more appropriate for a review of cinema 
were not always well received. The more practical engagements had to be forced alongside the 
theoretical ones since they did not necessarily follow from them. 
Those of us who were involved in this movement came to it through involvements in the 
women's movement and feminist filmmaking (Claire Johnstone), trade- 
union/community/labour politics (myself) and so on. This kind of activity, as well as 
engagement with the avant-garde, was a necessary to counterpoint to the notion of a 
theoretical practice. 
Independent Cinema figures in my argument here both as a way of thinking about and 
responding to independent and avant-garde productions and policy initiatives as well as a 
form of politique - creating a theoretical object `independent cinema'. If my work on the 
fantastic and the Dreyer-text represented engagement with the central issue of spectatorship in 
the cinematic institution and a way of figuring the barred subject within that, independent 
cinema was the terrain where the cinema machine could be rethought and changed. 
121 Graham Humphries 'Comment' and'Interview between Richard Woolley, Mark Nash, Hilary Thompson 
and Rod Stoneman', 'Brothers and Sisters " in The New Social Function of Cinema: British Film Institute 
Productions 1979/80. Rod Stoneman and Hilary Thompson eds, BFI: London 1981. [work submitted] 
Graham Humphries was a very occasional nom de plume that I used when I could not see eye to eye with editors! 
Alas all I can recall was that the piece was rushed for a deadline which turned out to be over a year before the 
actual publication date. 
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My writing and work in this area has an initial focus in my and Steve Neale's reflections the 
Edinburgh Film Festival 1977 Special Event `History/Production/Memory' 122. It then 
figures strongly in Screen's concerns during my editorship notably our discussion with Marc 
Karlin123. The production and writing about Acting Tapes (1984)124 was conceived as 
addressing issues raised by the Independent constituency (both aesthetically and structurally). 
Later in the 1980s my attention shifts to more structural concerns with more journalistic 
accounts of European Media Initiatives 
125, the state of the Czecho-Slovak film industry in the 
transition 
126" 
as well as detailed research for the AIPý27. 
At the same time I was involved in a range of film cultural political engagements with the IFA 
and the ACTT - In the IFA with encouraging both theoretical and practical reflection on film 
cultural and policy issues"8' In the ACTT with the proposals for restructuring the then 
London and Grant Aided sector with widening the membership base 
u9 
and the establishment 
of the Workshop Declaration130. These more practical, activist engagements together with film 
programming and more journalistic kinds of writing made up the ensemble of what I would 
describe as my film cultural work. 
122 Mark Nash and Steve Neale, "History/Production /Memory" Screen vol 18 no 4 1978. [work submitted] 
123 "Problems of British Independent Cinema: A Discussion between Marc Karlin and Clare Johnston, Mark 
Nash and Paul Willemen", Screen vol 21 no 4 1981. [work submitted] 
124 Mark Nash and James Swinson "Acting Tapes", Framework no 29 London 1985 [work submitted] ; 
"Acting Taped - Andrew Higson discusses a new project on cinema performance with Mark Nash and James 
Swinson" Scree n London 1985 vol 26 no5, London 1985. [work submitted] 
125 Mark Nash, 'What's in an Acronym? Deciphering New Media Initiatives', The Independent, New York, 
March 1990. 
From the mid 1980s I was actively involved in European organizations lobbying for the UK's adhesion to the 
MEDIA programme (the Thatcher government had opted out of European support for culture with the result 
that producers distributors and exhibitors missed out on a raft of funding critical for their work and survival. I 
had participated in one of the founding conferences in Paris in 1987 which I reviewed - Mark Nash "Point "87, 
Paris March 4-8 1987" IFVPA Newsletter. London August 1987. I subsequently joined the General Assembly of 
Euroaim the UK Representative, 1988-1991 and studies for the Postgraduate Diploma in Film Production 
promoted by one of the successor organizations to Euroaim, EAVE (Les Entrepreneurs de L'Audiovisuel 
Europeen). 
126 "After the Velvet Revolution: A Tour of Czechoslovak Film Institutions", The Independent New York 
October 1990. 
127 Independent Producers and Television, Association of Independent Producers, London 1989 (research & 
edited, Mark Nash). 
128 'Notes on Cinema as a Social Practice for the Workshop on the Social Practice of Production, Distribution, 
Exhibition and Criticism - part one. Discussion paper IFA Annual meeting and conference York 1977. 
Mimeographed document. This paper was drafted by myself. Part 2, which bears a similar title by Claire 
Johnstone, Fran McLean and Marion Dain. In my paper I resumed the arguments of Tom Nairn The English 
Enigma' published in Bananas no 4 and subsequently in the Break-up of Britain. London: NLB 1981 and Perry 
Anderson, 'Components of a National culture' New Left Review no 50 July/August 1968 arguing that our 
debates on 'film culture' lacked any specific analysis of British and English cultural institutions, critical at a time 
of the Radcliffe Maude report which presaged the regionalization of arts-funding in the UK. 
129 As Chair of the London and Grant-Aided section of the ACTT film union I was particularly involved in 
working with the Black Media Workers Group and organizing and recruiting black and Asian Union members in 
London (at this time the broadcasting unions still operated a dosed shop). 
130 "The Workshop Declaration is an agreement between the BFI, Channel Four, the Regional Arts 
Associations, the Independent Film and Video Association and the ACTT which ensures ACTT approval for 
properly funded and staffed production units who want to engage in non-commercial and grant-aided film and 
tape work'ACIT Workshop Declaration' ACTT June 1984. 
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In our review of the Edinburgh Film Festival Special Event "History Production /Memory" 
Steve Neale and myself discuss the attempt to "rethink what is meant by an `intervention' in 
`film-culture' "' Notions of the state, independence, institution and the avant-garde were 
focussed theoretically and in relation to the political economic and ideological instances in the 
conjuncture and with a specific reference to the film of Jean-Marie Straub and Daniele Huillet, 
Fortin/Cani (1976). 
In our account we insist on a plurality of channels, cinematic machines in the plural. Indeed 
we felt that the notion of a cinematic machine in the singular was problematic, implicitly allied 
to earlier Althusserian formulations and idealist in its implication of an ideology of and for 
cinema. In retrospect it is clearer now how Screen was caught up in the Marxism and Culture 
debate in a kind of pincer movement between determination (in the last instance) and 
complete autonomy. 
The essay of Screen containing our Edinburgh review also contained a key debate on Marxism 
and Culture between the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies and Rosalind 
Coward. The hub of the difference between Birmingham and Coward was "Me emphasis on 
the absolute autonomy of signifying practice... constructed through... a certain reading of 
Lacan coupled with Paul Q Hirst's recent remarks... about the `necessary non-correspondence' 
of the levels in the social formation"132. 
The determination model had dominated several previous generations of debate on Marxism 
and culture. The complete autonomy position was to increasingly dominate debates in the 
1980s and indeed is the effective position in film studies today, (without the Marxist tag). In 
effect one would now argue that Cinema was being analysed in a range of philosophically 
incompatible ways: completely independent of the social formation (the position of 
Structuralism); through the post-structuralist return of the split subject, focussed through 
psychoanalysis on the individual viewer; at the same time it was also being discussed 
`conjuncturally and institutionally 'in the debates on independent cinema. 
Our thinking about the `operation cinema', the machines of cinema, was affected by the 
impasses of the Althusserian-Lacanian model being developed in the mid- 1970s. Indeed one 
might argue that theoretical reflection was rhetorically over-developed partially as a response 
to the potential of this theoretical instability. Of course one could equally reply that holding 
together of radically different notions of - in this case institution - was a necessary part of a 
temporary holding operation awaiting a fuller and more adequate theorisation. 
Alas this did not happen, or at least not as expected. The Althusserian-Lacanian model split 
into component parts which went their different ways: the Althusserian model becoming 
increasingly besieged with its own author's revisions and committal in the early 1980s; The 
Lacanian model on the other hand, freed from any constraints of having to refer to the 
political, blossomed to become a new orthodoxy with all the problems that entails. 
131 Nash and Neale, p 77. 
132 Ian Chambers, John Clarke, Ian Connell, Lidia Curti, Stuart Hall, Tony Jefferson 'Marxism and Culture' 
Screen winter 1977/78 vol 18 no 4 pp 115-116. 
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History took a different tack. Our notion of independence though initially taken on board by 
Channel 4 television, became gradually diluted and equated with a cinema as simply 
representing `minority voices'. A subsequent attempt was made to revive it with the notion of 
`third cinema', which tried to radicalise that notion of `minority' (cf the work of Paul Willemen 
and Framework for instance). "'However the political and institutional conditions were not 
right. 
In retrospect I also suspect that our interest in the aesthetics of oppositional film and art 
practices was compromised by a political naivete with regard to the forces at play in the media 
economy at large. The free-market arguments of AIP and PACT had more weight than that of 
the trade union and cultural left at a time when Thatcher was beginning 17 years of 
Conservatism. 
VII The ideology of the visual 
The Winter 1979/80 issue of Screen initiated a major shift in the magazine's direction. This 
was an attempt to take stock of Screen's achievements in the 1970s, and to shift its emphasis 
away from its role as `the' academic journal of film studies to engage a wider and more diverse 
readership. It was concerned to extend its debates from film and television to "other forms of 
cultural work" and, supported by a new format and layout to enable more extensive use of 
stills, present material in a wider range of formats and modes of writing than hitherto, 
including extensive film culture coverage "providing a `critical' voice for independent 
production""'. 
This was a development I helped initiate and steer, but it was very much a collective project 
and the outcome of many discussions in the Editorial Board and SEFT. This is not the place 
to discuss the success of this enterprise in any detail In retrospect I think it fair to say that the 
new look Screen enabled a new generation of contributors to engage with a wider range of 
issues, particularly in the area of gender and cultural studies. We had managed to transform 
the magazine for a 1980s context even though we did not manage to get that much closer to 
the model of Cahiers du Cinema that inspired us. 
My particular concern with this transformation was to focus our attention on Screen's 
engagement with the wider field of the visual arts, anticipating by some ten or more years the 
development of the fields of visual culture and visual cultural studies. It seemed to me that it 
was logical to extend Screen's analysis of the ideology of the visual to other visual forms and 
practices, and that the limitation to film and television was somewhat arbitrary. 
Mary Kelly and myself put it as follows in our editorial to the Spring 1980 issue of Screen: "A 
certain area of the ideology of the visual has remained unexamined, including a whole range of 
positions from notions of the image as an excess of signification, escaping narrative 
constraints, to an affect founded in pre-linguistic processes or as an extra-discursive 
phenomenological essence's . 
"s 
133 J Pines and P Willemen (eds), Questions of Third Cinema London: British Film Institute 1989. 
134 Editorial, Screen vol 20 no 3/4 Winter 1979/80. [work submitted) 
135 Mary Kelly and Mark Nash, Editorial Screen Springl980 vol 21 no 1, p 7. [work submitted] 
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Tim Clark's essay on Manet's Olympia in that issue1S6 specifically entered into the "area of 
artistic practice traditionally designated as fine art" with an essay which prompted a debate in 
the following issue with Peter Wollen on Monet's relation to modernism"' who argued that 
rather than Realism it is fetishism and the "`complex forms of seeing' which modern art 
practice provides ... [which] enables a coherent account of the contradictory readings which 
Manet's painting appears to offer' 18. This engagement with methodology of art history was 
followed up by an essay by Griselda Pollock on the mythologies of the artist as genius1'. 
When I left the magazine in 1981 a wider cultural remit had been established for the magazine 
even though this specific engagement with the fine arts was not pursued. For myself, however, 
this lead to an ongoing engagement with debates in the visual arts: a review of an exhibition by 
Mary Kelly140, a debate with Peter Fuller questioning his neo-Ruskinian approach"', as well as 
curating moving images with one of the earliest shows of US video art which is only now 
being properly seen and presented142. 
I returned to these interests in the late 1990s, co-curating film and moving image works in a 
number of international exhibitions including The Short Century 13, Force Fields, Phases of 
the Kinetic'" and Documenta 11"s. The terms of my questions and analysis are very much set 
by the formative Screen period and I include my catalogue essays here as a subsidiary corpus if 
you will, a body of work which demands its own contextualisation and analysis. 
VIII Into production 
I have already addressed something of the ontological impasse that hung over the Screen 
project at the end of the 1970s. Having been so involved in this project and its 
transformation, I personally felt the need to `break out' into other forms of practice, 
continuing the work within the British Independent Production Sector that we had pioneered 
in the 1970s. This move into film and television production is less amenable to detailed 
discussion here in the context of a thesis submission, because of the necessity of presenting 
moving image film and video work and establishing the detail of my own contribution to each 
production. 
136 Timothy j Clark, `Preliminaries to it Possible Treatment of `Olympia' in 1865' Screen Spring1980 vol 21 no 
1. 
137 Peter Wollen, 'Manet - Modernism and Avant-garde' Screen Summer 1980 vol 21 no 2 
138 Mark Nash, Editorial Screen Summerl980 vol 21 no 2, p 9. [work submitted] 
139 Griselda Pollock, 'Artists, Mythologies and Media - Genius Madness and Art History' Screen vol 21 no 3. 
140 Mark Nash, 'Mary Kelly's "Post Partum Document"' in Un Certain Art Angles, Paris 1977. 
141 Philip Corrigan and Mark Nash, "Response to Peter Fuller" Art Monthly no 42 October 1980 pp 24- 25. 
142 'American Video, 4 programmes selected and introduced by Mark Nash', an Arts Council of Great Britain 
Video Programme: 1983, (re-shown at the New Serpentine Gallery Bookshop, London 1996). 
143 Mark Nash, "The Modernity of African Cinema" catalogue essay in The Short Century- Independence and 
Liberation Movements in Africa 1945-1994 Prestel, Munich 2001. [work submitted] 
144 Mark Nash, "The Art of Movement" catalogue essay in Force Fields--phases of the Kinetic Hayward/Macba 
London/Barcelona 2000. [work submitted] 
145 Mark Nash, "Art and Cinema: Some Critical Reflections" in Documental I Catalogue. Kantz 2002. 
Combining a Screen concern with the psychoanalytic complexities of spectatorial positioning this essay revisits 
the 'third cinema' paradigm in a discussion of contemporary moving image art and cinema practices. [work 
submitted] 
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A range of projects followed the Acting Tapes already mentioned: a science fiction script 
Memoirs of a Spacewoman and a short film Between Two Worlds (1992)t for the British 
Film Institute and from1987 a collaboration with Isaac Julien which involved the formation of 
a company Normal Films to explore the possibilities of New Queer Cinema in the UK. This 
resulted in the production of a feature film Postcards from America (1994)"7 and the 
experimental short The Attendant (1992)18. Frantz Fanon Black Skin White Mask (1996) was 
a television commissioned film by Julien and myself which explored Fanon's life and ideas 
with a specific focus on the constitution of raced subjectivity. Our approach to this film is 
explored in a jointly authored essay submitted here149. 
Detailed discussion of these projects would take me too far from the central focus of this 
submission, however I think it is important to stress that the interest in gay lesbian and queer 
cinema as well as that of race and representation were indicative of limitations to 1970s 
creen' notion of alterity and the other. More recently, working on Frantz Fanon re- 
introduced me to a whole field of postcolonial history and cultural politics that I had originally 
encountered as a student visiting The Other Cinema screenings of Third World Cinema in the 
early 1970s but which I had not found relevant during my period at Screen. It has however 
returned to help focus issues of globalisation in curatorial practice as well as film studies. "o 
IX Conclusion 
This project of a PhD by published works has enabled me to get a perspective on Screen 
theory and the history of independent production in the 1970s and 1980s, recalling areas and 
issues to which I feel I have made important contributions and which could be further 
developed today, for instance in exhibition format (as recently at the Vienna Secession where I 
presented films and archival written material from this period's) or in a collection of essays 
drawn from these published works. 
Much of my early writing is dense, too dense by today's standards perhaps, and certainly 
rather burdened with the weight of the theoretical perspectives it seeks to present, clarify and 
advance. While it is now customary to critique the Athusserian approach for its lack of 
productivity, faced with years of discourse on film that lacks political or historical grounding 
one might be forgiven if one is at times almost nostalgic for the certainties of this period. 
History however did not go in the direction one aspired to or hoped for. And we cannot 
exactly put the post-structuralist epistemological shift associated with Derrida and Deleuze 
146 Between Two Worlds, dir, script Mark Nash, Produced by Wendy Ellerker for the British Film Institute 
1996. 
147 Postcards from America, dir Steve McLean, Executive Producer Mark Nash, Producer Christine Vachon for 
Normal Films 1994. 
148 The Attendant. dir Isaac Julien, Produced by Mark Nash for Normal Films and Channel 4 Television 1992. 
149 Isaac Julien and Mark Nash, " Frantz Fanon as Film" in The Film Art of Isaac JJulien. Bard Centre for 
Curatorial Studies, NY 2000; Nka: Journal of Contemporary African Art no 11/12, Fall/Winter 2000. [work 
submitted] 
150 'Experiments with Truth", film programme in the re<local>isation series, Oberhausen Film Festival, 
Oberhausen 2003. 
151 Mark Nash, 'The moment of Screen' Fate of Alien Modes curated by Constanze Rhum Vienna: Secession 
2003. [work submitted] 
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into reverse, nor would we wish to. However we can hopefully still make use of the 
achievements of the Screen period in our ongoing work. I hope I will now be in a better 
position to continue a dialogue between contemporary curatorial practices and the ideas and 
issues of 1970s and 1980s Screen. 
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sent down tu the cellar to fetch 
the potatoes, told with a visual 
virtuosity and a wayward sense 
of humour that earned the film 
the Critics' Prize as well as cap- 
tivatint; the perhaps more sig- 
nificant arbiters of public taste at 
the Ktmi,, il; lm, 
b: 11N. ILA JOHNSTON 
ruin 's East German The 
Woman anil thr Shun, Crr . The l"orten focused on a selrc 
tiun of . Jap: enese ti III IS heeded by 
what is fast becoming the year's 
cult movie, ('ru: v Firrntly, by 
Soto Ishu, who at twenty-six 
has alreadv made live h': etures 
and four shorts und was twe e ntly 
in London taking a mesh course 
in English so he call till in the 
forms handed him in Berlin I)v 
the world's festival directors 
('ru: y Family is the logical ex 
tension of Family Gerne, made by 
Ishi's friend Morita Yoshinutsu 
The absurdist explosion of the 
'l'unvenient Socieetv' (an extra 
character tntrudrs on the space 
designed for a nuclear fancily) 
and a zany chipping away at the 
conventions governing Japanese 
hfe splayed out through the 
measures taken against an inva- 
sion of white ants) are evidence 
of a cruel sense of humour not to 
everyone's taste However, I. shii's 
imag-ination and verve are morst 
taking. Cray Fünuly will open 
in the autumn at 'Ihr Other 
Cinema's new London venur, the 
Metro, and Ishii's short punkish 
extravaganza, , Shuffle, should be 
seen at the London and Edin- 
burgh festivals 
The other Japanese films 
showed a more orthodox concern 
for the ecological and ideological 
health of their country. The 
Stolen Sea by Noriaki Tsuchimoto 
examined the effect of a spillage 
of nuclear waste on the life of a 
fishing community, while The 
Lute of the Blind Monks of 
Satsuma by Atsushi Suwa and I 
Liccd But 
... 
by Kazuo Inoue 
meditated, respectively, on the 
spiritual power of Buddhist con- 
ceptions of music and on the 
cinematic magic of Ozu. The 
lafp. iin'' ' film in eompe'tition. 
. tir1,111z Morlog dirt by S. i 1: rn 
N: rkalium. dealt l'l t': Intly with 
the eflrct of itinot': rnt I; rnup:, oil 
dtstnistfiil vill. rr e communities 
There w: r: <, in addition. it sp "ciul 
sct-e"u"rung of Tot-lo 'than. 
.1 : Illy mlnutr dnrnmrnt0rv on 
the postw: u' military trial, by 
the v "trr. in 11, rs, rki Kuh. rsa>hi, 
which ; rttr. irtrd th. " hype of 111.11 
virtual attention (rares at festie. rls 
where spectators are forever 
looking over then shoulderti 
that w. r; < accorded to ! teeins( at 
Venires lot year 
There was it sunilar ti ling of 
an 'event' about the rout t o%ersial 
screening of 'T'homas Il, iil: ur's 
Wundkanal and Robert Kr: riner's 
Unser Nu; i. it 'parkalte' alreadv 
opened in Venice but obviously 
more pertinent in Berlin. where 
the story of Alfred Filbert 
deputy head of the Nazi secret 
service, is with reason better 
known In Wanulkannl Eneru 
tuen fier Four Voices, Filbert plays 
himself, a Nazi kidnapped and 
interrogated about his war 
crimes It began as a fiction 
but turned into a documentary 
on an attempt to destroy. psycho- 
logically, a man still convinced 
he is the victim of insufficient 
recognition by his country for the 
loyalty he showed in doing his 
job Unser Nazi, on the other 
hand, started off as a docu 
mentary on the making of 
Wundkanal and ended as a 
powerful analysis of the conflict- 
ing expectations built up around 
the project by just about every- 
body concerned. 
The two films, it may he noted. 
are as much about Feit Harlan, 
the 'official' director of the Third 
Reich and Thomas' father, as 
about the 80-year-old Alfred 
Filbert. Harlan feels that the 
erttphasis which h: c+ he'u"n plncrd 
Oil Ilt., till rt"sulcrd 14 - l; tlwnup 
with his tither who dtrd on 
4 %Iprt 'till le lei-111 tut') has pi"rhaps 
limn i, . l. iv. ,I dm" to tit. re 
ho-tanrr uI' II I .- audletwk. I. (till 
front Ihr Nazi within its ; ill 
i mall)'. to cotilirnn Ihr rl, tnl; rvs 
of showing clas: ar' Iron] the timt, 
when ßlnts used to br tttovu"s, 
the . Jazz Krtrospt"t'tIv, " and the 
FCrut'tltiti", of' a rt, 'ouist ruitw1 
(jtirrn Kelly. with : tn excellent 
scor, by Adolph 'I', utdlt"r and 
stills to patch up ihr raps to the 
slow. and Iit.. ex( ram (him rv 
coloured version of Or ('n(tgnrt. 
with n store by ( ittst"ppc IS1rt'C 
pt"rltrmt"d by a 20 piece 
ttrc'hcst. ra, would on lhrtr own 
have justified the trip to B. -I to 
tu ^: u Vr: c At, n 
Berlin 
Family stories from 
Japan and Germany 
Dogged by last-minute defections 
of stars and directors, the Corn- 
petition section of the 1985 Berlin 
Film Festival was relatively low 
key. This is not to say that the 
selection was quite as bad as 
most people made out, but simply 
to indicate that the main pro- 
gramme has come increasingly to 
rely on a high level of glamour 
and glitter in order to provide the 
'angles' necessary to keep up 
with the rich and varied pro- 
grammes of the other sections. 
The Competition, with its focus 
on visible new product, was 
designed to pull along the 
Market, the Forum, the Inform- 
ation section and the Children's 
Festival. Now, it seems, these 
vigorous sideshows pull along the 
Competition. 
As at the 1984 Venice festival, 
the French fielded a strong Com- 
petition team. The most surpris- 
ing was Michel Deville's lively 
adaptation of Rene Beletto's 
novel Sur In Terre comme au 
Ciel, appropriately retitled Peril 
en la Demeure (Danger in Delay), 
a welcome change from his less 
demanding comedies. The most 
accomplished was Marguerite 
Duras' Les Enfants, which proves 
that her novel Ah Ernesto! (from 
which the Straubs also drew 
inspiration for their wonderful 
En Rachächant) is one of her 
most open, intriguing and amus 
ing texts. The most controversial 
(though not as controversial a.; 
the selectors hoped or expected) 
was Godard's Je Vous Sato', 
Marie, which must surely mark 
the end of the old fox's ftirtatiou, 
relationship with feminism. 
This is the philosophical 
Godard, the nagging, sell 
lacerating Godard who tries to 
prevent you enjoying the airier 
but fairier, gentler, Breathless to 
Slow Motion Godard Interest 
ingly, though, its short coin 
panion piece, Le Litre 
de Mar, 
by Anne-Marie Mieville, managt 
to off-balance the depressing 
feeling of another blind alley up 
which Godard expects all who 
have loved him in the past to 
follow without question. Th, 
prizes, however, apart 
from th, 
Best Script award to Duras, went 
elsewhere. Wetherby, of course, 
took a notable first prize (though 
this was slightly diminished b', 
the political ex-aequo to Rainer 
joall complete 
A Dreyer discovery 
('; erl Driver's Lu de 
Jeanne d'Arc' wa first shown on 
21 April 1928 in Copenhagen 
There are record:, of two prints 
Lein); viewed by the Danish 
Censors at the time Both of 
these were considered lost. In 
December 1928, the original neg- 
ative was destroyed in a fire at 
e'FA in Borltn. I)rever later made 
a new version using surviving 
outtakes and rushes pof 85,000m 
shot, the first version used 
2.210m) This second version was 
itself considered lost until Lo 
Duca found it in Paris in 1952. 
He added music by Albmoni, 
Bach, Vivaldi and Scarlatti, and 
took the opportunity for some 
creative re-editing. This print- 
understandably detested by 
Dreyer-went into circulation in 
the 1950s. 
In the 1960s, the U: enc h Film 
ý: ýi 
97 Ej El, 
Museum assembled as complete 
a version as possible using the 
prints of foreign archives. but 
acme very clear that this was not 
(he original film Now one of the 
1'r2( prints has been discovered 
mid for the first, tun' in 57 vears 
It is possible to see the film as 
Ilrever'intended. It was found in. 
of all places, a psychiatric 1w, 
pital outside Oslo. A print had. 
apparently, been bought or bor- 
n. wed to screen to the patients. 
and had remained in the hospital 
ever since. It is in perfect con- 
dition there is only one join 
in the entire print.. Though a 
dupe positive, the print whose 
visual quality was attested by a 
National Film Theatre screening 
in May -is in 
better condition 
than many new prints from old 
negatives. 
The newly discovered print is, 
as it happens, almost the same 
lent, -th as the reconstructed ver 
sion. It is clear that the recon 
struction broadly followed the 
development of the original The 
ddTerences are mainly aesthetic 
(though I don't recall the blood- 
letting scene being so horrific): 
the original uses different 
camera angles, shots are held 
longer or cut off in mid-flow 
Dreyer's idiosyncratic montage 
technique, his particular sense of 
rhythm and of keeping the spec- 
tator in suspense by constantly 
drawing up short in his editing, 
are much more in evidence in 
this print. In short, it fully con 
firms Dreyer's reputation as an 
avant-garde film-maker 
M. \RK N\, ýii 
Don't shoot! 
Colonel Redl and 
the search for security 
Istvan Szabo's Colonel R-i. 
which premiered at the Budapvý 
Film Week in February, is the 
tale of a poor boy at the tinmo ý[ 
the Austro-Hungarian Empty, 
who rises to become the h, ,i 
of military intelligence. He i 
instructed by Archduke Frui 
Ferdinand to uncover-or inc. It 
-a plot among his fellow -offi .r 
The ensuing prosecution . +ij 
cause a scandal about the'envin. 
within' and stiffen the loyalt% ,, 
the officer corps. As Redl t; - 
about his unsavoury work, u 
becomes clear, however, that h, 
is the fall guy. Finally, locked u. 
a hotel room, he is offered ci 
revolver and the chance to do the 
honourable thing. The year i, 
1913. 
Beneath this story of politic: l 
provocation is a portrait of the 
kind of man suitable for such 
a task. Redl seeks to make him- 
self the ideal military man tu 
subordinating every emote.., 
to loyalty to the Hapsbun; 
Empire: denying family, betr,. 
ing friends, marrying for political 
cnnnt"ctn, n:: ant to dr. tgue:. r his 
homotosualrty . lie is not a 
cnntn: en, ' tireLn .: wi 'Ile re"nlly 
and ttuly w, rnt:, to he"reemr 
another person' 
It rs here that ttu. link, with 
Szabo'. other film, he"rume e I. -al 
The award "'Inning Afeldlr., t.. 
and ('. ele1nc! fire! / was m: edr by 
th. ": eine train, actor Klaus 
hl: eria lirand: eue"r, director of 
phutographv I. n)o. t: Kolt: u. 'reuen 
writer I'et. 'r I)oh: u -: flan, had at 
its centre it man Rhone ambition 
made vulnerable And loth 
Mcj. /ii te, and ('orntid, vrrr dr: elt 
with the thane of s. cunty 'Its :e 
basic, universal problem without 
secunev you can't live I>rflfcmnt 
people find it in dilk'rent w iv. to 
love. in fanuly, to work, in hewer 
Sorn'tunoy, however, in war, at 
rrnportant historical moments, 
you can see the fight to achrcvo 
security more accurately In 
('etutfielrnc.. the people who 
have, to go underground against 
the Nazis find it defensively 
Alephisto un the other hand goes 
on the offensive- he thinks that 
by having everybody's love he 
well achieve security Reell tries 
tee find it h}" h coming a member 
of the ruling elite ' 
The star role given to Brrn 
dauer-and he is as excellent as 
he was as Mephisto-focuses the 
film on the single central char 
actor 'A1v earlier flints were 
about several characters, ' Szaho 
said. 'but this did not give nee 
the opportunity to go deeply into 
one character. The psychological 
nn: rlýýrs r. 'rn: une'el on the" . itI. t u 
In ll.. i' 
. un'l (' 
%% a:. I tlly tntrrt -: +trd II IinJny. 
out it litt ahunt tint pcr: on I trlud 
to ust' a Irlcrarn tnrthod. 1he" so 
c dl'"d dree"1 lnnont nor! Itiv, " I 
wrot. " the sr rtl rt for Itran, laue'r tt. 
Was ,r kind of ('hrcstruts pm: "e"nt 
t'ei6vrrl lirrll tc, c, bnc. e'Iv h, tsrd 
on it true story. which had 
alrvads' Inspired John (): Auollv's 
A l'izr, i t for- Ale. but Siab., con 
sule"r. Ili, oni; tnal n"Ltttv, Iv 
unimportant 'Who knows what 
the truth %; is" Tlo- only vi ision 
Hve" have' Is that is:: ue"d by tile' 
Austn, tn \V, ir 1 Itice", and Ih . 'c 
had an tntcrr:. t to getting their 
VV 111011 irrt Irte d' Did Itrdl corn 
nut swcrdd' "I'lleN "; 11(1 )w did 
laut perhaps his last K'irr, t:: hidum 
shr>, rtrnk hins. '! l wer. ' "Don't 
shoot"' It's worth noting that 
srce"ral films at Iludape"st this 
star had distant historical 
t(hub's Mans' rrre"nt Ilungannn 
films have' e'xarnuu'd and tried t'. 
conic to te"rios trail Ilunknn':, 
modeln I)isturv, th. " films set to 
the Austru-Hunganan Empire, 
howcvor, se'cm to bei using Ow 
1wriod as a source of metaphor 
about they present 
Sialui discourages direct Ixiliti 
cal interpretation, frone' the 
less, the parallel with the treason 
trials of the Stalinist era is 
striking When hauling members 
of the Soctet Communist Party 
Hem trued and executed in 1936 
and : 3x. when the Ilunkarian 
Foreign Minister Lazlo Rajk 
suffered the same fate in 1949, 
they victims almost seemed 
accent p1 ices in their own denun- 
1.01"n 'flip it pl"f iii! I salt, 
. 11 c i'pt ltlt( 
till. rlrOl"h: at: 
M% 11 d, ". Itu ss. pc"rhap, 
K, Il nuly' i.. " 111-ät IIt 
of tiurh Icrvnltv. tvhtrll 
kind It ptnwlratwn r, f v 
1111w, l"If is sttntrlt. lnl", 
urt;, tnt:: c r and thc" cult 
tii. ak) to c u! tutu iv 
t,, thruct Mo/art's At 
Figur to \'u"nnn hc"fc 
1.11. h, " d11rrt-1 T. 
v Iit Pal I:. and IS it 
[w w Mu I111. subj. - t 
but : Inc. thrr tltsti, nr: ll 
tlln, " . sit In 
the p, "rt, ld 1 
\1"nrki W. ur. with a sl 
nuhlartst f,, "hng It u 
Amc"nr: ln produrtlun. 
in F: urupc", 'a t In 1;., r 
pnlhnhly using ilung: u 
tlc":; ti, al-'s sc rcpt c"c 
tills tim., I., David Rob 
c rttl, of The 7',,, 
n ri 
INPUT 
tijurn.. oi". vhi, r and 
1'uhlii tý L cr.. iun r: i rn 
the I'nrtv'I Stat. . 
tl 
administration is cu 
thin but cruci:, I ft d, -r 
Thruukhont I iirupe", I 
vice networks, fearful t 
losses and 'wall to w, 
are angling for fort 
and co production inc 
in Britain. with th 
Committee now at 
spectre of advertising 
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BFI Production Board Catalogue 
Mark Nash 
Catalogue of British Film Institute Productions' 1951.1976 
edited by John Ellis BFI 1978 
The recent emergence of critical catalogues such as the BFI Distribution 
Library Catalogue and the present one can be seen as a response to critical 
concerns with the practices of distribution and exhibition which SEFT 
amongst other organisations has been instrumental in developing. The first 
of such catalogues was produced by the Other Cinema (and designed, as Is 
the one under review, by Oscar Zarate) and aimed to break with commercial 
cataloguing practice by providing substantial background Information for 
individual films. This information was contextualised by descriptions of 
production, distribution and exhibition practices in relation to the Indepen- 
dent film, and of its relationship 'to Its most substantial audience - the edu- 
cation sector. Both the catalogue under review and the recent Distribution 
Library Catalogue (reviewed by John Caughie In Screen Education 24 Autumn 
1977 but only just published) are much more ambitious, viz-the Distribu- 
tion Library's concern to foreground important critical debates, and the Pro- 
duction Board's concern 'To make a constructive contribution to an under- 
standing of Independent filmmaking as produced by the BFI over the 25 
years ... and to locate that tradition within developments in film culture in 
the UK and the history of the film industry over that crucial quarter of a 
century'. 
The catalogue represents a relatively new found determination on the 
part of the Production Board to take the practices of distribution and exhib- 
ition seriously. Hilary Thompson, the Production Department's first Film 
Promotions Officer, makes It clear in her introduction that the catalogue's 
function is a complex one: 
'Firstly, to list the films produced by the Experimental Film Fund (1951- 
1976) and the 'Production Board (1966 onwards) and to provide notes 
which situate each film within its own frame of reference. Secondly, to 
give a commentary on, and details of, the activities and circumstances 
of the Fund and the Board over the period 1951 to 1976. Thirdly, to 
locate the work produced by the Fund and the Board within British 
cinema as a whole in that period, and consequently to locate filmmakers, 
producers, commentators and critics, and prevalent theoretical posi- 
tions and key statements. ' 
Elsewhere in the catalogue, Peter Sainsbury, Head of Production, suggests 
that it will be seen as 'something of a hybrid - part film catalogue, part des- 
criptive record, part critical magazine'. Thompson tries to make a virtue of 
necessity in asserting that the necessarily hybrid function puts the catalogue 
'in the unique position of relating a specific and available body of work to 
the economic, social and ideological traits of a defined period In recent 
British history'- heady talki Of course the catalogue does not achieve this 
end, though It contains some useful work pointing in this direction. 
The core of the catalogue is organised according to the following 
77 
chronological sections: 1951.1969 - the period of the Experimental Film 
Fund and the Free Cinema movement; 1960-1969-covering the transition 
from the Fund to the institution of the Production Board in 1966 and the 
appointment of Bruces Beresford as the first full time Head of Production4 
1970-1976 - covering the periods of Mamoun Hassan, Barrie Gavin and the 
appointment of the current Head, Peter Sainsbury. In addition to this chrono- 
logical grouping the last section Is divided into a number of sub-sections 
headed: narrative feature films, short narrative films, work on narrative, 
modernism and documentary. The latter Is the most controversial section 
and I'll return to it below. In addition the catalogue 1s prefaced by a whole 
which raged around the Board itself - debates with which most Screen 
battery of pieces: an Introduction by Hilary Thompson, prefaces by the past 
and present chairpersons of the Fund and the Board (Sir Michael Balcon and 
Michael Relph); and a substantial Introduction by Peter Sainsbury. The cata- 
logue is concluded by a section on Animation 1951.1976; two appendices 
by a former director (Stanley Reed) and Head of Production (Barrie Gavin):. 
a series of indices Including a distribution guide, and Information on a pilot 
exhibition scheme. All this prefacing and afterwording Is rather confusing. 
It would have been made less so if there had been included some more 
direct statement of the politics of the Board's history. It received some ex- 
treme criticism from organisations such as the Independent Film-makers 
Association, voiced In several public discussions of the Board's role, at the 
NFT in 1976; at the IFAs AGM in 1977; In Interviews with Production 
Board members themselves, filmed by Liberation Films. Alan Lovell's book- 
let, BFI Production Board (BFI Occasional Publication 1976) documents 
criticism by film-makers who were financed by the Board, but the catalogue 
makes no mention of these criticisms. ' Film-makers will see this catalogue 
as a welcome sign of change In -Production Board policy, but a history of Independent cinema cannot do without an accurate history of the debates 
Education readers will probably be unfamiliar. 
Both Distribution Library and Production Board catalogues are address- 
ed to users in film education and will need feedback from their users to 
function efficiently. Despite the drawbacks Caughie points to I find the Dis- 
tribution Library Catalogue invaluable as a teaching aid. It is difficult to make 
the same claim for the Production Board catalogue because Its mode of ad- 
dress oscillates between the promotional, as in Thompson's introduction in 4 
languages (presumably aimed at festival directors), and the genuinely crit- 
ical contribution to film culture. Some of the work In the sectional Intro- 
ductions represents original research on the history of the British cinema, 
addressing an informed reader of Screen or Screen Education, while some 
of the comments on the films are worthy of Sight and) Sound - in fact they 
are from Sight and Sound. There are further contradictions in the catalogue's 
crediting of authorship for individual pieces of writing. A series of 'writers' 
are credited In the frontispiece, yet the nature and extent of their contri- 
butions is not acknowledged. On %the other hand a series of 'contributors' 
are acknowledged - members of the Fund, Board and Production Depart- 
ment. This suggests an unclear opposition between film criticism ('writing') 
and bureaucratic discourse ('contributions'); In addition it suggests an im- 
plicit hierarchy separating those films which only merit a reprint from the 
1 Strictly speaking though, these events/criticisms fall outside the period covered by 
the catalogue: we are told however that they will be documented to the next catalogue. 
which will also cover the most recent films funded by the Production Board. 
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Monthly Film Bulletin or Sight and Sound, and those which have had a' 
specifically commissioned section. This failure to credit individual pieces 
of writing gives these sections a metadiscursive force denied to other sec- 
tions, yet there Is no editorial by John Ellis setting the terms of such a metadis- 
course. At least the single authorship approach of the Distribution Library 
Catalogue avoids this confusion as to whether we are being offered a single 
perspective or a series of differing points of view. 
"" In abandoning the traditional cataloguing criteria of the industry (listing 
by date, director and genre) and shifting attention, however Imperfectly, to 
the needs of those in the education system (teachers, film society program- 
mers. etc) there is, as Caughie points out in relation to the Distributlon-Lib- 
rary Catalogue, the danger that in opting for critical categories the sections 
will be allowed to seem rigidly discrete, hermetically sealed. "'The problem"' 
he continues, which is an educational one, Js to find a way of presenting 
the central issues in such a way that they will permeate the whole catalogue 
rather than posing one Issue per section'. My main criticism of the Catalogue 
is that, particularly in its section on 1970-76, it fails to deal with exactly this 
problem. In particular the headings 'work on narrative'; 'modernism'; and 
'documentary' are to my mind evidence of misplaced categorising; zeal. 
Firstly, it is insensitive to the wishes of many filmmakers, that their work 
be seen as engaging with more than one of these areas. Whose Choice? for 
instance, is situated in the 'documentary' section, while only a reading of 
the-Introduction to the 'work on narrative' section Indicates that this film 
Is also concerned with such work. Secondly, the different conceptual status 
of these categories will be particularly confusing to those working in edu- 
cation, where, because of the embryonic. state of film studies, it is especially 
important that concepts be clearly defined and separated. For example: cur- 
rent debates stress the production of meaning from the critical models app- 
lied to films. In this approach it depends very much on the critical model 
used as to which categories particular films are assigned. For instance, 'nar- 
rative' is used to refer to cinematic operations throughout the history of 
film; 'modernism' and 'documentary' refer both to a style and a movement. 
Reading the texts on the three films in the 'work on narrative' section (Cen- 
tral Bazzar, Resistance, Justine) makes clear that these films could also 
be said to be modernist and possibly documentary as well. 
The problem of categories might be alleviated by a system of cross- 
referencing, as partially attempted in the Distribution Library Catalogue. 
Several years ago, the Other Cinema catalogue provided 25 categories cross- 
referencing its films. Such a system would facilitate the use of the catalogue 
and would also help to relativise such categories. 
While the catalogue is weakest in its handling of independent cinema, 
It Is strongest where it is dealing with historical and theoretical perspectives, 
and with the commercial industry. There are really useful introductory acc- 
ounts of the narrative procedures of commercial cinema and the document- 
ary form. A substantial economic history of post war British cinema runs 
through the catalogue: It may be said to have created some of the conditions 
, 
for a critical examination of our recent cinematic history. This Is perhaps 
its most important achievement. The series of contradictions which mark 
this catalogue are inevitable In a project of such scope. However, in hand- 
ling such a heterogeneous body of work produced under such varying pro- 
duction conditions, it tends tb mask those contradictions, creating false 
unity: an overriding sense of homogeneity and continuity. The way the crit- 
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Ical debates are Implicated in the terms of such homogeneity creates ! the 
inherent danger that this catalogue may be seen to represent a trend towards 
a new form of promotional catalogue in which critical debates are just the 
latest mode for consuming films. 
Despite these reservations I would encourage Screen Education road- 
ers to buy and use the catalogue since it does provide access to a whole 
range of films which have never been made available within the terms of a 
critical apparatus before. The sectional approach, where the reader has as it 
were to 'run the gauntlet' of the debates section to 'get at' the films, marks an 
important advance from the simple commodity presentation of individual 
films and represents a clear Illustration of the Production Board's commit- 
ment to critical debates, Finally, I would draw particular attention to the 
pilot exhibition scheme In which the Production Board will provide funds 
for a visiting speaker (filmmaker or critic) to accompany the film. This could 
become a real breakthrough in the practice of film distribution/exhibition, 
providing that it operates within the filmmakers conception of the distribu- 
tion/exhibition practices appropriate to their particular films. 
')t The new SFI Distribution Library 
11 Catfunctions '" both as a Catalogue 
source of Information and as a 
critical guide to the feature films. O 
shorts, compilations and study 
extracts available from the 
Library. Its 250 large pages are 
lavishly Illustrated, Include Intro- 
ductory critical essays to the 
major sections and are compre- 
hensively cross-Indexed accord- 
ing to title, period, director and 
country of origin. 
V. (L_ I 
< 
Invaluable to film users - and to 
everyone Interested in film. 
Available (t2 plus 75p postage) 
from the U 
British Film Institute 
Q a Department Publications 
127 Charing Cross ross Road ad 12 
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BROTHERS AND SISTERS 
" 1980/35/16mm/colour/110 mini Our approach to BROTHERS AND SISTERS tries to grasp 'the flrn's historical moment, to 
understand the socially constructed and historically located function of it's meanings, and begin to 
D: Richard Woolley. Lighting C: PascoS'MacFarline. specify the production relations of that meaning 
for different audiences. BROTHERS AND 
C: Russel Murray. Focus: Steve Harrison. SISTERS can be seen in terms of the impact of feminism and the Women's Movement on mate 
Clapper/loader: Anne Cottritjger, Electrician: 
Malcolm Davis. S: Alf Bower. S ASST.: Peter Care. conscience/consciousness 
(with oblique but discernible effects bri the construction of maledesire) 
A D: Miranda Melville. Art ASST.: Tcisa Rickards. 
in certain areas of the social formation at this time: ' .. ' 
E. Mick Audsicy. E ASSTS.: Li Guy. Joke Van. Wijk. ' Experiences of the film may range from incomprehension of its starting points by audiences 
Re-recorded at: Delta Sound. Effects; Peter Harvey. outside the politicised sub-culture who remain unau%are of fundamental sex-pol issues and Hans Kramski. Sound Mix: DougTurner Bob Jönes. 
-; "" r:.; debates; a forcefully self-critical disturbance to the myopic and complacent attitudes of men who 
Theresa Bennett and Jennifer Collins: Carolyn' Pickles. 
believe that their progressive politics have eompletelftiansfoinied their'relations of power, to 
David Barran: Sam Dale. James Barratt: " Robert East: ": -criticism from certain feminist positions that the film utilises "an entirely mate perspective -all 
Sarah Barratt: Elizabeth Bennett. Tricia Snow: Jenifer the women are still victims. ' 
Armitage. Pete Gibson: Barry McCarthy. Helen Dawson: 
Barrie Shore. Father. Norman Claridge. Mother: Mavis 
The context of its production is important as it came at a time when the Production Board's 
Pugh. Detective: Fred Gaunt. Constable: NickJensen. 2nd funding policy was beginning to be receptive to more ambitious types and sizes of project. 
Policeman: David Theakston. Client: Jack Platts. 2nd 
Prostitute Mary Wray. Winston; Nelson ' Fletcher. - 
Milton. Alexander Cruise.. Charlie: Leroy Mills. Taxi 
Drive: Bert Oxley. White man at bar Ken Hastwell. 
Black man at bar. Mitch Lewis. Drunk: Ken Burgess. Man SYNOPSIS 
jighting" Brian Hibbard. 
Original music composed and conducted 
by: Trevor 
Jon£;, © Original music: Trevor Jones. 'Where 
Do You Think You're Going? ', performed by Dire 
Straits, words and music: Mark Knopfler. 
© 1979 by 
Straitjacket Songs Ltd. Rights throughout the world 
controlled by Rondor Music (London) Ltd. 
Recording 
rights: Phonogram Ltd. 'Reggae Reggae 
Music' by. 
Anthony King, Jackie Edwards and Pamela Douglas.: 
Original screenplay by: Richard Woollcy. Rewritten 
in conjunction with: Tammy Walker. Additional 
script assistance from: Stephen Trafford, 
Robert 
Lavender. Tim Lang, Liz Castledine, Kate Housden. 
Research assistance: Julie Joyce. Su Maddock. 
Casting assistance: Michael Attcnborough, Elizabeth 
Mansfield. P Sup: Jim Pearse. Assisted by: Philip 
Abrams. P Assts.: David Belden, Gary Dore, Brian 
Hibbard, Joss Browning. P: Keith Griffiths. EXEC 
p: Peter Sainsbury. 
We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of. Delta 
Sound Services Ltd., Shepperton: CTS, Wembley. 
Music Centre: ATS Casting (Leeds); Bruce Kington 
Lighting; Rank Film Laboratories Ltd; Cine-Europe 
Ltd; Samuelson Film Service Ltd; Lady Stoddard-Scott; 
Yorkshire Arts Association Communications Centre. 
BROTHERS AND SISTERS is a film about male attitudes to women and about class 
attitudes to dealing with life and people. It is also a thriller, a 'whodunnit'. A 
woman, Jennifer Collins, is murdered. She is involved in prostitution. The events 
leading up to her murder are depicted bit by bit throughout the film in a 
conventional cinematic style. David, a middle-class left-wing intellectual and 
social worker, lives in a house shared with three others near where Jennifer was 
murdered. He is firmly committed to political struggle on the economic and work 
front, but is less clearly worked out at a personal level. He happily moralises about 
the exploitation and oppression of women, but keeps his affair with Theresa, 
nanny to his brother James's family and sister ofJennifer, a secret fromTricia with 
whom he lives and has had a long standing sexual relationship. His attempts to 
change his attitudes towards women (at a level deeper than remembering to say 
'person' instead of man) build towards a crisis - but perhaps also (after an 
argument with Tricia and a talk with Peter, a working-class member of David's 
household) towards a potential way forward for men. Similarities between David 
and his brother James (a major in a cavalry regiment stationed not far outside the 
northern city where the murder happened) also become evident in the film. 
Although diametrically opposed politically, and living in very different social 
milieux, they have both been brought up to control and organise - to divide and 
rule. The actual impermanence and immorality of that ability to control is brought 
out for both brothers. James does not (or perhaps, in his segregated. privileged 
position, does not need to) learn from it, there is hope that David can and will. 
BROTHERS AND SISTERS is a'whodunnit' in which all the men are suspects, and in 
which all the clues lie in looking and learning from how men treat women. 
'On the night ofthc l st of November a prostittit e was murdered nt a northcrntty... ' 
As in all thrillers the question of 'who did it? ', 'who killed Jennifer Collins? ' is 
present throughout BROTHERS AND SISTERS (though by no means the only 
important thread). Was it the client, the tr. ttnp, or even the detective? Or was it 
one of the two brothers whose lifestyles at the time of the murder arc looked at in 
some detail. Was it David? Or was it his brother, attics? Superficially ihr two, 
brothers are very different. However, as the dead woman's sister Theresa Bennett 
says, after over-hearing a conversation between them 'You're two of'. ] kind, you 
Barr. ttt brothers. ' So, as the film progresses and the events of' the murder night 
unfold, it emerges that both brothers - perhaps all mcn - are suspect. 
COMMENT GRAHAM IIUMPIIRIES 
The importance of RRr11HERS AND SISTERS results from the attt-rnrt t, bnng Icit 
discussions on questions of sex and class, questions of personal politics, into cinem. r 
in an enjoyable way. It is a film with a political position, which it sets out to 
communicate to an audience, but in ways which engage that audience both 
emotionally and intellectually. It is both entertaining - using cinema as a medium 
with its particular structures and fascinations, and politically provocative --- 
challenging the forms of left idealism and vague nioralism that have !, <-cn p, v-d in 
relation to personal politics. 
BROTHERS AND SISTERS is a film with a poiiti, iue which proj-Nr, i, tnrm. < 
combining ideas and entertainment. Ever since Hollywood carne to dunrtn. rre 
cinema screens in the 1920s, these terms have been seen as opposed by most (left) 
critics and writers on cinema. Indeed Hollywood 'entertainment' cinema was 
implacably opposed by many documentary film-makers fighting for a more 
socialist view of reality. ' 
The entertainment cinema which developed in Europe in competition with 
Hollywood was a form of cultural nationalism, often dealing with national issues 
in indigenous languages and within the terms of 'Art Cinema' (Cf Steve Neale's 
article in this catalogue). While these 
forms were different from Hollywood to 
some extent in that they were able to deal with issues of class and social power 
more progressively they could not be described as a 'socialist' cinema. No 
(Independent/European/Art) cinema has been able to extricate itself from the 
THE PRESS 
.1iA, nrnr ,t ,"r,, Pre" 
11PI)T111N", ANIr \I\I IUS hJJ n"( 
reined a London nptrnn+ Rrlvu' are 
l,, ur pins responses so jar, appealing 
n the [dm was sl rrrnrä at (lie 
I h, k, ; .I ih, b'"'.. I I.. r 
Iniurnrr runs was I(i. har, { 
\ i,, , lllry r IINl1IIIFR% ANI> 
iIIt PS A kaleid. nst )pic cnnlr 
thriller - who killed prostitute 
rnnifer Collins? - is used as the 
. ia lking-horse irr ane><aminatton 
i rcYist notions rn Hrutarn tu. lay 
hr 1-hr, inquiry homes In on 
i..,, brothers. divided by their 
In styles and political beliefs - 
1111 Is a cmrnunc-dwelling 
O -A the other a stnshy army 
,,,. I- - hot joined by their 
cnIs I, insidious nrnugyay. 
1 hruuKh a clever juggling of 
murder-thriller Suspense and 
, -p-opera naturalism. Woolley 
anatnmrscs Anglo-Saxon 
atutudes to sex and the sexes, and 
hs his playful, inventive visuals he 
inirsts at (cast a little cmernatic 
%n. +lity into the BF-I's currently 
stoppable determination that 
h: movies they fund should be a 
I, litt'IIII for socio-political 
I, ýr.,, hing. 
1 mancul Times 
ti, 'rl Andrews 
. 10 
Aupw V)90 
0ilýIIIiIPI sN: , ýi, tiu'(t'alrv. ft 
pm) is a table about scxual 
politics, and the British Film 
Institute's biggest budget feature 
s,, date. It uses the murder of a 
prostitute and its reverbations to 
explore the attitudes of a variety 
of consciously stereotyped men 
an, l women. Their deadpan 
drltscry of propagandist cliches 
Irntn Icft and right is 
 -tnterpointed by the equally 
1--pan narrative of the police 
tutu esugation. 
My first response was to say 
I. c read this movie, or at least the 
tr ct books which inspired it. But 
is still rare to Find the feminist 
ate and the confusion of closet 
srcists explored in celluloid; and 
clue director and scriptwriter, 
ILrhard Woolley, has cleverly 
su,; arcd the pill with the tension 
anal teasing of murder mystery. 
. \n interesting film. 
I he ti, ttm-n 2i Auo, t II 
ýý, n. 1"n, 'Notes nn li. ý 
lcwnýni' 
. 
A'r u- Titrat l(l. 'ý (l't'I"r 1'! tI. 
Another British film on view was 
the British Film Institute's 
BROTHERS AND SISTERS - the 
most expensive Production Board 
movie yet, largely because of a 
new agreement with the unions. I 
wish I could say it was the best. 
But Richard Woolley has tried to 
do a very difficult thing, and has 
only partially succeeded. His film, 
though specifically a thriller 
about the death of a Leeds 
prostitute (no connection with the 
Ripper), is also a kind of soap 
opera about the battle of the 
sexes. And the mix often seems 
striving and artificial. 
What one can say is that it has 
sonic marvellously evocative 
location photography and that, 
despite its lack of real fluency, 
BROTHERS AND SISTERS still holds 
the attention and gives food for 
thought. Woolley knows the 
Leeds scene well and at times hits 
a number of provincial nails 
squarely on the head. 
It also discusses the class system 
as it reflects on the man-woman 
situation. I guess prostitutes at 
least will like it because what it 
ends by saying is that most men 
are fairly lousy, even those who 
profess impeccably liberal 
feelings. Sometimes, of course, 




2) August 1980 
Woolley 's highly sihcman, 
picture examines the murder of a 
part-time prostitute in a Leeds 
suburb, with the police 
investigation throwing suspicion 
on two upper-middle-class 
brothers. One is a left-wing social 
worker living in a commune, the 
other a rigidly conservative 
cavalry officer who happens to 
employ the dead woman's 
younger sister as a nanny. 
Merging Pries tley's 'An 
Inspector Calls' with Bertolucci's 
THE GRIM REAPER, ' it is a 
continuously interesting picture, 
formally adroit and persuasively 
acted (the same actress, Carolyn 
Pickles, plays both sisters). But 
Woolley's dialogue is over- 
explicit, he's uncertain in 
distinguishing between cliche and 
the common coin ofeveryday life, 
and (unlike Joseph Lewis) he can't 
trust the conventions of the genre 
to carry his message. 
The Observer 
Philip French 
31 August 1980 
limitations and ct, n. tratnt%1 tr. r, lru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c Ito attempted both to engage an . rtrlhcnr c and to l, tovr, 
kc it intr 11v, trr. rlly, t., 
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vide enjoyment but als., in toiletstan, lurl; if how 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film-maker who it might he argued hic c note t low to .4 
I4rcr Iman pmmon lit 
r inertia is Godard. I Its filrtts are Mattre ularly tntcrccting f, r rite way Ill whir h they 
h. tvc moved from cugagctnent wrth (IIIlyw, ni) cinema . 111,1 its to .1 
, Ii, i. tctic, distancing c incm. t of idea`, ind more rcrent . tttcnthts to t itrnhmc the two 
elements in films such as Iut't VA IIIFN. utd tiA1tV1 t? 11 111 UI (IA VII)/ li)W 
'ti1fION. 
Although it was 1rc itlccti to a, lrlfcrc"nt contest 11111 )I III 145 ANt, "IS II I(ti shr, ul l 
the Seen in [elation to the hrohlcrns which similar strategics foie to work such is 
(; , lard's. WooIIcv's film stands as an indication both ot tine work to hc" I, nc iii 
developing an 'alternative' Hrili h c-mrrna as well as a punter to tIii poll(-m% 
Inherent in the lircchuan/G Mardian strategy (whirh c. tn c. i%dy Ica d to a 
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CLASS 
Like Woolley's earlier film TELLING TALES, the plot is constructed around two 
households of (apparently) opposed class positions. TELLING TALES involves a 
middle-class family in a country house and a working-class family that 'services' 
them. In BROTHERS AND SISTERS class cuts across family: the film concerns two 
n iddle-class brothers - one James Barratt (Robert East) a career officer in the 
. rnsy who 
lives in a large country mansion the other David (Sam Dale), a social 
v rker living in a collective house. There are three main working-class characters 
in the film - Theresa Bennett, a nanny at James's house, who David also 
has an 
affair with; her sister, Jennifer Collins, an amateur prostitute (both sisters played 
by Carolyn Pickles) and Peter Gibson (Barry McCarthy), one of the two men in 
the communal household and a surrogate or alternative working-class brother for 
David. 
While the action for the middle-class characters centres on the domestic 
situation, we see the working-class characters Theresa and Jennifer 'at work' as 
ninny and prostitute - we don't see their families. Peter's family is also not 
nicntioned. Not only are the working-class characters outside the familial nexus of 
the film, that nexus, the middle-class family, is the source of their income. The 
ss orking-class characters are also placed to one side of the debates - they act, on 
ju. lgement and instinct, rather than talk - Theresa walks out on David rather than 
engage in fruitless analytic discussion with him. Peter interestingly describes the 
way his mates talked about football 'when they have woman trouble'; 'talking 
about relationships' is presented as a primarily middle-class/left-intellectual 
preoccupation. 
One of the problems the film poses through this complex class opposition is that 
of middle-class identities - How do you move, how do you change that identity, 
is any change possible? David the lefty brother is trying to change his attitudes 
towards women in a confused and voluntary way, he has repressed the issue of 
power, retreating into left orthodoxy, the (inverted) prejudices of dogmatism. 'it 
couldn't have been a black person who murdered your sister, ' he says at one point. 
James is portrayed as having immense self-confidence which comes from 
identification with ruling-class ideology. He is more direct about issues of power 
- he declares that a creche is irrelevant 
for army wives, and reminds his brother 
that their collective household is based on Daddy's money; he finally admits to 
sexual double standards -a wife to look after the home, the kids and himself, a 
prostitute for (messy, brief) relief and pleasure; basically this is the same double 
standard which David operates when having an affair with Theresa while 
deceiving both her and Tricia, the woman he lives with, about the affair. 
SEX 
In order to dramatise opposing values the film maps a complex critique. of sexism 
in British society and in the sub-culture inhabited by its left critics onto one of 
class and life-style. The title BROTHERS AND SISTERS points to the mix of 
familial and sexual divisions that the film is explicitly concerned with. The'sisters 
of the title refers both to the two sisters. Teresa and Jennifer. but also the women 
in the collective house. Tricia and Helen, 'sisters' of the women's movement. 
Women provide the motive force for questions about sexuality - Jim has 
internalised discursive elements of a critique of sexism which effectively prevent 
him from confronting the emotional issues involved and recognising that his 
attempt to examine his sexism is rather too well-meaning and voluntaristic 
'There's nothing more pathetic than men arguing about what is or is not degrading 
to women' remarks Helen at one point. 
The film criticises the left's adoption of sexual politics in a way which can be 
simply a means of continuing male domination in other forms - men know about 
their sexism and therefore can rationally set out to change it while continuing to 
be in control of the terms ofdebate. As the film makes clear this is not an issue to be 
faced by an act of will alone. 
The film also engages in a more straightforward critique of unreconstructed 
sexism evident in Jennifer's dealings with her clients -'you business men are all 
alike' ... 
'one stroke for the law - keeps the local police happy'. 
NARRATIVE 
The film interweaves two narratives: the events of the evening of the ist of 
November leading up to the murder of Jennifer Collins and the investigation of 
that murder which also becomes a presentation of two households, and 
particularly two brothers, James and David. 
The murder narrative is presented as a thriller - the night-time photography 
emphasises the contrasts of light and dark characteristic of theflm noir (although 
this effect is changed through theuse of colour film); camera movements which 
emphasise connotations of menace, creating the presence of possible attackers by a 
series of 'false' point-of-view shots. We are constantly in suspense as to when 
Jennifer will be murdered, and the camera points this up by focussing - classically 
enough - on a door handle turning, adopting the point-of-view of a voyeur and 
then revealing a harmless onlooker, spying on Jennifer and her mate as they wait 
for clients. This is a very effective structure, holding the audience through the 
other, looser, narrative of investigation with which it is interleaved. 
The investigation has two strands with different times - one starts from the 
moment the police call at David's house, investigating Jennifer's death; the other 
from James' visit to David on the night of the murder. These strands are 
interweaved with each other and with the thriller to create a complex movement 
backwards and forwards in time. Visual rhymes and repetitions and the use of 
occasional voice-over give just enough cues and clues for the audience to orient 
themselves, the overall effect is one of an unravelling: an unravelling of events 
surrounding the murder and which may or may not be significant. 
This process of unravelling is also one of unravelling correspondences making 
connection across and outside of the narrative connecting the behaviour and ideas 
of the two brothers and the two households, which the other narrative, centred as 
it is on prostitution, forces towards questions of sexuality and sexism. 
STRATEGIES 
It is interesting that Godard's SLOW MOTION -another recent film to deal with 
sexuality also uses prostitution to point to exploitative, patriaKh'al attitudes in 
men; in both films women are outside of the critique. BROTHERS AND SISTERS 
presents a more active questioning ofsexual values -some men in Woolley's film 
are at least conscious of their sexism, even if like James they are voluntarily and 
ineffectively trying to extricate themselves from it. On the other hand BROTHERS 
AND SISTERS directs a reading which perhaps does not allow sufficient time for the 
image, for the poetics of film and film viewing to take place, which the Godard 
film emphasises "in"its use of slow "motion, 'beautiful' landscapes etc. There are 
considerable pleasures in BROTHERS AND SISTERS, though, pleasures of individual 
sequences and images - the richer milieu of Robert is lovingly (almost too 
lovingly) presented in"a'series of images which might have been modelled on 
Country Life. 
BROTHERS AND SISTERS engages the values of an entertainment cinema, not 
only through the use, of thriller conventions, but through the references to a TV .s 
. "' culture within which the audience is presumed to move.. It uses 
: lesser'"TV stars,. 
Carolyn Pickles and Sam Dale, and what one might describe as a televisual image 
- lighting and decor-are organised according to mixture of television and 
cinematic codes (TV has a simpler repertory of shots tending to avoid extremes of 
close-up and long shots, or complex editing and lighting effects). There are" 
various references to TV in the images - at the beginning of the film involving the 
torture and rape of a woman; Tricia and David have a desultory, conversation with 
an Open University programme on sociallclass in the background; Sarah Bennett 
leaves James cleaning his riding boots to watch a programme on Edwardian village 
life. These references underline aspects of the characters' identities, but also in 
their differences propose an alternative culture of TV images - although TV is 
present in David's house, images of collective houses do not appear on TV. 
One of the strengths of the film ii -that it is straightforwardly polemical - 
offering itself as a starting point for discussion of a number of political and 
aesthetic issues, and it clearly believes in a cinema of'social practice' which is also 
a cinema of entertainment. Audiences will disagree about the effectiveness of the 
strategy, the convincingness of the thriller, characters or whatever, but will want 
to engage in debate about the ideas it raises for independent cinema and film 
culture. 
INTERVIEW 
The following discussion/interview, edited by. Hilary Thompson, 
took place in October 1980. The participants are Richard Woolley. 
Mark Nash, Rod Stoneman and Hilary Thompson. 
RS: How do you see certain formal 'intentions' in your earlier 
avant-garde work, like the 'unmotivated' image/sound play in a 
film like TEN SHOTS, inflecting or moving through your last few 
films? 
RW: ELUSIVE CRIME set up some sort of story and basically began 
to have a plot and then I stopped making films completely for a 
year and joined Red Ladder (Theatre Company) and that was a 
sort of major event because here accessibility became the prime 
object. And So TELLING TALES became the ultimate statement that 
gges right back to TEN SHOTS; it was about manipulation. It was a 
film not only about class conflicts and the conflict between the 
sexes, but it was the film about manipulation. I mean the two 
colour sections actually say, 'this is how colour film manipulates 
you and it was manipulating the audience and manipulating the 
people in the film, so it was the most explicit representation of 
something I'd been working on right from the moment I started a 
structural film. But I moved away from structural films and by the 
time I got onto BROTHERS AND SISTERS. I wasn't quite sure where 
my feet were going to land. I think the thriller is still rather like 
the colour bits in TELLING TALES, still a manipulation different 
from the rest of the film, but because it's so enmeshed the 
difference isn't easily spottable; its interwoven much more tightly. 
You can watch BROTHERS AND SISTERS like an art film. There 
have been some very interesting reactions already in Leeds. for 
example 'oh, you've made a real film at last'. And that's a very 
interesting dilemma, because what people mean there is that it is 
more traditional in its presentation and so on. Therefore they 
feel 
more at home with it, and they therefore 
feel directly able to go 
straight into the content and talk and argue about it and criticise 
or praise. 
RS: Do you think that BROTHERS AND SISTERS is available to 
accompaniment and productive discussion in the way that Red 
Ladder's theatre practices were and TELLING TALES was? Does it 
also have the possibility of being usefully shown without discussion 
of any sort? 
RW: I think with BROTHERS AND SISTERS it is possible for it to 
come across in a way that I would have been most critical of rive 
or six years ago and that is to come across in a straight cinematic 
sort of way, probably without that much distancing and using the 
devices which are used across the board in commercial cinema.. But 
there are differepces. "" . 11- " 
HT: One of the most obvious ways in which those earlier "" """ 
formalistic concerns have been carried forward is in the way in 
which you handle the characters. . 
?. 
RW: Something that goes right from INSIDE AND OUTSIDE to 
TELLING TALES and lands up in BROTHERS AND SISTERS is an acting. 
., style 
which I can best describe as 'up-front stereotyping' and 'pp-. ." 
front acting'. 'Cardboard's' s bad word, but you get a feeling of the 
character being presented to you and you've. gdt to take it full-T'. 
frontal, almost like in a theatrical Situation without getting the . 
build-up and intricate details. 
HT: I found that the female characters in the film were much less' 
stylised whereas David and James dominated partly because they 
were relatively heavily stylised. 
RW: I think that's probably true. Most people in the film are hung 
around the two brothers. That, in the end, was a sort of limitation 
that I placed on myself in the film because I wanted them to come 
across as the two sides of the same character and they had to be 
there as a front and the other people had to be round about them. 
But, nevertheless, Pete, Trish, Helen and all the other smaller 
characters are not presented in quite the same way as Terry and 
Jennifer. So there is a distinction there and even though Terry 
doesn't say much and Jennifer doesn't say much, nevertheless 
they've got a very strong presence in the film. 
RS: Although the relation of the two narrative elements in terms 
of time is that the thriller, the 'whodunit', occupies a much smaller 
proportion of the film, and the digressions around sexual and class 
relations, the political meat of the film, a much larger proportion 
of time, would you say that the emotional effectivity of the thriller 
element effectively nullifies involvement in the digressionary 
elements? 
RW: The thriller is in itself saying quite a lot. It's not as if the 
thriller is detached from the subject matter, and therefore it is 
integral. So if someone is just waiting for the next bit of thriller 
each time, I don't think that they could possibly ignore or have the 
bits in between nullified, because the bits in between are all to do 
with a murder investigation and they are to do with the behaviour 
of people who are patently to do with this murder. So the thriller 
isn't just working as an enjoyable bit of Hammer Horror coming in 
which you can sit back and wait for but it is schematically very 
strongly interlocked. There is a vested interest in following that 
'political meat'. 
HT: I think that the fdm is very much more about 'Brothers' than 
'Sisters'. 
RW: In one sense it's quite traditional in that the central man is 
dealt with a lot and the women come in tangentially, but the idea 
was to inform his situation by presenting very, very different 
relationships. It is dominantly about 'Brothers' and about brothers' 
attitudes to sisters inasmuch as it's about 'brothers and sisters'. 
NT: Yes, it seems to me quite traditional inasmuch as women are 
represented as victims. Was that intentional? 
RW: I think Terry isn't a victim, I think she escapes by the end. 
she just goes off. Jennifer obviously is a victim, in the literal sense, 
of the murder. But also she is, in a way, the person who symbolises 
what's wrong with male behaviour in general, not just at the level 
of murder but the whole gamut of insecurity that leads to 
hypocrisy and violence. The one character where it hasn't quite 
worked is with Trish. I haven't quite got that balance right, and 
that was a very, very difficult thing to do. It falls short of being 
right because perhaps Trish, at the end, is potentially still readable 
as continuing to be a victim. At the very end, when David comes 
in, it looks as if she's going to fall for his 'repentance'. 
MN: Can we go back to how you worked with actors? One of the 
problems to me with independent production generally is the lack 
of time given to rehearsing actors. What that often means is that 
all the action you get in those films is actually determined by other 
forms. You get television acting, stage acting: you never get Acting 
in any sense really connected with film unless it's a very straight- 
documentary action film and styles overlap. 
RW: First of all, all the characters are dealt with within a'fairly 
standard method: the principle of actually finding out the 
background. We spent two days going through each character's 
background. So. Pete knew exactly who his dad was, where he,., ., 
lived and what he did. And then in terms of the inter-relationships 
between the characters, that also was worked out. Hqw had they 
been getting on before the film? Who gets on with who? Taking. 
David as an example, what I said to David was that basically all 
through this film you are on edge. You are on edge because of the 
work load,. because of not having told Trish about Terry. because 
of being at your parents' house, because of various situations that 
you are on edge about. And you probably are an edgy person most 
of the time anyway. So that was his brief. He had a lot of ` 
difficulty. He kept wanting to change lines and change approaches. 
so that he would get a better deal. We basically said, 'you have, 
got to say these lines, you have got to believe in this character'. 
And particularly important was Terry. She was convincing like a 
character in a Hollywood film. In that sort of way. And she was 
particularly cast for that reason. She had by far the most film 
experience of all the people in the cast. She had worked for 
Polanski. I think the contrast is very strong. And I used the 
contrast to emphasise her naturalness as opposed to someone whose 
point of view was conditioned by intellect. Hers was conditioned 
by her experience, coming from her family and her family 
background and so on, and working for the Major. 
MN: I am not sure how successful these different styles are in this 
film, because I think audiences are confused because they are 
reading different characters according to different conventions. 
RW: I know it reads as confusing sometimes. It is a difficult thing. 
I felt that that strategy of not making characters 'easy' was very 
important because the characters have to be processed in the mind. 
They weren't integrated into the film so that they could be 
digested straight into the feelings. There are expectations for a 
'Hollywood' film but there is something slightly uneasy about it. 
MN: Thinking about the film, looking at it several times, it seems 
to be working with what you might call a television approach. It 
was shot very much with television codes in mind, television kinds 
of lighting. It would be decipherable on television. But I think the 
acting cuts across that, because it does create problems for people. 
It's really a question of how productive those problems are. 
RW: One thing which really intrigues me is soap opera. They are, 
I think acted in a very similar sort of way. Take an extreme 
example of CROSSROADS, where you get this almost Brechtian 
acting. It's so atrocious that some of the characters almost aren't 
believable. And something like DALLAS, too, where you get these 
very, very flat characters. But there are inherited feelings that 
people have for the characters in those sorts of soap operas. With 
the music, with the kind of cutting - and with all of that put 
togetlier they have a distinctive character unique to television. In 
Britain it's not as yet so established as a code as it is in America. 
We only have two major ones, CORONATION STREET and 
CROSSROADS. And chit's an area I am very interested in. In 
TELLING TALES, for instance, people who hardly went to the 
cinema at all talk to me about TELLING TALES after they have seen 
it, and don't even doubt the characters as being 'all right, because 
they felt they were similar enough to the people they saw on 
television, so they read them like that. So there's a way in which 
when it is on the cinema screen, not on tele, it becomes an uneasyi 
mechanism for the audience, which could be confusing but which 
makes them not quite as at home with the film as rounded, 
modern-day realism. 
RS: You have remarked upon the way in which the central 
protagonist could be seen to be acting out the problems of the sub- 
culture, but there was still a possibility of. thgseissues being 
developed at another level. One should think of how this film will 
operate in history, remembering that it does not operate in the 
same way, homogeneously, everywhere at the same time. There 
are different levels of development in 
'history, and that in terms of 
sexual politics, firstly there's the necessity of posing initial 
questions of the power relations between differently sexed 
individuals, and that at another stage Täter there is the question of 
redeveloping and requestioning the position oof supposedly or- 
would-be sympathetic, anti-sexist mesi.. One 
wonders at whit point 
in this process is this film most useful?, Po, you think that the issues 
that feminism raised and asserted in the last decade and still does 
can be assumed for people even outside the sub-culture? 
RW: I think basically that the film is in some ways about a 
reaction without necessarily being reactionary. A reaction to 
feminism. It is informed entirely by the women's movement. The 
character in it, is spouting stuff which has been brought up by the 
women's movement and not by men. In a sense it's a film that is a 
response without the answers. I know men who are writing scripts 
for a men's film, reacting to feminism and trying to deal with it. A 
man who would have made his films in the 1950's about David 
would have been totally sympathetic to him in his dilemmas but I 
have taken an anti-hero who's basically just in a total confusion 
about"the whole thing. And that's what the film in some ways is 
about. I think people can see the film is dealing with all those 
things on a very serious level, or trying to deal with them. The 
central issue is how does David manage to confront all the issues 
and give himself power with them. And it's also about how those 
issues can be co-opted. And in a way to me that's been the most 
dangerous thing. Living in a socialist feminist sub-culture there is a 
continual debate as to what is the alternative to separatism, 
basically. And I think that's very difficult in situations where 
people want to have heterosexual relationships. I think that's partly 
why the film is maybe a little bit depressing because it does seem a 
difficult circle if heterosexual relationships are going to carry on 
without the power structures being radically changed. I think that 
is quite difficult, to put it mildly. I think the other thing which 
comes out, particularly when David is talking to his brother is the 
sense in which men take feminism to make themselves different. 
There's a sense in which when David, the epitome of that, is 
talking to his brother, when he's going to crush his brother by 
showing how radically different he is with these arguments about 
'consuming' and 'sex' and using his wife as a sex object and all of 
that, that the whole thing just flies straight back in his face. But 
that is often what happens. I think a lot of men, including myself, 
have sort of re-vamped a personality using feminism, for approval. 
And also he's not just a sub-culture person, he's another bloke. And 
he's dealing with it like 'another bloke'. You see also his class 
position, which is very important because he is middle class, 
slightly uptight, which means that he's not very emotional either, 
he can't get the emotions out, he can't actually short-circuit the 
whole thing by being emotional. 
MN: I wanted to raise the issue of class because it seems that I felt 
that connected up with this business about talk, there's an image in 
there of a working class which actually 'acts"' rather than gets 
involved in thought. It knows when to act; there's a kind of 
intuitive level of knowledge. Therese is able to walk away from 
David at a certain point - the 'knows' when there's no point in 
talking further. And the film actually ends. on David saying 'well, 
can we talk'. I have this slightly split sense of, on the one hand, 
this image of a working class and a middle class where people are 
constantly bound up with the process of discussion and it seems to 
me that that's left open in a way. You can either opt for what I 
would say is a rather romantic view, rather an attractive view of 
action and passion rather than reason and discussion. 
RW: Yes, I think that was an important balance which is not quite 
that simple but although Terry doesn't talk that much she does 
make some quite fundamental statements. They are done intuitively 
- without great intellectual ramblings. 
UT: That's also true of Pete - whom we haven't talked about at 
all. He seems to be a really erticial low-profile character. In some 
ways he embodies the male version of Terry - he 'understands' 
and he can deal with David and take David through all his 
traumas. 
MN: He's an alternatiye brother, to, Davidr 
RW: Pete, I think, is just about 'all right'. 
HT: He comes across as very . 
'all . right', .... .. 
MN: There is a way in which the middle-class characters have a 
lot more problems and the working-class characters have almost 
made it. And that is quite a schizophrenic sort of experience, 
because it actually does fit with a dominant middle-class view of 
denying one's class tradition. Paradoxically, although there is some 
talk about the working class, you don't see. working-class people in 
their homes, you see the middle-class homes. 
HT: I had a strong suspicion of Pete. It reminded me of a time 
when Germaine Greer was saying things like 'the only men that 
middle-class women should be interested in are working-class men' 
- and Pete was really p rpetuating that idea and a larger 
proposition behind it, that if you transfer the working class into a 
middle-class environment then that is your 'new society'. 
RW: It's true, I have spoken with women who have said that they 
are the best men to have relationships with because they are much 
more trustworthy. There is a sense in which the working class are 
already 'there' on one level because they have learnt, all of the 
standard blows have been experienced. The bloke in the pub talks 
about his wife having gone to Women's Aid and of having beaten 
her up, Jennifer's out in the street having to work in the most 
violently immediate situation, her kids are with her mum, so in a 
straight sex situation if they do learn they've learnt from the 
straightforward, head-on confrontation of men and women. That 
confrontation is softened in the middle-class situation although it is 
actually just as bad. James and Sarah are pretty horrific but it's 
softened because of the fact they've got a nanny, the fact they've 
got enough space to go off into separately etc. Physical violence 
can be avoided all the time by space and by the workload being 
less, the woman not having to do all the work and so on. There is 
a danger of idealising, but to me there's a sense in which some 
things that seem to have taken middle-class people a lot of time to 
think through other people, working-class people, seem to 
understand very quickly. They just sort of say 'well, that's 
obvious'. And you've just spent ten years working it out. 
MN: One of the things which I wanted to talk about was the way 
the film seems to me to be trying to bridge a gap between what 
we can call a cinema of social practice and an entertainment 
cinema. 
RW: There was a lot of almost commercial thinking in terms of 
audience potential that went on and there was a version that was 
about two and a quarter hours long which was more like the 
original script with very many more complicated shots. And that 
to me fed a particular sort of audience in terms of entertainment 
- it provided the entertainment aspect for art cinema perhaps 
more than this final version does, because there were a lot more 
glossy shots and effects. But we decided to reduce that because I 
wanted the debate to have the potential of going further, not just 
towards the entertainment idea, to get closer to a mass audience, 
but also to go a stage further. Certain elements of it, for example 
the thriller, were very planned, but the way in which some of the 
discussions were presented, the use of music, things like that, were 
things that slowly developed as the film was being made. And the 
music was very interesting because originally the music was banned 
from anything but the, thriller. Now it creeps in all over the shop. 
In a way that was good both for people who are interested in new 
ways of,. rnaking fflms.. where you're using a device like that and 
also it integrated the film for a wider audience. So in the end I 
found myself dealing with a film that was being moulded for 
maximum entertainment, value. 
MN: One important thing to consider is that 'political' cinema and 
'entertainment' cinema are not as radically different as they are 
often made out to be. One of thq. problems in England is that there 
isn't an art cinema sp that, there is much more of an opposition 
between Hollywood styles and independent. einema and art cinema. 
is represented by Continental imports. So there's a kind of vacuum 
in British film culture, w. 
hich, 
this film is trying, in a sense, to deal 
with and it is interesting,. the parallels between your film and the 
new Godard film. There are a whole number of levels from the 
content - prostitution for example, where you are involving the 
audience in ways that at the same time introduce quite complex 
ideas, but because, there is an art cinema tradition within which 
Godard is. working, it has a rather different effect and seems to 
have effect effortlessly because of the cultural context. Whereas 
you are obviously working in a very different situation where 
people are going to come to the film from different kinds of 
backgrounds and they are all going to have problems of one kind 
or another, because there is not going to be enough 'entertainment' 
or 'independent' concerns. And the film is not 'like television'. 
What I think is very important is to develop an art cinema strategy 
which attempts to fuse these different elements. And so the film 
could be seen as the beginnings of that. 
RW: Well, I think that's the area I was trundling around in. I 
think on one level it has worked because that group of-people who 
are very politically and culturally aware but nevertheless have 
never had anything whatever to do with the avant-garde and who 
have never understood what on earth I was doing making my other 
films - they have said to me: 'when are you going to actually 
make a film? ' And there is a sense in which this film was enjoyed 
by a cross-section of people, so one of the hurdles was surmounted 
by the way it looked and the general feel of it. People enjoyed it, I 
think, as a mixture of British television, British Sixties film, and 
art film all rolled into one, and it wasn't confusing to say 'well. I 
enjoyed it. ' 
MN: I've just been watching Michael Powell on TV and I think 
that maybe he's the last British film-maker, because of his 
engagement with British subjects. There is a sense in which he 
engages the ideologically central images of Englishness. They come 
across in areas which really involve people. And Powell is also 
eclectic in this respect. And in a sense there's a slight problem with 
your film in that because of its concentration on a left subculture, 
that there is a danger that it will potentially be seen and viewed 
within that subculture. 
RW: What I am arguing for is a cinema which deals with 
'Englishness', British culture, and if you imagine a cinema 
producing twenty, thirty films a year and my film is one of them, 
and Ken Loach has made another and so on, you cover a range of 
different experiences. And then you have some kind of 
representation of the country, a truly national cinema. Which is 
what the German cinema does. -It goes across lots of different 
areas. 
MN: There is the other area around social practice. As you have 
said, the notions of working differently from the industry, more 
collectively, of more collaborative forms being produced, also 
involves a way of experiencing film, the possibilities of discussions 
and so on being introduced determining the way the film is 
'consumed'. And the film is very clearly directed towards that. 
One can easily imagine discussions flowing quite easily from the 
film. It doesn't even induce a strong emotional involvement. I 
suspect peoRle will be able to come back with questions on the 
film. The point is that I could imagine quite conventional auditoria 
where at the end of the screening people can begin immediately to 
explore responses towards it. My other point is about the different' 
way of working during the making and how different it was. 
There is, in my opinion, a lot of rhetoric about that. My suspicion 
is that a lot of the practices that go on are just like Hollywood 
practices except that there isn't so much money and so there has to 
be improvisation. 
RW: I think what was interesting about BROTHERS AND SISTERS 
was that there was enough money to do things pretty much as we 
wanted within certain limits. So then it was a matter of how we 
actually worked and the main way the social practice worked. 
even though the work was divided up into fixed roles of working 
on the film crew-wise and so on, was that there was a sense of 
non-demarcation. If somebody had to do something it wasn't felt 
that somebody was taking somebody else's job away. And it was 
really the two main people who worked at different points on the 
film who came most directly from the industry who really enjoyed 
working on the film because there was a much more relaxed 
atmosphere and they were involved. 
MN: Were you in control? 
RW: Oh yes, very much. People could not put things in or do 
things that I didn't want at all. 
MN: That is obviously a very difficult concept to get across: on 
the one hand you are working with people in a collaborative. 
collective way but on the other hand at certain points you have to 
take responsibility because otherwise you end up with a complete 
mess. 
RW: Yes. In that sense I am quite autocratic. It's more like 
constituency consultations. I think it's very difficult because the 
thing that used to happen in Red Ladder, which was my main 
collective experience, and I know happens in films, is that you've 
always got to watch the difference between collectivity as an 
attempt at genuine democracy and collectivity as a mutual cop-out 
whereby nobody has to quite put in the effort that they would 
have to put in if it wasn't a collective situation. It was a very 
difficult thing to explain. I like the way that, for instance, there 
have been five or six films made within the Sheffield Film Group 
and that each time someone makes a film it's their turn in charge 
and that's how it works. It's their project and everybody will put a 
certain amount of collective advice in but it's their film and they 
run it. The success of the Group and its way of working is partly 
because, even though there isn't an enormous amount of political 
agreement among the Group, they all like independent films and 
like working on them. Ideologically speaking there isn't that much 
agreement but there's political commitment to the independent 
practice. It is a commitment to working outside television, outside 
the industry; it is the political practice of making films in an 
independent situation. 
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OF INDEPENDENT CINEMA 
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INTH8nDIToRIAL to Volume 20. no 3/4 of Winter 1979/80. Introduction 
Screen announced a 'reassessment of the role and intentions of 
the magazine' which, amongst other things, included a renewal of 
our commitment to independent cinema in terms of the provision 
of 'a critical "voice" for independent production' and the presenta- 
tion of 'important but usually unheard voices'. Although this 
terminology is somewhat vague, It can be read as Screen's acknow- 
ledgement of the importance of independent cinema while Insist- 
ing on a critical distance from that sector of the cinematic institu- 
tion and resisting any overt identification with or support of its 
aims and practices. Some members of the editorial board, 
from the outset. have been active participants in the movement 
of which the Independent Film-makers Association became the 
organisational concretisation in 1975-76 (in fact, the IFA was set 
up in 1974. but as a film-makers' solidarity group to protect their 
interests in the face of a specific issue relating to the BBC). For a 
variety of reasons, Screen's attention to this area of cinema has not 
always been unproblematic. The most important factor in play here 
was that by definition Screen's primary area of intervention and 
concern has been that of film and television education rather than 
production. Consequently, by focusing on the area where educa- 
tional institutions and practices overlap with the cinematic institu- 
tion, the magazine has intended to concentrate. quite legitimately 
and productively for a period of time. on issues relating to the 
reader's production of the text as opposed to those attendant on 
the film-maker's production. This is not to say that Screen's work 
has not affected film-making. It patently has, as can be seen from 
20 the references by film-makers to the issues discussed in the maga- 
zine when writing or speaking about their own work. The point 
is that the convergence of concerns between film-makers and 
Screen has implied a one-way process whereby film-makers take 
on board, in addition to the problems generated by their rela- 
tionship with institutions and practices of funding, exhibition, pro- 
duction and distribution. the kinds of Issues revolving around the 
reader's production of the text which Screen addresses. Moreover. 
Screen's address of these Issues has been further circumscribed by 
Its involvement In formal, mostly tertiary, education. Again, this 
does not mean that the magazine's relevance is confined to this or 
any other specific sector of either formal or Informal education, 
it merely indicates - which Institutions, le which practices and 
discourses preside over the trajectory of the magazine's work. For 
Instance, issues of reading cinematic texts would be addressed 
differently If considered in relation to the way films circulate 
within the existing exhibition and distribution apparatuses as 
opposed to the way they can function in an explicitly educational 
context. Moreover. If there are pressures and constraints on writers- 
critics-theorists emanating from the necessity to survive (and per- 
haps even flourish) within educational Institutions, this too will 
have its effects on the Issues singled out for discussion as well as 
on the way they are formulated and criticised or promoted. How- 
ever. this attention to the problems of reading as a constituent 
moment In the process of text construction is by no means to be 
undervalued. As has become widely acknowledged, partly as a 
result of Screen's work, the construction of a different film culture 
cannot be equated simply with the setting up of different produc- 
tion. funding or exhibition mechanisms only, or merely with argu- 
ments about the purely economic (administrative) control of the 
means of production. All such changes will be severely limited or 
even meaningless unless equal importance is given to the produc- 
tion of a different understanding of cinema, different ways of look- 
Ing and different regimes of pleasure-production. But while It Is 
true that these two constituent moments In the process of text 
production theoretically have an equal weight, and while it Is also 
true that any change affecting one side of this process will have 
effects on the other, any strategy for change which ignores the 
terms of this dialectic of inter-dependence and the way this 
dialectic in its turn is caught up in other, encompassing and inter- 
secting social practices and institutions. Is likely to be more of a 
hindrance than a force for progress. The IFA founded its organisa- 
tion on the recognition of this dialectic allowing it to become the 
nucleus of a national movement specifically addressing the problem 21 
of the construction of a film culture under the programmatic slogan 
'cinema as a social practice'. opposing this to the consumerist 
definitions of cinema as entertainment or art propagated by the 
industry and its ever so relatively autonomous representatives in 
journalism, advertising, education and other cultural Institutions. 
it was to discuss Issues and problems connected with the rela- 
tions between Screen's work and independent cinema, which in 
many ways can be regarded as having developed in parallel although 
occasionally intersecting in the work of Individual board members, 
that Screen approached Marc Karlin as someone with a wide ex- 
perience of all aspects of film culture and particularly of indepen" 
dent cinema. As a member of the Berwick Street collective, Marc 
Karlin was crucially involved in the making and the exhibition of 
The Nightcleaners. a film that in many ways anticipated future 
developments of independent cinema. He is a founder member 
of and activist within the IFA as well as within other organisations 
such as The Other Cinema (distribution and exhibition), the film 
union ACTT and The Fourth Channel Group. [PW] 
Ireland and 
'Nightcleaners' 
Screen: You formed the Berwick Street Film Collective in 1972 
together with Richard Mordaunt. Humphrey Trevelyan and James 
Scott. Your first film together was on Northern Ireland. Ireland 
Behind the Wire (1974). 
Marc Karlin: Northern Ireland was a political activity that held 
us together for four years, it didn't consist only of a film but, for 
instance, of our arranging a benefit for internees at the Round 
House in London three months after the institution of Internment: 
of our getting involved in newspaper campaigns and in the Troops 
Out movement: of our going to Belfast to show films such as 
October. Salt of the Earth and films for children in Republican 
areas. We also had to deal with the Special Branch who searched 
the film cans and took away some footage; the Ministry of Defence 
also put on some pressure and the ACTT blacked work on the 
film. During this period we felt very isolated. 
One of the strengths of Berwick Street was that you continued 
producing films even though particular moments were very dif- 
ficult for you. You have always had a relationship with the labour 
22 movement. but out of synch'. as it were. Nightcleaners. for ex- 
ample. had considerable co-operation from women in the women's 
movement yet, when the film was released, there was a lot of 
criticism from the women's movement pointing up a disjuncture 
between your work and socialist feminist currents. 
Well, that experience of Berwick Street is now over. We are now 
all working individually. Berwick Street remains as a production 
unit with material and resources used by independent film-makers 
and is in the process of being reshaped. Nightcleaners has had 
more repercussions In film culture than in the labour move- 
ment. One would have to ask the question: how can a film 
have repercussions in the labour movement. and did Night- 
cleaners address itself to that question originally? Was its enter- 
prise to make a film for the labour movement, which meant that 
by Its very nature as a film It would have to engage with repre- 
sentation. with Ideas about film communication. need and so on? 
It was rejected and severely attacked by the women's movement. 
A petition was even organised against it. Demands were being 
made of the film to service the image people had of themselves 
and of that struggle. The cleaners were never asked what kind of 
film they would like to be made - which would have been an 
impossible task, a complex ideological struggle which just a few 
people cannot undertake by themselves. There wasn't the kind of 
atmosphere in which this would have been possible. I think it was 
about two years after that petition that one of the people who 
organised it went back to see the film, and generously conceded: 
'I was really wrong, now I can see the film. ' In other words, at 
the time there were so many constraints operating on the vision 
of that film. that it took two years to be able to see it. So one 
comes down to the fact that the film suffers from being caught 
up in a whole series of uneven developments. One has to see it 
in the light of when it appeared and what constraints were 
operating on its reception. 
Nightcleaners appears to have been shot in a fairly traditional 
cinema verite way. Yet 1 would have thought from your own posi- 
tion as well as from James Scotts. with his formation in the 
visual arts, that you were both searching for something else. Did 
you at that time have a notion of reworking the material at a 
later stage? 
No. that developed during the filming. It started. I remember quite 
distinctly, at a meeting in a pub where a union official was address- 
Ing Jean Mormont, who Is a nightcleaner. And he was saying: 23 
'I cant unionise you because you're not in the union. ' She was 
listening, and I said to the person who was filming: 'Forget about 
the guy who's talking, forget about the action. just focus on Jean 
listening. ' And it was a shot that lasted all of about six, seven 
minutes, which is more or less in the film. And suddenly out of 
that came the problem of listening, of people listening on film, 
of the notion of documentary always having to follow what seems 
to be the action and never going behind it. And then, working 
on the rushes after one and a half years of filming, years of enor- 
mous rows and tensions between us and the group, came two 
problems. One was the problem of how to show labour on film. 
especially cleaning, which in one sense is not a very 'interesting' 
task to watch. How physically can you present such an enormous 
thing as working ten hours in the night? Then emerged the Idea 
of spacing it. The technique of using black spacing was developed 
while working on an interview. We began to elaborate a core of 
the work through which It would be understood. And through that 
you could understand what the film should have been but wasn't 
le the history of an image. How suddenly - and this is what I 
wanted to film - the sighting from outside a window of a woman 
cleaning, how that sight is arrested by a consciousness that 
Informs it. looks at it, interprets it. challenges it and wants to 
change it, and how the whole political organisation can be built 
around that 'sighting' and consciousness. I wanted the film to be 
the history of that sighting of that image, but it was too compli- 
cated. The second time I tried It was In a film I shot for Chris 
Marker's group in a motor car factory in Sochaux in France. It was 
the first time I had ever gone to a car factory. We didn't have very 
long and I suddenly realised that the workers before and after 
each action touched each other or looked at each other or some- 
thing, and then went on working. It was for an nth of a second. 
And I thought if we can capture that and ask the audience to 
imagine what kind of work creates that kind of resistance, then 
maybe the imaginative capacity can work a little harder. Because 
if you just show a guy working some machinery, you've seen it 
before in Godard's tracking shots which obey the architecture of 
the car factory. imitating the production line. The use of spacing 
and the idea of slowing down and re-filming started from this 
engagement with the problem of how to represent working. You 
want to slow things down, you want to work with a texture, you 
want to render back to that person a certain physicality. a certain 
presence, which is always absent from filming at 24 frames a 
24 second. That's what people call romantic or whatever. But the, 
point is that at that stage It was very Important for us not to 
use the cleaners as they had been used before in films, as meta- 
phors for 'it's night, so you see a lot of night cleaners'. or for 
class reconciliation: 'This Is Milly talking In a common-sense way 
early in the morning to her boss' as in a Mrs Mop programme on 
the radio In the 1940s - she was always telling the boss what to 
do while she's cleaning his desk, the nightcleaner was always 
presented as the throat of England. voicing common sense. So 
the concerns of the film elaborated questions of tension between 
classes. between women, between unions. which means that you 
have to articulate the film differently. 
Going to the 
Cinema 
There have not been many films made about the activity of going 
to the cinema, about what that experience is like. Many of the 
films you have been involved with, not only the TV film on The 
Other Cinema for the Open Door programme (1978). which is 
most directly and expertly about this, but also films like Night- 
cleaners (1975) and '36 to '77 (1978) imply a notion of an audience 
which puts a lot of emphasis on the intensity of response. 
I suppose my 'serious' Interest, my fascination with cinema 
developed really after leaving drama school, when I spent near to 
every night for one and a half years at the NFI'. There are in 
cinema certain rare moments when all kinds of things are con- 
fronted inside you. If you're honest with It cinema is a sort of 
hand to hand combat most of the time, depending on the kind of 
films you're seeing. Watching The Deer Hunter Is literally that: 
you fight every single Image because you know damned well where 
it comes from. A different example: do you remember the scene 
in Rome Open City. Anna Magnani sitting on the steps outside 
her apartment with her Communist lover and she asks him: 'When 
Is it going to end: Is there going to be a future? ' and the Com- 
munist militant comes up with this big statement: 'We are fight- 
ing for a much better world'. And then there is a close up of 
Anna Magnanf and she lends him her belief, like you lend a book. 
in an amazing passage, which I still cant relate to the fact that 
she's going to die later in the film. It's sort of a document of 
time: Magnani. the face and the look: you know that she lends 
him her belief to sustain his fight, while at the same time in a way 
retaining the emotion, the logic that's been inscribed in her 
through the knowledge that poverty has brought, knowing full 
well that no amount of priests. Communists, coming along saying 25 
'you'll get up one day', will amount to anything. it's at those 
moments that you remember where film becomes a testing ground 
for your own activities, for your own sense of belief. 
That idea of film as a testing ground is very important to you? 
Yes. its like this church in Norfolk which I've been interested in. 
in the seventeenth century Puritan revolution, iconoclasts stripped 
it of decoration and so on. So suddenly you would have been very 
much on your own in relation to the church, no longer caught up 
in the obeisance to the Latin Mass, caught up in the incense, 
that way of seeing man, as it were, only In relation to the high 
altar. Instead you were given an autonomy - you had to listen to 
the heartbeat of God in your own heart, you were very much on 
your own. My fascination with that church brought me to under- 
stand certain things that went on when I went to see a film, 
which is that you're always refusing the Mass, while at the same 
time yielding to It. Seeing The Deer Hunter which is part of the 
stock-exchange of images and sounds going around now. Involves 
a kind of different combat than seeing Rome Open City or a silent 
film or a Humphrey Jennings film, because the questions are dif- 
ferent, obviously. But the combat is still there wherever you go. 
Involvement, projection, need, desire, are very real In cinema. 
Cinema is an area where, if you like, certain sacraments happen. 
You can have agciostics, atheists, believers, but all of them using 
that time out, that one and a half hours, that specific area for all 
kinds of combat. It's odd that after a film you can travel home in 
the Tube with people you don't know who have been to the 
cinema and you know that you are all more or less retracing. 
reworking a film - certain things are being renewed, certain things 
are being reunderstood, renegotiated, and then it's forgotten until 
the next 'sacrament'. The awful thing is that people don't keep 
diaries of how they see film, they don't write about how they see 
films. When the curtain opens there is a kind of comradeship even 
amongst the most disparate people in the cinema; and if people 
really knew how important going to the cinema was instead of 
dismissing the memories of themselves watching It, and actually 
wrote about the experiences, it could be amazing. This side Is 
always missing when people talk about photography. Just think 
how very few documents there are of people saying 'I saw a 
photograph'. what it must have been like for people to see their 
boss there in the work place all the time. 
26 In the 1940 going to the cinema was a major activity - people 
went two or three times a week. Since then the experience of 
going to the cinema has changed - television. is one thing that 
has changed that relationship, yet there seems to be in what you 
say a desire to recover that earlier, pre-television experience of 
cinema. 
If people started really reflecting, formulating, having some con- 
ception of themselves Inside a cinema, then the cinema would have 
to change. It is precisely that refusal to be conscious of it that 
makes for certain repetitions. If you were to see Close Encounters 
and then write about yourself In Close Encounters, you might not 
just Immediately have to go and watch Alien, - on the other 
hand you might. 
You put a lot of emphasis on certain kinds of pleasure generated 
by dominant forms of cinema. Would you hold to the need to 
transform that notion of pleasure in cinema, to include the poss- 
ibility of reflection in that experience? 
Absolutely. Those practices have to be transformed qualitatively. 
I mean the cinema that I want to engage in and work with Is to 
do with the possibility of calling on a sensibility of yourself, of 
being more conscious, more open. We have now to work with 
images, to rework Images, to refind ourselves in front of the 
cinema; by going into the past, to see past documents, past images, 
to reframe those past images, in order to see what goes on in the 
archive. The continuous flow and exchange of images that is going 
on now in television. cinema and newspapers, this continuous 
assault, this binding, this holding on to people, has to be changed 
completely by the way you work images. You have to consider the 
amount of things that have been seen in the past and the amount 
of things that have become immemorable - you have to see images 
like monuments or tombstones and say, what do they call upon in 
you as a viewer, as a relayer. you who have been so transient, 
hopping from one image to the other, from one programme to 
another, from one film to another? 
Your notion of engagement with dominant notions of pleasure in 
the institution of cinema as it has developed historically and re- 
working that is clearly very different from the position of some- 
one like Peter Gidal who seeks to negate that area. 
There is a story about Bresson in an interview being asked: 'How 
many films did you see in the last month? ' 'Oh', replies Bresson, 'I 
don't go to the cinema ever'. So they hired a private detective to 27 
follow him around, and apart from the fact that they discovered 
that before going to a screening he looked at himself in the mirror 
to comb his hair, they discovered he'd been to something like six 
or seven films in one week) Now I think that a lot of Gidal's 
propositions are of self-denial. I don't believe anybody can be so 
obsessed as he is about the dominant cinema and not get pleasure 
from it. I think in his written work he wants to be seen as a per- 
son that is rigorous. whole, with no ruptures, no fissures, no 
invisible ink. I do not think Screen should have published the 
article by Peter Gidal. without inviting independent film-makers 
to reply to It. I do enjoy certain things with him and do recognise 
his force as an Iconoclast in the liberal academic area. But at the 
same time what he has to say is extremely sectarian and extremely 
negative and in the long run is extremely damaging to the whole 
activity of Independent cinema. His refusal to connect political 
activity and enthusiasm in cinema for Instance. It's to do with ask- 
ing questions that are unresolvable. not living in your time but 
always attempting to transcend it. It's not just Gidal of course, it 
has a lot to do with the Left concept of Utopia. and with the idea 
that you've already 'arrived' at the correct position but it seems 
that nobody's followed you so you might as well stay where you 
are and ensure that they stay where they are. 'in the wrong'. It 
doesn't recognise how you live politically in and of your time. It 
reinforces certain kinds of academic discourses. It's a matter of 
how one conducts one's struggles. 
I think we have to accept that it was an unfortunate piece to have 
published for the way it caricatures and divides the independent 
constituency. But it is not just a matter of Cidal: the piece was 
accepted by Screen and as such indicates Screen's notion of the 
kind of intervention it wanted to make at the time. And of course 
it was the experience of discussing that piece that has made us 
re-think our relation to independent cinema. 
Memory is obviously a central concern of yours. not simply as 
nostalgia, but as a re-working. a transformation even, of the past. 
Perhaps we could discuss this in relation to '36-77 and questions 
around representation. 
"36-77' 
I should just say that the film was a group production -I worked 
on the film with James Scott and Humphrey Trevelyan - and as 
28 such I speak personally and not on behalf of the group. To me 
'36-'77 Is very Important for the way It changes the understanding 
of how you live with representations. The normal film or television 
experience leaves you without any trace. It doesn't hurt you at all 
to look at it. With '36-'77 I realised how people desperately desire 
a certain normality for film. It's such an obsessive need, and when 
for instance political' people see the idea of rendering their 
politics visible, it completely breaks them apart. A film does test 
how real your politics are, to the extent of confronting you with 
something that breaks the very boundaries in your writing. Film 
acts as a sort of dislocating lever. There's a lot of left rhetoric 
about personal politics which is actually a refusal to take personal 
politics seriously - its a refusal to dismember yourself, to re- 
think, re-phrase. re-constitute yourself in the light of your actions 
and the things in front of you. It's a refusal to see age, to see 
change, to see distances ... always taking the same photograph 
of yourself, wherever you are. How can you make a political Inter- 
vention on the left if you're not prepared to put yourself on the 
line? Politics as a learning process Is about how you live with 
pessimism and how you work on yourself in relation to that 
pessimism - forcing yourself to read bad news every day and 
then elaborating the possibilities of liberation. demanding an in- 
vigoration. a sense of determination, from film. 
That reminds me of a similar idea in Fortini' where he talks about 
the necessity of pessimism before you can begin to understand 
anything, a necessary attention to the minuitiae of change. 
That's the body, isn't it? How against this photograph of your 
body do you relate things that you five with, things that you yield 
to. People obviously cant do that continuously but it's important 
to be able to work out the kind of solidarity In which things are 
possible and to refuse the automatic answer to that kind of 
pessimism as in the kinds of films which voluntaristically just say 
'I'm leaving my past behind'. How do you operate that change in 
solidarity with others? It's really a question of how you observe 
change: how you categorise change: how you stop seeing change 
1 Franco Fortini. The 
in apocalyptic terms. The women's movement at least has been 
Writer's Mandate able to start giving us the chartings of that change. What's impor- 
and the End of tant is how the left observes change and transformations and Anti-Fascism, 
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'36-77. I have to 
Spring 1974. speak very personally because of my feeling of not belonging, of 
statelessness, of living as a foreigner and yet being very English 
and therefore having to re-memorise myself each and every day 29 
because I feel that I can't take anything for granted. The film deals 
with that specific experience, with Myrtle. a West Indian, an exile 
and a foreigner. It's to do with how, in a sense, working class 
people feel about themselves. Myrtle, for instance, like me or 
anyone else, could go through life in repetition formulations, 
which means that In the act of being mother to her three children. 
as well as in being the extended mother all around her, she Is 
physically, concretely, every single day, dealing sensuously and 
blindly with things: cutlery, children. floors, ceilings, beds. It's a 
continuous repetition within which there's no room for self- 
consciousness. Her children never ask her: Myrtle - what do you 
think of yourself today? - or whatever. 
Now, to get away from the level of representation in which 
someone caught up in such patterns of representation would auto- 
matically answer from within that pattern, we gradually began 
to develop two strands. One was to do with an exercise I learnt 
training as a theatre director, concerned with talking about some- 
thing very personally but in terms other than the language that 
person would usually use. For instance, you might have to convey 
what you felt through the tonality in which you said a neutral 
word like red, green. or whatever. As for the other strand, do you 
remember in Nightcleaners the woman talking about the number 
of rooms she has to clean? Through the rhythm of words. 'one, 
two, three, four, five ..:. she builds distances, so that even a 
blind person, listening to that, could more or less chart the rela- 
tionship between the numbers and the spaces of the room, so 
that the relationship between what is said and what is actually 
imaged in it has a much closer connection. What we wanted to do 
with Myrtle was that she should only speak of things which she 
really felt the need to speak of. Having remembered the thing. 
and at the same time the act of naming things would have a 
relationship to possession. So she would recall a tree and then. 
informed by that memory, she would say 'tree': she would sud- 
denly see herself, and then things were sort of built up sensuously. 
things became what she was saying of them - like a photograph. 
like the face built up from dots in an emulsion. If you go up to a 
lot of working class people and say: 'We want to make a film 
about you'. at best, they will accept a film being made about them 
in terms of their situation as workers, or as part of a strike, as 
part of this, or part of that. The representation of workers on 
film is normalised because it's always surrounded by and held in 
the situating of them as workers in a recognisable political situa- 
30 Lion, and which a lot of people might not be sharing. The idea 
that they might have other things that would contradict your 
idea of them never obviously comes into play now. We asked 
Myrtle to keep a diary, and what came out is that what is unseen 
for her begins to be seen. Suddenly a consciousness takes place 
because the act of writing makes it so. And what was incredibly 
painful, long, difficult, complicated, and still is so in the relation- 
ship between myself - ourselves - and Myrtle, was that enter- 
prise of breaking boundaries as to how we see and portray people. 
The language of Myrtle in terms of what she remembers from her 
diary and what she says is really political poetry, a restoration of 
sensibilities that have been totally bombed out by that Informa- 
tional level on which they are normally spoken. 
What part did re/liming have in that process? 
It was James Scott's idea to have the portrait - and I want to say 
how much James' work both before as well as after the Collective 
influenced and Inspired us. It confirmed my feeling of seeing things 
too quickly, too fast, of being too safe. Certainly there were things 
that I was continuously missing In life, let alone film, and film had 
to have within it a relationship to what we were missing outside it. 
We filmed the portraits In super 8, on a time lapse. During which 
time I was asking of Myrtle to 'print' things on it, as it were. I've 
always been struck in early portraitures by the Idea that because of 
the low speed of the emulsion, people had a long time to compose 
themselves. And therefore it was they who were taking a photograph 
of themselves as much as It was the photographer. And we extended 
this by taking a series of 'portraits' which were then re-filmed on a 
further series of time lapses. Now the re-filming is really very com- 
plex, because in some ways it is a compensation. It's taking very 
banal gestures, giving them an optic that you would only see, say. 
in football matches, in replays on V. Obviously In football it works 
for all sorts of reasons. Most goals are so damn quick you can't 
see them, or there's such a confusion around the goal that nobody 
can see who scored the bloody thing. It Is there also for the 
immense pleasure of seeing something slowed down - you've got 
your time. you become much more at ease with what's going on. 
And all those kinds of techniques obviously operate in our refilm- 
Ing. except that they are not done with football, but with very 
minute gestures. So in our opening, in the fifth portrait, it takes 
ten minutes. It can be accused of being romantic speculation. 
though it isn't. It is to do with political attitudes towards time. 
taking account of what is being forced in time. TV and film com- 
mercials take a lot of interest in time: through the use of slow 31 
motion they force a series of connections between a series of 
arbitrary images. And the films we make have to develop a political 
attitude to time as well. 
The BFI Production 
Board 
The BFI Production Board's acceptance of your television project 
would seem to indicate a shift in the Board's attitude to television. 
I think the Production Board's recognition of the Holocaust project 
should be seen in the light of their wish to be seen as a produc- 
tive force within television. And one might add that with the 
development of Channel 4 there's every reason why SEFT should 
propose a series of programmes say on cinema for educational 
viewing. 
This happened in the 1960s with The Movies -a series in which 
people such as Victor Perkins and Peter Wollen were involved - 
which was shown in the afternoon for educational use and then 
in the evening for entertainment. That's about the only serious 
kind of TV programme that's been made about cinema. 
The recent history of the Production Board has been marked by 
its attempt to get recognition as a major production agency. 
When the British Film Authority seemed a possibility it was im- 
portant that the Production Board was strong enough to survive 
potential incorporation. Their funding policy favouring larger 
budget productions seemed to have a certain logic. At the same 
time the IFA has constituted itself often in direct opposition to 
some of the Production Board's policies but has managed to force 
a recognition of a need for different kinds of funding, small budget 
grants for more artisanal kinds of production, script research 
grants, although ongoing funding for groups is still a problem. 
Well, the scarcity of resources can render people quite mad. There 
is certainly a logic which says that to get more money from 
industry you have to be seen to be responsibly engaging with an 
audience and not be 'experimental'. political or whatever. A logic 
which leads to a certain kind of budget for film-making. Now if 
you analyse independent film-making in the same terms and with 
the same categories that you would have for commercial film- 
making; in terms of audience figures. influence, visibility and so 
forth (and I do think the Production Board has judged independent 
film-making with these categories) then you start the process of 
making films for £80,000, £100,000 or whatever, which would then 
32 perforce have an art house distribution. 
The Immediate reaction of Independent film-makers to this was: 
there's little enough as lt Is, why should it be spent in that way; 
the Production Board's becoming commercial; It's not recognising 
the Independent political needs, and so on. I think that one then 
has to analyse how the Production Board and the BFI conducted 
Its politics vis-d"vis Independent film-makers In the past; how it 
recognised the work of London Film-Maker's Co-op: how it 
recognised Cinema Action. Four Corners. Nottingham IFA, New- 
castle. Bristol; how it sees Its policy in relationship to that; how 
It sees this kind of production. And one could say then that 
because it sees It In terms of a judgement. their sighting of these 
productions is filtered and covered by quantifiable and commer- 
cial categories that are pressurising the Production Board. The 
Board is always being motivated by forces outside Itself. It's never 
the Instigator, because In the BFI people can't Initiate productions. 
The BFI's not going out and saying: 'We'll commission this, we'll 
commission that'; rather It's continuously pushed by whatever 
production proposal comes Its way. I think it Is politically use- 
less to say: the BFI hasn't done this or hasn't done that, because 
they perforce have to recognise what actually comes to them. So 
then you have to criticise their method of recognition of projects 
and of how they are influenced. Also I think that the IFA has to 
recognise its own plurality. It has to recognise that within Its 
forces are people who are not collectives, groups, organisations, 
but individuals who want to make films that cost a bell of a lot 
of bread- for all sorts of reasons. How do the collectives, groups, 
organisations express their solidarity with that kind of work? Can 
the plurality of the IFA be held by that work, or is It going to 
atomise it? I like to think that It is the job of the IFA to make 
sure that that doesn't happen. it is also our task to make sure that 
the BFI does not dismiss the last ten years' work but recognises its 
importance and develops policy from that. 
Working for TV 
You've managed to fund your film-making by working as a facility 
company mainly for foreign TV. 
We started this business because of economic necessity - if 
Nightcleaners and Ireland Behind the Wire were to get made we 
needed money. We got a contract with an advertising agency, to 
make a film on the Common Market. They wanted to shoot this 
In two weeks in six countries, edit it in one week and show it at 
the Queen Elizabeth Hall for Edward Heath. It was supposed to 33 
show how the Common Market constituted a unity even though 
each country maintained its national characteristics. For instance, 
the Italians really dig eating pizzas and spaghetti, and so on. 
There were a lot of problems with that film and it ended up with 
us being blacklisted for that kind of work. We then decided to 
try and get a regular Income through working for TV companies. 
We sent a card round advertising our services to foreign com- 
panies. 
We live In a market economy, and you have to engage with that. 
You can't depend on the state funding you get every year. in any 
case it's wrong to think of the state as the only source of money. 
I don't put this kind of work down either - it gets you Into 
places you would otherwise never get into. 
You are now also working on a television project yourself. How 
was that set up? 
It started with a proposal to do a 50 minute film on the American 
serial Holocaust. BBC Bristol were very interested in It and late 
in 1978 a contract came through to write a scenario which was 
delivered In January 1978. Because at that time most of BBC2's 
finances were committed to their series of Shakespeare productions 
the project had to be referred upwards to Somerset Ward. Arts 
Controller of BBC2. We had a meeting with Ward who accepted 
the project. I then investigated the production details which would 
enable it to be filmed independently and then edited and treated 
inside the BBC using their technology. I had a meeting with Peter 
Sainsbury, Head of BFI Production, and Peter Clarke. Head of 
Purchased Programmes, BBC, who then worked out the possibility 
of a co-production between the BFI and the BBC. 
I think that the work on television that independent film-makers 
could start doing is the kind of work that can be related to the 
kind of cinema that we're doing. You can intervene with and in the 
culture of television, in what is produced, and affect that exchange. 
how people measure themselves up to television, and you can 
then provide a further relay in the cinema. In other words, you 
can't do it in a cinema by itself. Independence is not just a matter 
of economic independence, it's also the ability to work for differ- 
ence within dominant institutions such as TV. In fact there are 
many people within TV who feel that the constraints and language 
within which they make their programmes are too disconnected 
from what is going on outside. They can no longer create exchanges 
with the audience. make transactions. 
34 
You seem to be implying that one can make those kinds of con- 
nections. If you look at Godard's work for French TV, such as 
Six Fois Deux (1977), he was doing things previously considered 
impossible: making films very cheaply and allowing on to TV the 
discourse of disenfranchised sections of the audience such as the 
peasant in the Loulson section, allowing them as much screen- 
time as would normally be given to an official spokesman or 
'expert'. Yet at the same time, partially because he is so privileged 
as the great French auteur of the 1960s. one'also becomes almost 
convinced of the impossibility of making those interventions. He 
can make those interventions because he's Godard, because of his 
privileged place in French cinematic culture. Now do you see the 
kinds of work you are suggesting in relation to Godard? 
Godard has been fetishised to such an extent that his work loses 
any possible collectivity of expression. He's the only film-maker I 
know that can photograph himself and say 'I' very confidently. 
Now It seems to me that the 'I' has to be democratised - It 
should be possible for a lot of people to say T. 
Perhaps paradoxically one of the strengths of British film culture 
is that we don't have the weight of that kind of tradition. There 
is no way in which film 'authors' could possibly make an interven- 
tion in TV in the same kind of dramatic way as in French culture. 
There is no space which is not over-determined by those kinds of 
cultural assumptions. 
Since '68. the way people have used Godard points to an absence 
in their own culture. In working in TV here. I'd like to use Images 
as if they are monuments, not personal fetishised creations. As an 
example, to use a close-up of Magnani, or Anna Karina looking 
at a Carl Dreyer film or a piece of Humphrey Jennings and to use 
them and re-use them. Of course this involves a kind of author- 
ship, but there's a whole host of 'authors' ghosting you in front, 
behind and to the side of you, all the time you are working. I'd 
like to bring out a greater democracy of purchase on other people's 
images, a greater energy. a fraternity, a sorority of images. 
But isn't there a problem of images in terms of television. Within 
the current kinds of fictional television programmes, your project 
of a critique of a representation of certain notions of memory, as 
in the Holocaust project, would seem to pose problems about how 
television functions. You can't talk about separate programmes 
such as Holocaust without talking about the context in which it 
is presented and the whole way the institution situates such a 
programme, the debates that inform a reading of that programme 
and so on. It seems almost impossible to make a critique of 35 
memory in history because of the way it will be subsumed in that 
flow. 
I think it's pessimistic to think In those terms, because first of all 
you have to see way the written word works round television. 
A programme like Holocaust for instance, can be guaranteed to be 
outside television's flow, by being a political event of some impor- 
tance. For example, politicians in France and Germany have now 
understood, through Holocaust, a use of television history. 
Schmidt made a speech In the German parliament about it. Simone 
Weill appeared on French TV discussing it. There was a whole set 
of guarantees working around Holocaust to make It 'outside' tele- 
vision's flow and television's concerns. With historical series that 
happens quite a lot, because history seems to be the kind of hall- 
mark of television, arresting Itself and considering another time, 
another space altogether. 
So. first of all, television programmes can't exist on their own. 
They have to exist and be mobilised in other areas as well. So 
I'm not too pessimistic about trying at least to work within tele- 
vision. Flow can only work if there's a lack of perspective. But If 
television starts to be atomised, broken up. if that difference can 
be established as a solution I think you'll find it very. very 
different. 
The Berwick Street Collective has been very concerned with tech- 
nological developments as well as making innovations yourselves. 
Yes, when Berwick Street did a film for Barry Gavin on the Italian 
composer Luigo Nono, we used all our optical equipment. which 
meant that we did for £1,000 what might otherwise have cost 
£5,000. The Holocaust project will be shot on film and then trans- 
ferred on to tape and edited on tape using all the new technology 
within the BBC. Then it will be shown as video, but also as a 
separate film. Technology in England is really of an extremely high 
standard. It's changing so quickly that nobody feels quite ready to 
invest in anything because by the time they've invested, it's 
changed. I was filming at the Tory Party conference recently when 
the French writer and politician Poniatowski made a speech about 
all the scientific developments in capitalism which even capitalists 
are hard put to know how to handle and how our lives will be 
transformed within five years. not quite the reassuring kind of 
thing the Tories wanted to hear. I think. But of course, these 
changes are happening without most people having any conscious" 
36 ness of it, except as a threat. 
Or of any sense that they could control it. 
No, absolutely none. Of course, the Left's answer is that capi- 
talism Is giving us all the tools to enable us to democratise the 
means of production and distribution. 
British Film 
Culture 
There's a lot of rhetoric about building a British film culture. but 
this usually doesn't take into account the cultural marginality of 
cinema in this country and the absence of any easily mobilisable 
identities around which such questions could be posed. 
Why Is it so embarrassing to go and see a film with English 
actors. Agatha for instance? British cinema would be very good if 
people still made silent movies and no one had to speak. Once 
English actors speak not only do they speak with an accent and a 
class accent, but they are definitely trying to say 'I am speaking'. 
They don't quite trust their own silences. because their own 
silences are so mobile, evasive. Take Hamlet. and his continuous 
habit of interior monologues: as soon as English actors speak 
they try to make themselves definite - there is a certain dis- 
honesty. dislocation. No adequate strategy has been developed in 
mainstream British cinema to confront all these prejudices and 
the difficulties of the mobility and interiority of English life. 
There is very little questioning as to what the cinema can be 
about in this country. and if cinema is about any thing. it must 
be about negotiating the past. There's no so-called 'social- 
democratic' solution, to the British cinema where we suddenly pro- 
duce a 'New Wave'. a national cinema like the 'new' Australian 
cinema or whatever. There s no way we are going to create a 
cinema unless we negotiate that past, and in a sense our under- 
development gives us a unique advantage of producing a cinema 
that really meets cultural needs. 
There is the issue of the film-makers' conception of their audience. 
the cultural context in which they're working and also the question 
of representation. of history and culture. Film-makers are begin- 
ning to be aware of the first but they have less sense of the history 
of representation and less purchase on how their own kind of 
practice can engage that. In a sense it's the business of critical 
magazines such as Screen to raise these issues. 
There has to be some sort of collectivity, not just amongst those 37 
who are making films but also amongst magazines and journals. a 
sense that one is working to some purpose. One has to get over 
this bitter competition, this putting down. as happened with 
the Initial reception of Nighthawks (1979). for instance. It was 
made with a lot of trouble and there were certain things in it that 
were immensely interesting. Now why was no one able to write 
positively about this film? There was no way of relaying the life 
of that film, which is one of the things criticism should engage 
with - enabling films to live. 
You have been closely involved with the distribution of indepen- 
dent and oppositional cinema as a member of The Other Cinema's 
council of management and you were part of the group that estab. 
lished and ran their cinema, the Scala. in 1976. Although TOC 
had wanted its own cinema in the West End for a long time. 
largely as an economic necessity to make its distribution work 
more profitable, the operation of the Scala was conceived rather 
differently and with very ambitious policies. Although it was 
effectively in competition with other cinemas opened by indepen- 
dent distributors at the same time, such as the Plaza and the 
Gate. the Scala explicitly refused to become an Art House. This 
was partly as a result of the debates within the independent 
cinema opposing the exhibition of films for one-off consumption 
and promoting th4 notion of a social practice of cinema that would 
stress cinema as a discursive practice addressing the process of 
meaning production with and for specific audiences. The first 
national congress of the Independent Film Makers Association 
had been held in the spring of 1976 and the Scala opened in the 
autumn of that year. TOC tried to develop alternative, socialist 
practices around cinema exhibition. Discussions were organised 
together with screenings, socialist and community groups used 
the cinema. different roles were being proposed for film-makers 
and audiences alike. All that work was just beginning to take root 
when the initial undercapitalisation of the venture together with 
the British Film Institute's refusal to back such innovative policies. 
forced the cinema to close in late 1978. in spite of a vigorous 
campaign by independent film-makers. 
In retrospect it seems that the contradiction of having to sur- 
vive in the market place while at the same time developing a 
socialist practice of cinema was too much for the project at that 
time. For various reasons, that contraction forced the cinema to 
rely on BFI funding and, above all, on the BFI's verbal commit- 
ment to independent cinema, which proved fatal. Of course, in an 
The Other Cinema 
38 immediate sense. it was the BFI's refusal of a request for funds 
2 'The Other Cinema which forced the closure. and one would certainly criticise that 
- Screen Memory'. decision. But doesn't the criticism have to go further? Maybe there 
wedge no 2. Spring weren't enough people who recognised the crucial importance of 
1978. that work at that time? We were all involved in the debates about 
the social practice of cinema in the IFA, but those Ideas were still 
relatively new and had little purchase on the situation. One felt 
paralysed in the lace of all those contradictions. There was no 
real analysis of how it would be possible to save The Other 
Cinema's exhibition initiative. 
If you read the account that was given In Wedge', of people's 
opinions on The Other Cinema, it becomes clear that although 
there Is an enormous amount of very justifiable criticism of TOC. 
there was also very little understanding of what TOC really was. 
It was vulnerable to political criticism but then one must remem- 
ber that it was the only thing going of Its kind and that immense 
pressures were put on it with its underpaid and seriously over- 
worked staff and that very little help was forthcoming. But the 
fact remains that It showed independent British features, that it 
was beginning to make alliances between different film-makers and 
audiences. It did hold Important debates and it did offer a space 
in which meetings could be held. where a consciousness of a 
certain cinema practice could be developed. I think It is true that 
all the attention was drawn on to the BEI so that in the end it 
appeared that only the BFI could save the cinema. This was the 
first time that I came face to face with that lack of understanding. 
feeling, passion. desire In those guys in the BFI Boardroom. They 
spoke as ff the only thing that could come Into their heads were 
words like defeat, non-possibility. logic, market, economy. and so 
on. It seemed as if it were a natural force that nobody could do 
anything about which was working against the cinema. Yet. If you 
have a notion of British film Culture you also have to consider 
the fact that of all those people who are continuously yawning 
on about a British Film Industry, none of them came forward to 
help. I remember going to the AIP and explaining the situation 
to them, giving them all the details, and they didn't even turn up 
to the picket of the BFI we had organised. None of the established 
film-makers such as Anderson. Reisz, Richardson, not even the 
trustees of TOC turned up at meetings or showed any interest. 
We had a few inches in The Guardian, that is all. The BFI direc- 
torate had advised us that there was no point in any further 
struggle with them for funds because there just weren't going to 
be any. We. therefore, had to mobilise people outside the BFI 
to fight to keep the doors of the cinema open. And in a sense, 39 
TOC wasn't yet well enough known outside the area of indepen- 
dent cinema itself to mobilise people such as trade unions and 
political organisations in support of it, although it must be said 
that during the two years of the cinema's life, very many political 
organisations used the cinema and felt that its existence was 
beneficial to them. 
However, what is at stake in what you say is the ability to 
mobilise support for cultural work outside the constituency of 
cinema or theatre or whatever. And that we were unable to do, 
which does raise questions when one is thinking of political 
alliances. To what degree does independent cinema meet Its con. 
stituency and in another sense, go beyond it, to get out of that 
left ghetto and occupy a more central position? So that is the 
kind of failure we have to analyse in detail. It is a question of 
how much failure we have had to cope with for so long and how 
much that has become almost a sediment inside you. Because of 
all the past history one can go into an action almost half believ- 
ing that you won't win because of all the blocks that are in front 
of you. And yet you want to avoid complete depoliticisation. as for 
instance in The Left-Handed Woman. That is a remarkable film 
in some ways but in another way it is a study in the proposition 
that the most minute gesture of survival is all that is possible. 
Don't worry about what goes on around you, just make a gesture 
of liberation in your own room. A lot of the new German cinema 
is about coping with these areas of defeat, with that block that is 
continuously in front of you. 
Maybe there was also a problem with the analysis that under- 
pinned the approach to the BFZ? In a sense, the IFA was founded 
on the recognition that institutions are not and cannot be regarded 
as monolithic. The alliance of film-makers with theorists, teachers. 
critics and so on within the IFA at least implied that institutions 
were sites of struggle, that spaces could be produced, that con- 
tradictions were constantly in process, as it were, and that there 
was no such thing as a monolithic block, out there. that one can- 
not but crack one's skull against. The model of struggle you seem 
to imply in order to account for this failure is one where you 
continuously come up against a brick wall, whereas the IFA was 
founded on a politics of alliances that intersected with institutions, 
crossing them, opening up spaces, working on contradictions and 
so on. In a way, that notion of politics rules out the possibility of 
the once and for all decisive battle, the total victory of defeat, the 
sense of total failure. Given the kind of analysis one had of the 
BFI, or the lack of it. together with the expectations one had of 
40 that institution, it would appear almost inevitable that certainly 
at that time any struggle with them about Independent cinema 
would be lost and that the cinema would close. Nevertheless, the 
lessons from that struggle, although not specifically discussed. did 
feed through into subsequent work such as that of the IFA's con- 
tracts committee, the development of regional workshops, the ex- 
pansion of Cinema Action and Four Corners into production/ 
exhibition centres. It now appears that there never in fact was a 
monolithic block opposing independent cinema - although the 
opposition was real enough at the time - but only discourses and 
positions in movement, in struggle. In that sense the campaign 
was not a failure because the struggle itself helped change the 
forcefield that constituted and determined the independent cinema 
movement, producing realignments and opening up new spaces, 
feeding those developments we are seeing now. 
Your criticism of the way we related to the BFI and the lack of 
analysis has a lot of weight -I have reflected on those issues 
since the campaign. It is true that I have always been ill at ease 
with the dialectic you outline. The point Is that it was not merely 
a matter of keeping the doors of the cinema open, but to save 
what TOC represented, which was not just a cinema but a series 
of relationships: production, distribution, exhibition, political 
alliances, cultural work, political work, imaginations that could 
have been brought to bear on the practices of cinema. That hadn't 
happened before and hasn't happened since. Because of its specific 
relationship with independent film-makers and other social and 
political groups. TOC could have mobilised certain arguments 
which now are totally absent from the areas of production, 
distribution and exhibition. TOC was always situating film-making 
in a context, in movement. That is what we are trying to keep 
open. If all the things that were achieved at TOC. the imaginative 
movement and energy it represented and the questions It had 
generated could have been concentrated on its survival and devel- 
opment instead of just shutting its doors. I think that now we 
would have been in a very different state. 
So, in a roundabout way. I am saying 'yes, that dialectic was 
at work and has produced other things' while at the same time I 
am saying that there is a lack that has not been filled. For Instance, 
Geoffrey Nowell-Smith's article on Radio On' Is the best thing that 
3 Screen vol 20 nos 
has been written on that film and one of the points it makes is 
3/4. Winter 1979/ that there is no context for Radio On. TOC is not mentioned even 
80. once in that article, but if Radio On has been shown there it would 
have been a totally different film because It would have been in a 
context. Films are affected by the way they are shown and where 41 
they are shown, by the enthusiasm with which people are building 
programmes and everything else. On fact. I don't think Screen has 
ever addressed itself at all to the closure of TOC. ) Alliances, which 
are incredibly important, should have been made. And although 
this opens up a whole new set of questions. I think the divisions 
of labour between film-makers, ideologues. critics and so on should 
have been engaged with. This has never been done. not even 
within the IFA. This is the question of how different sectors of 
work, sustaining contradictions and tensions but nevertheless 
addressing themselves to the same problem, can combine so that 
socialism must elaborate itself as an alliance in Its richest sense. 
As you say, the memory of TOC seems almost to have been 
effaced. No explicit analysis of the terms and institutions In play 
has been made and no lessons seem to have been drawn. Although 
it must be said that practices such as those represented by TOC 
had been going on for quite a while, based on all kinds of alliances, 
such as the Edinburgh Film Festival's policies and conferences. 
Cinema Action's distribution and exhibition practices and so on. 
although TOC did provide an opportunity to pull all of that 
together. In a sense, one lesson to be learned from the way the 
situation changed from the immediate post '68 years to the late 
1970s is that however energetically you campaign the result is 
never quite what you worked for but always somewhat at a 
tangent, manifesting itself in displaced forms and unexpected con- 
figurations. So that one always must be prepared to re-start on the 
basis of the new situation even if this may mean abandoning the 
logic inherent in one's own work and re-tracing one's steps. When 
you suggested that in the Left, criticism of one's friends comes 
too easily, one must also remember that the Left here has a 
history of easy enthusiasms and mobilisation. By 'easy' I mean 
unreflective and trapped in the emotional energy that Is merely a 
necessary precondition for any form of struggle. The problem Is 
how to sustain the split between the requirement for constant 
analysis and criticism and, on the other hand, the enthusiastic 
commitment of one's emotional energies. There is a necessary 
pessimism to be articulated with political productivity because 
there are always more determinations in play than one is able to 
address directly so that, even if the hierarchy of those determina- 
tions is judged correctly, the effects of one's practice are never 
quite what one has bargained for. Therefore I would be reluctant 
to come down too severely either on the tendency towards 'easy' 
criticism or on the one towards emotional mobilisation, because 




The formation of such an alliance is precisely what is at stake 
in the campaign around the Fourth TV Channel (N4) which will 
obviously affect all independent film-making. both the so-called 
independents who merely want to produce the kind of programmes 
we have already but to do so outside of the constraints imposed 
by existing BBC and IN companies, and the IFA independents 
whose practices involve a notion of independence as specific 
difference which we would all support. And yet. it would appear 
as if the relationship that existed between the BFI and the TOC 
campaign is being reproduced in the IFA's campaign vis-I-vis the 
fourth channel. Except that this time we are facing far more 
powerful institutions than the BFI. Moreover, the 'Independent' 
Broadcasting Authority doesn't even pay lipservice to the notion 
of independent practice represented by TOC and the IFA. 
Let me answer that in this way: there is a need to analyse what 
kind of everyday culture we live in. Left activities seem to be 
cordoned off from everyday culture in Britain. There are some 
areas of overlap in academia and in places such as the BFI but. 
these are under constant threat. There remains a very strict 
cordon sanitaire between the Left and the outside world which 
carries on its everyday activities and culture. There is a fascination 
and obsession with what the Left does. but they don't produce 
anything of their own. They only react to what the Left does. 
responding to it in the most paranoid and abject terms. Because 
of this cordon, we are never able to mobilise and influence outside 
of our city walls so to speak. The question is then, how able are 
we, on the one hand, to open our doors. and on the other hand. 
to produce enough to be able to make an incision in the political 
everyday culture of this country. Our activities are to be measured 
by our ability to change the rules of the game and how we can 
beat the guard-dogs of that everyday culture. 
The fourth channel will affect all aspects of independent produc- 
tion. Particularly that tendency which works to establish alter. 
native production and distribution structures outside of the 
market, because the fourth channel changes the definition of what 
the market is. One of the IFA's demands is for a foundation to 
be set up within TV4 to protect independent productions which 
would go to the wall in the kind of naked market operations 
which one would expect if the channel were to operate as a 
second ITV channel. As part of the Channel 4 Group. the IFA 43 
together with other media workers are having to create alliances, 
strategies, face questions and problems they have never had to 
face before. Very conservative people are having to come to terms 
with the notion of independence which up to now they have 
subscribed to purely In economic terms. In fact the work that 
the IFA has done up to now -a lot of it the result of Simon 
Hartog's energy and initiative - is very Impressive and incredibly 
important. 
In the Government's White Paper on the new channel it says 
that it must be innovative in terms of form and content. That 
can be understood In two ways. In one way. It can be seen as their 
rationale for having a fourth channel at all, according to the old 
famous ideological ploy: we have all this British talent here going 
to waste so we must give them an opening. But It can also be seen 
from the other side, which Is that the IFA In Its consistent cam- 
paign for a say in what goes on in TV4 has met with some success. 
The next thing is to analyse in what ways the needs of the IFA 
meet with a Tory Ideology. What are we campaigning for now? 
Not just for a foundation that will protect the notion of Innova- 
tion in terms of form and content from the market forces operating 
in the IBA and in the ITCA companies, but for certain broad- 
casting freedoms. Bourgeois freedoms if you will, there aren't 
enough of them. This requires continued analysis of the broad. 
casting system. Again we must bring into play alliances that go 
beyond just film-makers. We have to bring in the unions. immi- 
grant organisations, all those who have been the subject of tele- 
vision's concerns but never its producers. 
In order to fight for difference in television you have to take 
account of what has gone on in the past. how television works. 
what kind of instrument it is, what its specificities are. You have 
to have some critical force at work in television. I think a lot 
of independent film-makers are beginning to respond to the Issues 
raised by TV4. There is inevitably a resistance on the part of film. 
makers to get involved in popular front type activities, a resist- 
ance which comes both from suspicion of people in closer touch 
with market forces, but also a lack of confidence in the import. 
ance of the kind of work they are doing. There is now the begin. 
ning of a realisation not only that television might fund film 
production but that it might be possible to engage with television 
and television's relation to cinema. 
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ACTING TAPES 
ACTING IN THE CINEMA 
A ZERO ONE PRODUCTION FOR CHANNEL FOUR TELEVISION 
ACTING TAPES-ACTING IN THE CINEMA 
Why is it so embarrassing to see a film with English actors? 
Actors should not appear to act at all (Stanislavski) 
Efficiently performed work appears best on screen (Kulvshov) 
ACTING TAPES is a two-par-t documentary which explores t n. id ,i 
and training methods behind two major opposing movements in 20x1, 
century theatre and cinema. It argues that British film and television 
acting is out of touch with these movements, being too dependefit ()11 r to 
traditional training of British stage drama. 
TAPE ONE - FOURTH 
WALL starts with an 
exploration of Naturalistic acting 
developed in the Moscow Arts 
Theatre at the turn of the 
century, and the system of actor 
training devised by its director 
Constantin Stanislavski. 
The Stanislavski system had 
enormous impact in the 1920s 
and 1930s. In the hands of its 
keenest American admirers, it 
was transformed into the 
Method -a system of training 
and a style of acting familiar from 
American cinema of the 1950s. 
I The Moscow Arts Theatre and 
the Stanislavski system 
2 The Group Theatre 
3 The Actors Studio and the 
Method 
4 The Method Actor and Cinema 
54 mins 
TAPETWO-COUNTER 
ACTING introduces the 
theatre of Meyerhold, 
Stanislavski's principal antagonist, 
and its development into an anti- 
naturalistic performance style in 
post-revolutionary soviet 
cinema. 
I Revolution in the Theatre 
2 Anti-Naturalism 
3 Revolution in the Cinema 
4 Brecht and the British Actor 
54 min', 
Shot on video for Channel 4 
Television's' II th Hour', the 
tapes combine archive stills and 
film clips with training exercises 
performed by a group of victor ,. 
ALL ENQUIRIES 
ZERO ONE LTD, 
























London Video Arts 
Anarres Video 
Diverse Technology 
WRITTEN, PRODUCED AND 
DIRECTED 
Mark Nash and James Swinson 
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As the workshop drew to a close we all returned to the dreaded 
Chapman Theatre, for an RAA question time. This was a complete 
non-event, since by the time all the delegates had arrived. 
time had run out and so the RAAs and the ACGB were very 
conveniently let off the hook. with no debate on the current 
state of affairs at all. 
This was followed by one of the most ineptly chaired plenaries 
I have attended. For me this highlighted the confusion and 
lack of commuication at the conference. We were told by the 
chair that the purpose of the conference had been to move away 
from the work of the individual and towards a policy-formulating 
situation. Leaders of the workshops presented a series of 
proposals ranging from the need to begin work on a code of 
practice, provision for more colour facilities, information 
on the new technologies, ACGB policies on visual literacy within 
education. ACGB and RAA workshop fundraising, the establishment 
of a black photography centre. While all these proposals are 
valid and crucial to the development of the sector. who is going 
to take them on board - the ACGB? Why did the chair find it 
necessary. in the middle of all this, to engage in a red herring 
discussion on "what is community photography? "? Why were some 
of the workshop leaders not informed until the last minute that 
proposals should be formulated?, a point brought home very 
forcefully by the leaders of the workshop on photography and 
disabilities - Ruth Bailey and Celia Wood. 
What I came away with from this conference was a completely 
negative attitude towards the present administrators of the 
independent photography sector. Surely the time has come for 
practitioners with day-to-day experiences of the consequences 
of the lack of a unified voice and decent representation to 
begin to take matters into their own hands, through the IFVPA, 
for example. The IFVPA has already achieved a great deal for 
the independent film and video sectors. It is now available 
to provide a basic structure for photographers to begin 
organising and networking. to initiate a campaign to improve 
the present state of affairs. 
POINT '87, PARIS. MARCH 4-8 1987" 
A report by Mark Nash 
"THE SITUATION IN EUROPE NOW: the recent expansion. of 'tv 
broadcasting networks has not enabled the ., development of independent production. Independent producers are not organised 
enough and are marginalised in international..: markets. There 
is no global strategy to impose the importance of-independent 
production on audiovisual corporations,, and public broadcasting 
services. There is no homogeneous marketing, communication 
A 
and distribution strategy, and no coherent European copyright 
strategy. Is there no way to ensure a more rigorous editorial 
policy for independent production? 
HOW TO IMPROVE THE SITUATION:. to find a common ground for rep- 
resentation beyond national and aesthetic rivalries. To assert 
the identity of independent producers in the European context. 
To assert the importance and necessity of independent production 
remaining innovative and creative. 
The European independent production sector should be engaged 
in establishing a lobby that will enable the financing and 
promotion of independent production, distribution of information, 
access to legal expertise, international exchanges and the 
pursuit of these issues in relation to professional training. 
POINT 87 is aimed towards the establishment of a quota system. 
international data bank, independent production market and body 
for copyright clearance at the European level. " 
Lightly subbed. this was the rationale for the Point 87 
conference at which I represented the IFVPA in Paris at the 
beginning of March. The conference was held at the Centre 
Wallonie Bruxelles - the cultural centre of the Belgian 
francophone community in Paris. equipped with two screening 
theatres used for the video screenings and conferences, and 
a videotheque where tapes could be selected on an individual 
basis. Point 87 was funded by a range of EEC. French and Belgian 
institutions, as well as the British Council and a Belgian 
brewery firm. which provided free beer (and hangovers) for the 
first couple of days. 
Point 87 was an initiative of Montbeliard Video - Centre d'Action 
Culturelle. It was formed in 1980 with three main areas of 
concern: audiovisual production, training and an international. 
biennial video festival (held in '82, '84, . '86). Point 87 was 
partly a trailer designed to set the agenda for the '88 
Montbeliard festival. However. it was also and centrally 
concerned with issues which have to be urgently addressed by 
the Eropean independent community in the immediate future, in 
particular, the proposed enactment of EEC media legislation 
in 1988 as part of the European Year of Film and Video. 
LANGUAGE 
It was essentially a francophone conference. designed. it seemed 
to me. to reassert French as an important language for media 
debates on the European. not to say international. level. While 
opening discussions were conducted in English. French and German. 
subsequent debate was almost entirely in French. Videos were 
shown in their original language without translation. This 
meant that minority language videos, eg: from Denmark, received 
little or no attention from participants. It is no accident 
that the EEC's MEDIA programme is conducted by francophone offic- 
ials. The francophone community in Europe has historically 
in 
been the most active in resisting the advances of English and 
at an ideological level, the American cultural influences that 
that represents. 
UK PRESENCE 
The UK was mainly represented by the workshop sector. who had 
been invited to show their work at the festival: Sankofa. Black 
Audio and Birmingham. There were also a few independent 
producers, but no representatives from AIP. IPPA or, apart from 
the tireless Rod Stoneman. broadcast tv. It was not a conference 
that the UK took seriously. 
British independent production is structured in rather a 
different way to the rest of Europe. largely due to the existence 
of Channel 4. Despite the criticisms one may have of the 
channel, and continental Europe's rather uninformed and 
starry-eyed view of the UK situation. the fact remains that 
many European countries will be lucky to achieve anything as 
progressive as Channel 4 in the ensuing years. 
The lack of substantial UK presence was disappointing for. the 
organisers. As far as they are concerned. they will continue 
to organise at a European level. If the UK cannot be bothered. 
then that's its problem - shades of the debate on UK membership 
of the Common Market! If we in the UK do not get involved. 
however, we lose the opportunity of contributing to a debate 
that could influence the structure of European audiovisual space 
for the forseeable future. 
EURO-PARLIAMENTARIANISM 
Below the surface. one could detect an air of desperation as 
the date for enacting European media legislation approaches. 
Will it protect national cultures and facilitate progressive 
European production? Or will it merely provide subsidy to multi- 
national Europap produced by the US. Italian magnate Berlusconi 
and our very own Robert Maxwell? I tried to strike a note of 
caution as to the possibilities of lobbying at a European level. 
As the BFI-hosted Eurojamboree at the NFT last November showed. 
there is very little at present on-the table for the 'cultural' 
sector of European production. For instance, at that NFT 
conference, a fund of 5 million ECUs for subtitling films into 
languages of member countries was discussed. You don't get 
much change from that when you've discounted the costs of 
European administration. 
My own suspicion is that Euro-parliamentarianism is probably 
even less effective than its Westminster version. Look at the 
legislation on human rights - the UK government manages to ignore 
it splendidly most of the time. So what chances for progressive 
media legislation? Which is not an argument against it. but 
simply to point out that it can only be one element of any 
European strategy. In fact. of course, the EEC currently does 
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provide funds for training (eg: the initiatives in the North 
East), as well as miniscule amounts for production. distribution 
and exhibition. At Euro-parliament level, however, the cultural 
arguments that we in the UK and particularly in the IFVPA are 
familiar with pursuing. may prove less effective at unlocking 
funds than the more narrow linguistic one - the militant concern 
of some language groups, particularly the French. not to be 
subsumed into some Eurospeak language community. 
I also voiced concern at the conference's notions of nationality. 
and of the 'European'. Legislation at EEC level is one thing. 
but it neglects countries historically part of Europe - the 
European socialist countries, as well as Norway, Sweden and 
Turkey. You could also argue that -it neglects ex-colonies 
culturally very linked to Europe. Point 87 made this important 
point by devoting a whole session to video production in 
Mozambique. Once a European colony, and now in a war situation, 
their means of communication have to be seen within the context 
of. a seige economy. When you realise that the whole of the 
Mozambican broadcast institutions probably have as much hardware 
as a UK video workshop. it rather puts our First world 
expectations in perspective. 
GOODBYE TO A EUROPOLITICS OF CULTURAL PRODUCTION? 
At the end of the day. it's not the EEC as an institution that's 
important. but the kind of cultural production that is possible. 
from within European countries and European culture broadly 
understood. From the video material I saw at Point 87. I would 
venture the observation that, the most innovative. interesting 
and politically concerned work (not necessarily synonymous 
categories) was produced by independent producers without access 
to broadcast - eg: the Wein Medienwerkstatt (Vienna Media Workshop) or the Centre Video Bruxelles. Within Europe. there 
still seems to be a notion of independence as culturally and 
politically defined. Of course that notion was carefully 
safeguarded within the UK Workshop Declaration, yet the work 
produced under that declaration often seems to imitate the 
aesthetic. and ultimately, I would argue. the political, concerns 
of broadcast institutions. 
Are 1970s notions of independence simple a relict species in 
our rapidly shifting media ecology? This was an issue which 
seemed to divide the conference. On the one hand. there were 
- those practitioners eager for the funding that deregulation 
would create. On the other. there were those well-versed in 
Euro-realpolitik who argued that it was necessary to engage 
with European institutions in order to transform them. How 
to transform them and to what end, were questions that were 
left unanswered. Were we talking about a European media 
equivalent of the Socialist International. where a certain lip 
service is paid to progressive concerns? 
My suspicion is that at events like these, the absence of 
1") 
political debate signals the fact that politics cannot be talked 
about because real political differences threaten the imaginary 
unity of the conference. There was an evident contradiction 
in the premisses of a conference using the language of monetarist 
economics -a market simply composed of market forces mediating 
relations between buyers and sellers, yet with a benevolent 
state apparatus implicitly in the wings. This discourse 
certainly does not sit well with radical aspirations. Equally. 
a campaign for greater independent access to broadcast 
institutions (the UK 25% Campaign). which admits there will 
be job losses and relocations as part of its programme, doesn't 
fit into my notion of a progressive politics. These hard 
political issues were not addressed. Yet if European dialogue 
means anything. they are going to have to be, and soon. 
MARKET. DATABANK AND LOBBY 
The Point 87 organising group have three aims: 1) to propose 
a restructuring of the market for independent production; 2) 
to establish a regularly updated databank for independent 
production; 3) to establish a lobby for independent producers 
at a European level. 
THE DATABANK: The second aim is fairly unproblematic. 
Catalogues and databanks are only as good as the information 
that goes into them and the people who use them. From time 
to time such catalogues are produced and updated in the UK. 
For instance the British National Film and Video Catalogue aims 
to list all UK independent productions, but I imagine few 
producers receive enquiries from such listings. Informal 
networks are still often the most cost-effective way of 
circulating information about independent work. hence the value 
of festivals and the importance of debate, discussion and 
socialising at them. The notion of a databank/catalogue. then 
seems to me to be the least controversial of the Point 87 
proposals. 
THE MARKET: The question of the market is more complex. As 
the Montbeliard group point out, a market in independent work 
already exists in Europe. Our task, as producers should be to 
take control of that market and ensure that buyers come to it 
more on our terms than on theirs. The aim here is to establish 
an alternative to the main tv and trade fair MIP and to 
consolidate the work of cultural festivals such as Edinburgh. 
Tyneside and Berlin, some of which have a market element. 
My own view is that the notion of an independent market (caveats 
about the ideology of terminology aside) is rather optimistic. 
Who are the prospective buyers? Montbeliard gave the example 
of the enlightened Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris which pays 
more than Belgian tv for the same material. They appear to 
suggest that there would be a whole range of non-theatric buyers 
who could be persuaded to join broadcast buyers at such a 
market. Montbeliard have posed the problem, and in their 
I, ' 
defence. they did give the example of their first attempt at 
a market to which no buyers came. As an indication of the 
problems to be overcome. Karol Kulik, who ran the London Market 
for several years. made the pertinent contribution that such 
a market would always need subsidy. The London Market had to 
be closed because it continually lost money. 
On the other hand, if it were possible to develop greater 
solidarity amongst independent producers in the face of broadcast 
tv. in particular its success in reducing programme unit cost 
and keeping wages down, that would be a great achievement. 
(A 1986 survey in the ACTT found that the Grant-Aided Sector 
earnt less than the average UK manual wage and had the highest 
unemployment in the industry). The Montbeliard initiative should 
definitely be followed up to see what can be achieved in this 
area. 
However. the question of the market should not be allowed to 
subsume the notion of an international independent video festival 
at a European level. (And it should be pointed out that for 
Point 87 video and film are sometimes used synonymously. The 
video festival is seen as including film originated material 
shown on video. More properly it should be referred to as a 
video and film festival. Purists beware! ) 
Festivals are an extremely effective way of distributing work. 
Point 87 was not exemplary in this respect. Lack of translation, 
lack of documentation and very partial selection of material 
produced very uneven screenings. With no information on 
production. distribution or exhibition contexts, the videos 
became just wallpaper. Added to which the long three hour 
sessions produced that fatigue particular to video festivals 
- your eyes end up aching continually. (In addition. some of 
the French material was offensively sexist, and I'm not someone 
who takes offence easily in this area). Point 87 organisers 
took this point, arguing that of course the 1988 festival would 
be better organised. Not a terribly convincing reply. There 
is a danger in organising events such as Point 87 just for 
activists and ignoring the concerns of video makers themselves. 
It, reinforces divisions within what is a small and already 
divided constituency. However. they should be given the benefit 
, of the doubt in relation to further such events, and preliminary discussions are now under way to link both Point 87 and the 
1988 Montbeliard festival to UK festivals. 
It is in the area of discussion and cooperation at a European 
level that the initiatives of Point 87 have most force. In 
the UK, we tend to look to broadcast and state institutions 
to support our work, rather than develop work in association 
with other independent producers. Yet, if the broadcast 
institutions are beginning to produce material at a European 
level, why not the independent sector? As an example. the 
London-based group Triple Vision who were at Point 87 are 
developing a project for a video magazine using material from 
14 
independent groups across Europe. Apart from Infermental. the 
video art magazine which has been running for a few years. there 
are also several other such projects on the European drawing 
board. All of them, however. seem to depend on backing from 
broadcast. Yet the basis for such projects already exists on 
an informal level - many of the European workshops exchange 
programme material amongst themselves. Montbeliard could well 
extend the concept of the festival in the direction both of 
the touring compilation as well as providing the contacts for 
European co-production. 
THE LOBBY: The aim of the lobby is to coordinate work by pressure 
groups in individual countries, with a view to raising the 
profile of independents within Europe. One of the first tasks 
will be to clarify the situation of current EEC media legislation 
and so see how that can be influenced. Once in place the lobby 
could also act as a more permanent organisation structure for 
independents. A note of caution needs sounding. however. Any 
lobby needs a clear and agreed brief. Existing UK lobbying 
organisations IFVPA, IPPA, AIP, ACTT and the 25% Campaign have 
policies which are radically divergent at points, yet all are 
involved in lobbying at the European level. Will it be possible 
to obtain sufficient consensus to proceed, or should existing 
organisations simply pursue their current European policies 
more actively, lobbying for what they feel to be the correct 
position? 
SELECTED VIDEOS 
I'd like to mention some of the videos I found most interesting 
at Point 87. At an aesthetic level. I'd single out a video 
by Jean-Paul Fargier (video critic of 'Cahiers du Cinema') and 
several of the Mozambicam videos. 
Fargier's video Robin des Voix uses an assemblage of texts to 
argue that innovations in poetic language in the 20th century 
have occurred in minority languages (eg: Basque. Finnish. etc. ). 
Placed against that are a series of disparate images concerning 
a central male figure in rather self-conscious situations and 
a wonderful sound collage of great moments from 20th century 
history which somehow, through the timbre and 'grain' of the 
voice, manage to recall the past with a vividness denied to 
archive images. 
Licinio Azevedo's The Well was made with both literate and 
illiterate viewers in mind. A Mozambican government 
representative opens a communal well in a small village. with 
a long speech in Portuguese. Kids play ball, people-wander 
in and out of the village compound as he speaks. We then cut 
to a series of mainly humurous scenes describing what happens 
when the well is used incorrectly and in the process educating 
the viewer about basic hygiene. Two kids who kick a football 
into the well are marched off home and then out into the field 
where they are put to work under the stern gaze of the village 
1! 
teacher. Their friends snigger at their discomfort. A group 
of women returning from the fields place bundles of plants on 
the rim of the well and proceed to wash their hands into the 
well. Immediately one of the well's guardians rushes out and 
starts *beating them. Then she demonstrates the correct way 
of taking water without soiling the well. and so on. All the 
points are made gesturally - there is no voice-over or dialogue 
- so there is no problem with language differences between different communities. 
Azevedo also made a video The Citizen Who Had His Ears Cut 
Off. about a man whose ears were cut off by the South African 
backed rebels, or as they are correctly described in the video. 
bandits. This video derives its power from its direct 
presentation of the man in question. who simply tells us his 
story, and which brought home more of the reality of that 
situation than many a UK documentary feature. 
Melancolico is a poetic video about the dire situation of 
Mozambique, but with a note of optimism at the end. It is cut 
to the song of the same name by a famous Mozambican guitarist 
who we see in the first shot, beginning to play the song outside 
in the street in a suburb of Maputo. The song concerns a man 
who dismisses his wife for a younger one. The banished wife 
and the village children are shown as hungry. depressed and 
lethargic. The video ends with an image of the woman walking 
down a dusty road to the horizon followed by a crowd of 
children. A simple. emblematic statement. 
A number of other videos are worth mentioning: Madame Marcelle 
from Belgium. directed by Paolo Zagaglia, consists of an 
interview with the concierge of a public convenience, interrupted 
by close-ups of her clients' hands as they drop money into the 
ash tray on the table. "Merci", she interjects into her non-stop 
discourse on world events as seen from her comfortable niche. 
She even sings a Mirelle Mathieu song to illustrate her wish 
to have been a chanteuse. 
Carole Laganiere's Juste un Reve (Just a Dream) also from 
Belgium. explores the history of Soeur Sourire (the Singing 
Nun to us), whose song Dominique outsold the Beatles' early 
singles. despite. or perhaps because of its play on a French 
word for fucking. She was never able to repeat the success 
of that original song and in 1986 committed suicide. A strange 
piece of popular music history, which those of us who heard 
the song the first time round were fascinated with. 
Michel Khleifi's Maloul Fete sa Destruction (Maloul Celebrates 
its Destruction) also from Belgium. is about a Palestinian 
community displaced from its village which later became a forest 
planted to the memory of the victims of Nazism (we see the same 
forest in Lanzmann's Shoa. but without the irony of this 
information). Once a year the villagers are able to return 
and picnic in the shade of the trees they left behind. Older 
IA 
villagers wander around remembering the locations of all the 
plants. They are also interviewed in a room with a backdrop 
of a large painting of the now defunct village. The film uses 
simple documentary techniques with some formalist elements to 
refine visual interest. 
Dusch a Loox. a surrealist video by Ferdinand Stahl from Austria. 
involves women and men taking showers in rather unlikely 
positions and locations -a real art video, involving 
considerable set construction (eg: a shower that appears to 
be working horizontallyl) 
Finally. Michel Bongiovanni. one of the conference organisers. 
showed a video. La Parte Maudite, which he co-directed. It 
interviewed a range of contemporary artists and critics. and 
made a number of important points about contemporary art practice 
in a fraction of the time and cost of State of the Art. I was 
particularly struck by the formulation of one artist that time 
in painting has now become like tv presentation of football, 
"only highlights". 
A wide range of work then. from avant-garde video to politicised 
documentary (as well as the inevitable music video commercials 
for the latest video effects. about which the less said the 
better). Much of the work shown at Point 87 was as well 
conceived as any broadcast equivalent. 'I think it is 
particularly useful to see a range of material from different 
nationalities - you realise how specific and to some extent 
parochial our UK concerns are. Different preoccupations and 
potentialities of the medium become apparent. 
******* 
FOYLE FILM FESTIVAL 
A review by Mark Robinson 
I doubt whether any town of comparable size (population around 
70,000) has been so filmed, photographed, written about and 
generally discussed as Derry in the last twenty years. Pictures 
of Derry first filled our television screens in 1968 when the 
Civil Rights Movement came face to face in Duke Street with 
the Unionist state, and since then television crews and 
interested observers have regularly returned to check on the 
state of play. For Derry appears to offer a convenient and 
manageable paradigm of what Ireland is about, its population 
mirroring that of Ireland as a whole, their divisions and 
allegiances seemingly confirmed by the bricks and mortar of 
the old city walls and the passage of the River Foyle itself. 
In all this the people of Derry have been photographed. filmed 
and sometimes interviewed, but their story has been largely 
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EDITORIAL 
Screen enters 1980. the 30th year of SEFT, with a revised 
project and a new format. We are taking the opportunity of 
the present double issue to introduce a comprehensively plan- 
ned new design which signals our reassessment of the role 
and intentions of the magazine. 
In 1971 Screen was relaunched as a quarterly magazine 
devoted to film culture. It saw its priorities as the constitution 
of a body of knowledge about film and television as signifying 
practices. This involved a radical questioning of existing 
theories and forms of writing about film and the Introduction 
of new approaches and terminologies adequate to the com- 
plexity of the problems posed. The role of Screen in develop- 
ing critical and theoretical work founded on semiotics and 
psychoanalysis, together with a constant reference to other 
aesthetic theories (notably those surrounding the areas of 
realism and authorship) has given the magazine an influential 
position in a number of distinct, but related fields. In film 
and television education. Screen has helped to define the subject 
area among educators not just in Britain but in North America 
and Australia. In film-making it has offered a series of possi- 
bilities for the thinking through of particular practices of 
representation - whether it be in terms of 'deconstruction'. 
'denaturalisation' or of disrupting the subject positioning 
usually put in place within the institution of the 'classic text'. 
For other aesthetic practices, in the fine arts or photography, 
for example. Screen stands for theorisation of particular prac- 
tices and their politics in a way that there has not been space 
for in the art world or even in its radical offshoots. 
Finally. Screen has offered to cultural and literary theory. 
and to theories of the place of 'ideology' in the social forma- 
tion, a constant insistence on language in its specificity as 
signifying practice rather than as communication; in the light 
of this insistence it has worked to examine the nature of the 
text as systematic process and to explore the subject, as con- 
ceived by psychoanalysis, as an area of political struggle. 
;' 
To some extent. Screen has become the victim of this un- 
doubted, if partial, influence. It Is sometimes mistaken as the 
academic journal of film studies. However. Screen has not 
been academic: an academic practice, as we see it, entails an 
essentially reflective mode of thought and writing. It takes a 
pre-given, self-defining object and attempts to describe or 
analyse it comprehensively. But it does not take account of 
its effects as writing or speech within a particular historical 
moment. It is not aware of - or does not recognise - the 
ways in which It changes the object it analyses by virtue of 
the systematisation it imposes on it. By contrast the analyses 
of specific films published by Screen - eg Cahiers du Cinema 
on The Young Mr Lincoln in vol 13 no 3 reprinted in Screen 
Reader 1, or Stephen Heath on Touch of Evil In vol 16 nos 1 
and 2 have tried to make explicit the displacement effected 
by the analysis on its object and have seen this displacement 
as a major aim of the analysis. 
Academic analysis, furthermore, tends to be unaware of its 
effects outside its own immediate sphere. It offers itself as 
self-sufficient for its own readership. But the analysis, if suc- 
cessful. does have wider effects, promoting films or groupings 
of films for consideration by a more extensive public than 
exists for the analysis itself. These effects require to be seen 
in all their strategic implications, which are considerable. 
Analysis contributes to the production of new objects because 
every analysis implies a strategy for future work. The implied 
practices need to be explored because, if they are not, analysis 
on its own tends to imply rejection of everything that exists 
in favour of a hypothesised 'purity'. We hope the work of 
Screen has avoided these problems and that in future this will 
be clearer than it has been in the past. 
However. if an academic practice is defined as analytical 
and theoretical work addressing itself exclusively or primarily 
to the discourses circulating in and promoted by academic 
institutions (colleges and universities), then Screen is indeed 
academic. Moreover, the terms in which Screen has engaged 
with those discourses have effectively circumscribed the maga- 
zine's place as an oppositional one, simultaneously within 
and against academic institutions. As such, this contradictory 
position has made Screen extremely vulnerable to the pressures 
exerted by academia to align itself more closely with the 
requirements of working and surviving in such institutions. 
The current revision of Screen's project is one of Increasing 
the awareness of the effects of the magazine's work in a variety 
of fields. We will try to calculate what effects are necessary 
and possible, and to use various forms of writing to influence 
those diverse cultural practices in which Screen has and could 
have a voice. The magazine's primary commitment is to film 
and television, but it will continue to be informed by a wider 
concern for all practices of representation. Screen will extend 
its debates and analyses of current trends in film and tele- 
vision to other areas of cultural work as one major way of 
promoting the magazine's various approaches in these areas. 
Screen expects, therefore, to publish reviews of films and tele- 
vision output which are seen as representative of key issues 
in current debates. Similarly, we will give attention to exhi- 
bitions, publications and other events in the area of art prac- 
tice and criticism which are related to these debates. We are 
keenly aware of the way in which reviewing acts as a pro- 
motion for the object reviewed, as well as affecting the terms 
in which these objects are used and discussed. This situation 
is particularly acute in relation to film, where reviewing is a 
major factor in the marketing of particular films, especially 
in the area of art-house cinema. We therefore intend that a 
major part of our reviewing commitment should be one of 
providing a critical 'voice' for independent production (treated 
to scant and disparaging attention by orthodox reviewers), and 
we think it particularly important to make our ideas more 
appropriable in the support of such films. 
Screen will continue to comment in a detailed and system- 
atic way upon institutional structures and policies; and will 
engage with major debates over institutional changes, for 
example with the Fourth Channel discussions, and with schemes 
for new state interventions in the film industry. Other possible 
areas of concern are the Arts Council and the British Film 
Institute; education, especially the higher and further edu- 
cation sectors; publishing and so on. Another strategy that is 
now possible is that of searching interviews with particular 
individuals or groups who have a distinct position which 
perhaps has not received comprehensive attention in writing 
before. We hope that this form of opening out of the pages 
of the magazine to a wider range of writing and of presenting 
important but usually unheard voices will be complemented by 
meetings and discussions. 
Screen's entry into forms of reviewing and engagement 
with immediate issues is not intended to be exclusive. It is one 
C 
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part of promoting the magazine's work In areas where it is 
capable of having specific effects. It does not Imply an exclu- 
sive concentration on the present, nor an abandonment of the 
magazine's established tradition of work in the area of con- 
ceptual elaboration. The exclusive concentration on the con. 
temporary is the hallmark of almost all film and television 
journalism, and is a major factor in producing the blindnesses 
of the conventional journalistic form. We rather intend that the 
continuing engagement of the magazine in the matters of the 
day will set the agenda for both theoretical and historical 
work. The reviewing of films or television output will inevitably 
raise wider questions, both about reviewing as a practice of 
writing, and about filmic institutions and textual productivity. 
This again is a matter of exploiting an awareness that has been 
present for some time in the work of the magazine: that 
research in the areas of theory and history both imply a 
commitment to and In the present. The present situation 
prompts the exploration of certain issues, but it cannot be the 
only determinant upon more extended work. History and 
theory cannot be chained to current concerns because these 
concerns in their immediate manifestation may well be short- 
lived and can certainly be displaced and transmuted by a cal- 
culated theoretical intervention. Both theory and history have 
their own times and their own procedures which mean that 
they cannot be perpetually called to account by the present. 
What is envisaged is a process whereby the questions that are 
always raised (and equally can never be answered) within a 
particular reflection upon current events will find their elabora- 
tion and transmutation in other forms of writing which the 
magazine will continue to promote. 
The multiplication of the forms of writing current in the 
magazine, together with a productive exchange between them 
inevitably raises the problem of writing and reading. What sort 
of writing will become necessary to promote access, and what 
sort of writing will remain necessary if arguments being put 
forward are to retain their efficacy? In the past Screen has 
been criticised for the difficulty of, at least some of the writing 
it has published. We do not expect this problem to go away: 
indeed it may even become more acute as the range of con- 
cerns broadens. Greater accessibility does not mean that diffi- 
culty will be eliminated. The introduction of new discourses 
with different terminologies and different stances will inevit- 
ably create problems in that each discourse will have a specific 
il 
difficulty and - for many readers -a specific unfamiliarity 
of its own. There is a necessary unevenness here that cannot 
be ironed out except at the cost of suppressing the difference 
and the heterogeneous mix which the magazine seeks to pro- 
mote. The production of a homogenised, ideally transparent 
style can only defeat the purpose of a project which aims' 
to transform practices of writing about cinema and television. 
This does not mean that turgid or merely bad writing will be 
encouraged any more than it has been in the past. Difficulty 
has to justify itself and the difficulty there has been in Screen's 
writing (which has by no means been uniform) has been the 
product of specific requirements: first the need to introduce 
a number of unfamiliar terms, drawn from the discourses of 
semiotics and psychoanalysis, whose use was justified by the 
precision with which they enabled certain arguments to be 
handled; and secondly the need to promote arguments in a 
way which broke with traditional (and for the most part liberal- 
academic) formulations and modes of address. A lot of what 
has been called difficult in Screen's formulations of arguments 
has either been not so for readers who have wished to enter 
into a process of engagement with the text or has been so only 
in the sense that the process of engagement involved discom- 
fiting shifts in the mode in which arguments could be absorbed. 
What was difficult was not so much the writing (or the reading 
of it) as the mastery of writing - not being given the chance 
to be confirmed in one's position of already knowing what 
one has just been told. The forms of 'easy' writing prevalent 
in our culture are based precisely on this collusive relationship 
between writer and reader. However impossible or vacuous 
the argument, the reader is invited to shake with the writer a 
sense of mastery over it. To oppose this collusion it is often 
necessary - politically necessary - to be difficult, or at least 
to risk difficulty as a lesser evil than the facility of either aca- 
iemic or bourgeois-journalistic modes. On the other hand, 
there are times when Screen has simply not been understood, 
and this is a failing. Screen does not disturb the film and tele- 
vision establishment as it ought to: it merely irritates it. The- 
, 
magazine's refusal of the collusive, easily absorbed stance has 
)een a major factor in its failure to produce a genuine ques- 
ioning of the limits and limitations of conventional practice 
)y its practitioners. With a wider and more varied readership 
.o address, the magazine will 
have to be more attentive than 
n the past to the dangers of a difficulty that merely and un- 
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productively blocks understanding and hinders the develop- 
ment of a dialogue between the various positions within the 
magazine, as well as between writing and reading. 
The most acute problem of misunderstanding seems to occur 
not between the magazine and its readership, nor between the 
magazine and Its non-readers among critics and broadcasters, 
but between the magazine and some of those who conceive 
of Its project as similar to their own. Screen Is then criticised 
as though it were what It has never claimed to be: a marxist 
journal in the traditional sense. Screen engages with a variety 
of problematics within the overall commitment to a dialogue 
with socialist and feminist currents within cultural practices, 
particularly cinema and TV. The magazine has always given 
an important place to marxist arguments. But that place has 
shifted as arguments within marxism have themselves devel- 
oped. both in Britain and abroad. However, the notion of a 
dialogue with various politically important currents demands 
flexibility and not the dogmatic adoption of the kind of 
'marxist' standpoint whose limitations, particularly on the 
questions of sexuality and representation, require and receive 
constant questioning. So to criticise Screen for not adopting 
whatever set of 'marxist' postulates a particular author might 
at that moment have espoused is to misconstrue the maga- 
zine's project and its political commitments. Yet this is pre- 
cisely the drift of the criticisms offered by Kevin Robbins In 
Media Culture and Society (vol 1 no 4. October 1979) and Is 
also evident to a lesser extent in Andrew Britton's article in 
Movie (no 26, Winter 1978/79). Such pieces are evidence of 
an obstinate foreclosure of understanding for which Screen 
need bear no responsibility. 
With this issue, then. Screen begins to inaugurate a process 
of change in the range of its contents and ambitions which is 
the logical continuation of the work of the past decade. We 
hope that this change will produce new articles and writers 
for the magazine, and that it will stimulate productive ex- 
changes (possibly. at the level of informal exchanges with the 
Editorial Board) about how Screen could contribute most 
effectively in particular areas of debate and struggle. Our new. 
planned format and design herald this changing project. Page 
design is both more spacious and more flexible, allowing lay- 
out arrangements that are appropriate to particular articles. 
We have changed our printing process to offset lithography 
whilst keeping letterpress typesetting and our long-established 
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Lectura typeface. We hope that lithography printing will pro- 
vide an improved reproduction of stills and photographs. It 
is not our intention to use stills and photos as redundant 
illustrations to the copy as is the practice in most film maga- 
zines. We intend to continue the practice of providing stills 
which provide material that is directly analysed within articles; 
and to extend our use of visual material to provide statements 
that are in tension with the written text, or provide commen- 
taries or revisions of it. Wherever possible we will continue 
to use frame stills taken directly from the film or televisual 
text, rather than employing publicity stills as though they 
were equivalent to frame stills. 
It is not intended that there should be a new 'house style' 
not even 'model writing' in the first issues of this format. We 
hope that new forms of writing will develop through engage- 
ment with current events, the assessment of particular areas 
of intervention, and the continued development of theoretical 
and historical work, all of which will now take place within 
the same covers. Crucial to the success of this enterprise will 
be our ability to involve new writers as well as new readers. 
and to encourage readers to become writers for the magazine. 
This issue carries articles on a variety of subjects. Brecht's 
writings on radio have not been available in translation before 
- we present an account of this work by Stuart Hood together 
with Brecht's essay 'Radio as a Means of Communication'. 
With the British government licensing an increasing number 
of radio stations and considering licensing a 'citizen's band' 
radio. Brecht's ideas in this area, which he saw as: 
a gigantic system of channels [potentially] capable not only of 
transmitting but of receiving, of making the listener not only 
hear but also speak. 
We also focus on two important areas: independent cinema 
and feminism. Despite our commitment to independent cinema 
as providing a space for elaborating different modes of sig- 
nification. different practices of production, distribution and 
exhibition, above all in more socially controlled forms, Screen 
has not given the area the attention it deserves. In this issue 
we give some space to practices of two film-makers associated 
with the London Film-makers Co-op. one of independent 
cinema's most longstanding and vital institutions. Malcolm 
. . Cý 
ß. 1. M ýi'. ý . 
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Legrice presents his current thinking on the theoretical frame- 
work to his film practice. Rod Stoneman draws attention to 
the importance of film-related practices of distribution and 
exhibition in considering some of the work of Mike Leggett. 
Independent cinema engages not only with the avant-garde 
but with the mainstream. Geoffrey Nowell-Smith's article on 
Radio On concerns the dilemmas of constructing a British 
cinema and engaging with the art-house market. We hope that 
future issues will discuss the components of that cinema and 
the operation of that market in some detail. 
The Edinburgh festival special event In 1979 was on 
'feminism and cinema'. Lesley Stern reviews this event and 
indicates ways It has advanced understanding of feminist 
film practice. Pam Cook takes issue with Richard Dyer's treat- 
ment of sexual politics in his book on Stars. 
We continue our commitment to greater coverage of tele- 
vision with a review of the current terms of the Channel 4 
debate in the light of the IBA's much criticised proposals for 
that channel together with a review of the 1979 Edinburgh 
television event. We are publishing two pieces on Irish film 
history and literary culture: Kevin Rockett draws our attention 
to the hitherto unregarded area of Irish film production and 
its historical location. Richard Kearney reviews Colin Mac 
Cabe's book on Joyce, indicating how Joyce's politics of writing 
can be located within Screen's concerns. We continue Screen's 
interest in copyright as providing the legal institutional frame- 
work which determines the ownership of images and effects 
their circulation with two review articles of Bernard Edelman's 
recently translated Ownership of the Image. We hope to give 
a more extended account of the copyright issue In a subsequent 
issue of the magazine. 
We would welcome contributions to the magazine, both 
short reviews, correspondence as well as lengthier pieces. With 
this issue Steve Crofts resigns as a member of the Editorial 
Board. 
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EDITORIAL 
Screen's work on visual representations has displaced traditional 
criticism of the artistic text as an object 'from' which an 
inherent meaning can be deciphered, to concentrate on the 
regimes of looking allowed to the spectator by texts and their 
institutional placing. This displacement has been effected firstly 
by semiotic analysis which insisted on the artistic text as the 
product of a social practice rather than a naturalised repre- 
sentation of reality. The extended consideration of realism 
which followed Screen's discussion of semiotics introduced the 
crucial area of extra-textual determination that has been 
central to recent debates in Screen. Secondly, the concern with 
psychoanalysis and psychoanalytic concepts raised the 
question of the semiotic status and functioning of the image 
itself - but so far this has been addressed in Screen only 
in terms of the sequencing of images, of film as system and 
process. 
Consequently, a certain area of the ideology of the visual 
has remained unexamined, including a whole range of positions 
from notions of the image as an excess of signification, escaping 
narrative constraints, to an affect founded in pre-linguistic 
processes or as an extra-discursive phenomenological essence. 
Perhaps it is in the field of artistic practices which are not 
specifically cinematic that future issues of Screen can examine. 
this area productively for film criticism and also continue our 
revised project to engage a wider sphere of cultural work. 
While the articles by Clark, Burgin and Ellis in this issue 
deal with radically different codes of representation and institu- 
tional discourses, they are crucially related in a political 
?H 
trajectory which questions received definitions of fine art. 
photography or pornography as discrete and self-referential 
systems. This is accomplished on the one hand by analysing 
the historical specificity of the critical discourses which 
construct these definitions, and on the other, by considering 
the specific relations of subjectivity that constitute a 'picture' 
in terms of the look it solicits and returns. 
Tim Clark's article is the first of several to extend Screen's 
concerns with visual representations into the area of artistic 
practice traditionally designated as fine art. but which is 
reconsidered here in terms of a critical discourse which 
examines the conditions of the work's readability as pictorial 
text. Clark analyses the ways two discourses (representations 
of women and of aesthetic judgement in France in the 1860s) 
created an unreadable text in Manet's painting Olympia. He 
maintains that the hostile response of the critics of the Salon 
of 1865 turned finally on the question of Olympia's ambiguous 
sexual identity (effected through the picture's uncertainty of 
address, the transgression of the codes of drawing and conven- 
tions of the nude). He also points to a changing recognition 
of possible representations of the body which have sub- 
sequently incorporated this avant-garde text into mainstream 
art history. Clark continues Screen's discussion of the political 
effectivity of artistic practice and the sociohistorical deter- 
minants of their reading. 
Victor Burgin gives extended consideration to the question 
of fetishism and argues that the understanding it gives of the 
viewers' implication in the object of their vision enables us to 
recast the continuing debates about the social role of photo- 
graphy and the possibilities of a progressive photographic 
practice. In drawing on debates in the Soviet Union in the 
1920s he argues for combining the formalist approach (disrupt- 
ing the viewers' codes of reading -a position advocated by 
Rodchenko) with an approach privileging progressive content. 
while at the same time recognising that struggles for meaning 
occur within discursive formations, at the interface of text 
and subject. He also argues against a modeinist discourse 
(instanced in the criticism of Greenberg and Szarkowski) which 
defines categories of 'art' in terms of a medium (material 
substrate) and calls for a consideration of representational 
practices within an 'infersemiotic and intertextual arena' 
(quoting Peter Wollen. 'Aesthetics and Photography'. Screen 
vol 19 no 4). 
The issue of pornography is raised for the first time in 
Screen in an article by John Ellis. Questions such as what 
connects representations classed as 'pornographic'. of whether 
we can say anything about their social effects are made 
particularly relevant in the context of the current debate 
initiated by the Williams report. This Government commis- 
sioned study recommends the criterion of public acceptability 
in determining what materials should be on restricted or open 
sale. It differentiates between material media (writing/live 
performance/film) for which different criteria of potential harm 
come into play. Whereas writing is not regarded as harmful 
and therefore should not be subject to restrictions on 
availability, film's 'realism' is regarded as sufficiently potentially 
harmful that they argue for the continuation of film censorship. 
Ellis initiates a study of the 'institution' of pornography and 
argues that a fuller understanding of the psychoanalytic 
mechanism of fetishism can help us understand existing forms 
of representation of sexuality in the struggle to displace current 
forms with more progressive representations. 
MARY KELLY 
MARK NASH 
ROLAND BARTH8s died in Paris on 26 March 1980 as a 
result of injuries sustained when he was knocked down by a van 
one month earlier. He was 64. 
His work covered many topics central to Screen's Interests 
and - from Mythologies to Elements of Semiology to S/Z - 
has been generally and decisively influential for our thinking, our 
projects. His last book, published almost simultaneously with 
the accident that was to cost him his life, was an essay on the 
photograph, La Chambre claire. in which certain of the ideas 
scattered in previous articles (notably The Third Meaning'. the 
analysis of different levels of meaning in the response to some 
Eisenstein stills) are taken up and developed in relation to that 
concern for the individual, the particular terms of the subjective. 
which had been so important to him in recent years (Roland 
Barthes by Roland Barthes, A Lover's Discourse). 
What we lose now with Barthes, above all and quite simply. 
is a voice, a writing, an existence that constantly opened new 
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Screen's work has been centrally concerned with subjective 
positioning in the cinematic institution. Several articles in 
this issue attempt to understand the relations of subjectivity 
in the interweaving of textual and social, to see subjectivity 
in social and historical terms. They indicate the need for 
greater attention to practices (in the areas of production, 
distribution and exhibition) which attempt to displace 
dominant discourses in the culture. We are concerned here 
with both an 'inside'to discourse - challenging the terms of 
the subjective, and an 'outside' - calculating its effects on 
other discourses and practices. This issue addresses these 
questions particularly in relation to areas of feminism, art 
practice and pornography. We are very pleased to include a 
number of responses to earlier articles in Screen and hope 
that readers will want to contribute to these and other 
debates. 
Writing about the future development of feminist film 
culture in Britain, Claire Johnston also extends the question 
of strategies to women's art practice, maintaining that a 
unified, non-contradictory feminism is no longer a threat to 
the institutions of art exhibition and criticism, whereas a 
feminist art which asserts a discourse about the 
intersubjective relations which constitute feminine posi- 
tions in history is far less likely to be assimilated into 
dominant representations of women. In their account of 
ýý. 
ýýýi 
8 recent women's art practice, Judith Barry and Sandy 
Flitterman maintain a similar position. In particular they are 
concerned to stress the contribution that theoretical work 
can make to a feminist art practice. 
In her article in this issue, Susan Honeyford points to the 
ways women are organising in relation to the institutions of 
broadcast TV in this country. At issue is both the images of 
women that TV maintains and the lack of representation of 
women in the institutions themselves, in production, 
technical and managerial positions. As she indicates, there is 
a growing awareness that both areas have to be worked on 
together if women are not to be simply co-opted into the 
existing structures and modes of representation. 
In his article responding to John Ellis' piece in our 
previous issue ('On Pornography', Screen vol 21 no 1), Paul 
Willemen draws attention to pornography as a regime of 
looking. In particular he elaborates the notion of the fourth 
look, the possibility of being overlooked in the act of looking, 
which gains particular force in the area of pornography 
where the viewer is looking at something at which, for 
reasons of internal (superego) or external (legal) censorship 
he or she is not supposed to be looking. He argues that 
pornographic imagery must be seen as both determining and 
determined by competing discourses and institutions, and 
that changes in the public presence and acceptability of 
pornographic imagery are accounted for by the institutional- 
isation of the fourth look. An institutionalisation which sets 
the terms both of the representations and their economic 
exploitation. In particular he argues that a proliferation of 
vaginal imagery and of images of women signified as 
experiencing sexual pleasure is to be regarded as: 
An emphatic insistence on the centrality of male pleasure 
[suggesting] that the male population in western societies 
now requires to be reassured more often, more directly and 
more publicly than before. 
What emerges is again that pornography is an important 
area for the exploration of the relations of the textual and 
social. 
In his polemical response to Tim Clark's article in our last 
issue ('Preliminaries to a Possible Treatment of Manet's 
Olympia in 1865') Peter Wollen contests Clark's notion of 
the relation of the textual to the political. Wollen argues that 
if we are concerned with the production of a sexual subject in 
a particular social formation, then in considering Manet's 
Olympia, for instance, we should be concerned with the 
production of 'woman' as fetish within a particular 
conjuncture of capitalism and patriarchy. Fetishism, Wollen 
argues, enables a coherent account of the contradictory 
readings which Manet's painting appears to offer and in the 
face of which Clark proposes an effectively Realist politiquc 
- that painting should provide a recognisable image drawn 
from the world of class struggle and class relations. This. 
Wollen goes on to argue, is to deny the whole enterprise of 
modern art practice, and the possibiity of building a more 
radical, political, avant-garde on the basis of the 'complex 
forms of seeing' which modern art practice provides. 
Text and conjuncture are also at issue in Paul Kerr's article 
which discusses the role that the signification of Vietnam 
has taken in recent American cinema and considers 
problems raised by some critical approaches adopted at a 
recent Manchester-SEFT weekend school. 
In response to an earlier article by Sue Clayton and 
Jonathan Curling ('On Authorship', Screen Spring 1979 vol 
20 no 1), Michael O'Pray takes up the question of authorship 
in relation to independent exhibition practice, and argues 
that questions of subject relations in film production should 
also be addressed. 
As a further contribution to work on copyright developed 
in Screen, Jeanne Allen argues that the development of 
cinema as a mass entertainment industry was partly achieved 
by the way in which the law developed protection for cinema 
as a form of private property. Cinema was better protected, 
and hence open to more successful financial exploitation 
than theatre and vaudeville, because production and 
distribution were protected by patent law as industrial 
processes, while cinema's commodity status was protected 
by copyright law. She also argues that the ideology of legal 
institutions was such that they discriminated in favour of 
visual forms of representation. 
Finally, we were very sorry indeed to hear of the sudden 
death of Paddy Whannell, and we publish below an 
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The politics and form of television are urgent questions -- 
especially when a fourth ('significantly different) television 
channel is being planned - yet they have been surprisingly 
resistant to analysis. Discussion in Screen (in particular the 
article by Stephen Heath and Gillian Skirrow 'Television-a 
World in Action'. vol 18 no 2) has attempted to delineate 
the parameters of television's ideological operation: television 
seen as an extension of the cinematic apparatus, producing 
and reproducing the novelistic; a mode of providing and main- 
taining the terms of social intelligibility for the individual in 
which the individual becomes a viewer, 'the point of view of 
the sense of the programme' held into it, occupied and enter- 
tained. In this analysis. not only does television construct 
viewers, but the social is structured/restructured as television. 
The problem then is how to change television (and also 
how to think of social and political change in an age of tele- 
vision). Organisations such as the Fourth Channel Group. 
Womens' Broadcasting and Film Lobby, the Independent Film- 
makers' Association, have addressed themselves mainly to ques- 
tions of television's institutional structures. Screen has been 
concerned with the question of changing television representa- 
tions. The notion of the 'progressive text' has been an 
important term in this discussion. 'progressiveness' being 
identified with such programmes as Days of Hope and Law 
and Order which confront areas of social and political con- 
tradiction (the continuing resonances of the General Strike. 
left and liberal concern about the agents of the law). Critical 
and political reservations about such programmes concentrated 
on the use of the realist form which, it was argued, did not 
confront the viewer with contradiction in such a way that they 
have to work to resolve them for themselves: such contradic- 
tions as were presented were already resolved by the pro- 
grammes, and both contradictions and programmes were rapidly 
re-immersed within television's flow. 
John Caughie takes issue with this position: 
I want to be able to say that, for television, in its specific 
conditions, it may be politically progressive to confirm an 
identity (of sexuality or class) to recover repressed experience 
or history, to contest the dominant image with an alternative 
identity. 
His article concentrates on the area of drama-specifically on 
documentary drama-arguing that the political importance of 
television drama cannot be thought only in terms of pro- 
gramme and audience, or in questions of form and content, 
but has to be thought also in terms of the places occupied by 
particular programme categories-in this case, drama-in the 
movement of relationships within the institutions. He, argues 
that within television two kinds of discourse-the 'official' and 
'creative' are particularly unstable in relation to drama, the 
generally respected demands of creative freedom, social com- 
mitment, and controversial boldness on occasion coming into 
open conflict with the desire for cultural prestige and publicly 
acceptable standards. This opens an area the boundaries of 
which are relatively unfixed. Although he stresses the need for 
different ways of looking, he argues that, because of its insta- 
bility, drama is one instance where it is and may well continue 
to be possible to produce representations which contribute to 
the political formation of a progressive audience. This points 
to the need to develop work on such representations, and on 
the possible areas which they might occupy within television. 
The question of the formation of an audience is raised by 
Steve Neale in his account of 'oppositional' practices of exhibi- 
tion. An increasing number of independent cinemas and film 
centres in this country are developing a practice of exhibition 
which attempts to question the relationship between film 
culture and 'wider' social and political issues. Discussion of 
strategies for production, distribution and exhibition in the 
film culture depend on detailed knowledge of particular areas 
from which the possibilities for change and development can 
be better understood. Barry Edson's article in this issue demon- 
strates how the commercial, 35mm distribution system in the 
UK works. 
Extending recent debates in Screen on authorship and dis- 
course to the area of art practice and art history, Griselda 
Pollock analyses the ways in which art history constructs the 
artist as the subject of the work of art producing an artistic 
subject which is then posited as the exclusive source of mean- 
ing for that work. Through an examination of the construction 
of a personality for Van Gogh-as a paradigm of the modern 
artist and mad genius-she considers the dominant narrative 
and psychobiographical modes of art history and parallels the 
representation of the artist in both psychiatric literature and 
films like Lust for Life. She argues the effect of this ideological 
work is to remove art from historical or textual analysis, and 
this makes it very difficult to produce a social history of art 
which stresses the production of meaning. 
MARK NASH 
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Some people regard as 'independent' any film or television 
production not directly financed by the commercial film and 
television industries. We, however, are concerned in this issue 
of Screen with a sector of production that is producing a 
different kind of cinema to the mainstream - different in its 
aesthetic and political aims, not just in the source of its 
financing. Though this cinema may be seen as culturally 
marginal, both in the sense of resources devoted to it and 
its impact on mainstream culture, much important work has 
been done. A production and distribution sector with a growing 
number of alternative outlets already exists. Radical aesthetic 
work which struggles against naturalisation, which defamiliar- 
ises, which does not take representation for granted has been 
developed together with exhibition practices concerned with 
changing the audience's relationship to cinema. This work. 
particularly as developed in the IFA (the Independent Film- 
makers' Association) has taken two directions: the develop- 
ment of alternative or oppositional discourses and practices on 
the one hand and engagement with dominant discourses and 
institutions on the other. 
The important issue, as Alan Lovell says. is to specify what 
kind of social practice independent cinema 'aspires to be', and 
that means considering both rigorously as well as realistically 
the kinds of engagements between spectators and films that 
are possible at present. While the notion of the social practice 
of the cinema, that the spectator is a producer rather than a 
consumer of meanings, marked an important shift in our 
understanding of the relationship between spectators and 
cinema, John Caughie is concerned to point out that the idea 
,s 
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6 of the active spectator cannot be used as a political guarantee. 
He reminds us that Brecht. raised important questions about 
it even being possible. In cinema. for the spectator to actively 
intervene, changing and appropriating aspects of a film to the 
needs of a particular struggle at a particular moment. We are 
particularly concerned with developing discussion and debate 
in this area. As part of that we publish a discussion between 
some Screen board members and Marc Kadin which covers a 
wide range of issues important for independent cinema. In 
particular we would single out the question of left culture - 
how is it possible for people engaged in alternative practices 
to influence the political, everyday culture of this country? 
How can what is essentially a minority concern engage, In 
Raymond Williams words. 'potential majorities which can 
become effective majorities'? 
At the time of the last Labour government's plans for film 
and television - plans which included a British Film Authority 
to manage a restructured industry and an Open Broadcasting 
Authority to administer a fourth television channel - the 
IFA began to develop a cultural argument for independent 
cinema. British cinema, they argued, should be funded as an 
art, as in many European and socialist countries, rather than 
on a strictly commercial basis. They argued for a cultural 
policy rather than simply a financial and organisational re- 
structuring of a basically US-dominated film industry. The IFA 
argued that only state finance and subsidy would enable the 
development of a viable British film culture. The current IFA 
proposals, which we reprint In this issue, extend the argument 
to television. From terms that a liberal institution might 
reasonably be expected to accept. they argue that it is possible 
to produce both a greater variety of television, representing a 
range of 'minority' viewpoints, and fund experimental and 
innovative work, within the paramenters of the Fourth Channel. 
Both papers are being used as a basis for discussion with the 
recently appointed executives of the Fourth Channel. 
MARS NASH 
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EDITORIAL 
American domination of the UK film industry has long been an 
issue with British film-makers and critics, who make despairing 
comments about the future for British cinema. Despite decades 
of such discussion, few strategies have emerged. On the one 
hand there has been the argument for investment (by private 
enterprise and the state) in a cinema which will hold its own 
with American cinema, competing in the same international 
market as 'popular' American product. On the other, there 
have been attempts to develop strategies drawing on the film 
industries of Europe. where cinema has more of a national 
focus, but is able to find an international audience through its 
appeal to discourses of art and culture in the form of 'art 
cinema'. 
As Steve Neale points out, there has been little attempt to 
understand art cinema as textual system or institution, though 
some of the preoccupations of textual analysis - with 
questions of reading and authorial voice, as in Edward 
Branigan's article in this issue - are implicitly those of art 
cinema. As textual system, art cinema can be distinguished 
from the traditional Hollywood product by a number of 
features: an engagement of the individual, rather than the 
Impersonal point-ot-view; an interiorisation of dramatic con- 
flict with an emphasis on character rather than plot and action; 
and most strikingly, the foregrounding of an authorial voice. 
These features, of course, change as the Hollywood product 
from which this cinema seeks to differentiate itself changes, 
and as the Hollywood product appropriates some of the ele- 
ments of art cinema. Steve Neale argues that the durability of 
art cinema and its emergence as a genre, can be attributed to 
the combination of discourses of art and culture with represen- 
tations of sexuality more 'explicit' than permissible in Holly- 
wood. He also suggests that while the -notion of a national 
cinema which requires different forms of state support and 
regulation (quotas, subventions, prizes etc) Is general currency 
within European society and state apparatuses, this is not 
generally accepted in Britain. 
Independent film production, comprising as it does a range of 
practices - agitational. avant-garde, low-budget feature and 
documentary - has, through struggles for greater resources 
and institutional recognition, consolidated itself. As Peter 
Sainsbury indicates, an institutional basis for support of this 
sector now exists, but it is still severely underfinanced. The 
immediate future for such film-making in the UK depends to 
a large extent on the development of the Fourth Channel - 
on whether Its executives support independent film production. 
It seems likely, but is by no means ceitain. that this cinema 
will be an art cinema of some kind. 
In his article Edward Branigan argues that there are two 
approaches to the question of the relation of spectator and 
text. On the one hand an empiricist approach which gets 
bogged down in formalism and taxonomies. on the other a 
rationalist one which regards the surface features of a text as 
essentially chaotic and endowed with significance and order 
through codes applied by the reader. He argues that read- 
ings proceed by means of hypotheses that are constantly modi- 
fied, rather than by positive identifications which are then liable 
to have been errors. Recognition of reading 'error' collapses 
meaning into the formal aspects of the text and cannot explain 
the rules internalised by readers, whereas hypotheses are always 
open to revision and stress the activity of the reader. 
Continuing the debate on pornography, Claire Pajaczkowska 
takes issue with some of John Ellis' formulations (in 'On 
Pornography' Screen vol 21 no 1, and a weekend conference 
'444 
organised by SEFT and the Institute of Contemporary Arts) 
arguing that in the discussions of representation and psycho- 
analysis not enough attention Is given to the primary bisexuality 
of the drives. She suggests that the apparent address of par- 
ticular forms of pornography (In this Instance to heterosexual 
men) should not be taken for granted. An analysis which 
Ignores the question of bisexuality simply leads to a reiteration 
in theoretical terms of the 'heterosexual presumption' which it 
aims to deconstruct. Similarly, the gay movement Is not best 
served by having 'homosexual' pornography treated as an 
entirely separate area for political and theoretical work. She 
also draws attention to the fact that issues of 'women's 
pleasure' and 'feminism' frequently become the stakes in a dis- 
placed sexual and theoretical rivalry between men. A timely 
reminder that feminism raises issues which are extremely 
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The ideological operations of documentary film are difficult to 
disentangle. The codes of documentary tend to produce textual 
assurances of the naturalness of their representations. The 
use of the 'real world' as a referent often obscures textual 
operations more successfully and convincingly than in narra- 
tive fictional cinema, which has been the subject of most 
ideological analysis and criticism to date. Annette Kuhn's 
analysis of the British war-time documentary Desert Victory 
points to the textual operations which attempt to secure a 
'collective' address for the film, positioning spectators In a 
unified, ideological relationship to the war, the British nation 
and history. John Ellis sees this film as marking a shift to the 
elaboration of a corporate collective address - the homogen- 
ising use of 'we' as a term to submerge the difference of 'I' 
in British cinema and television. 
In his article on some recent political documentary films, 
Noel King reminds us that left documentary can present 
extremely problematic strategies of representation. He points 
to a combination of humanism and historicism within the 
economy of classical narrative which effectively work against 
the political aims of such films. The purpose of such criticism 
is to counter the readings such texts propose and in turn 
suggest strategies to encourage the development of active and 
critical viewing. 
Mick Eaton and Steve Neale analyse the operation of 
comedy narratives, arguing that comedy can work to defamiliar- 
ise codes and conventions and unsettle the spectator. The 
psychoanalytic nature of the comic response, however, also 
works to naturalise moments of disruption within the form of 
. ý, 
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comedy. Attention must be directed, therefore, to the spaces 
comedy opens up. the discourses it works with and criticises. 
and the possibilities for engaged social criticism which laughter 
can provoke. 
The development of critical work on film and television 
representations has in recent years begun to produce a num- 
ber of films taking theoretical issues as their direct subject 
matter. Questions of representation. psychoanalysis and femin- 
ism are at issue in one such film - Sigmund Freud's Dora - 
which is discussed in this issue by Jane Weinstock. who was 
involved in its production, and Felicity Oppe who has been 
working with the exhibition of the film. 
Finally we would like to express our thanks to Susan 
Honeyford who has left Screen as a result of the reorganisation 
at present in progress. Her editorial work has been essential 
to the success and development of the magazine. 
MARK NASH 
Notice of the Annual General Meeting of the Sodety for 
Education in Film and Television to be held in London 
on Saturday 30th January 1982 at 2.00 pm. 
Nominations are invited for membership of the Execu- 
tive Committee for 1982 to serve until November 1982. 
It is intended that beginning in November 1982. Annual 
General Meetings will be held In November Instead of 
January as at present. Nominations should be proposed 
and seconded by members of SEFT and should indicate 
the consent of the nominee. Nominations must be 
received at the Society's offices, 29 Old Compton St. 
London W1 no later than Friday November 13th 1981. 
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In her article, which starts from an examination of Michael 
Snow's recent film Presents (1981). Teresa De Lauretis raises 
some important questions for feminist film practice. She 
demonstrates how even a radical cinema such as Presents, 
which sets up the problematic of. the cinematic apparatus. and 
demonstrates the relations and terms of its vision (including 
woman as object, ground and support of representation) never- 
theless produces and break's a nexus of look and identification 
in relation to the traditionally sexually undifferentiated 
spectator: 
As in classical cinema, Presents addresses its disruption of took 
and identification to a masculine spectator-subject. 
She argues that the question of the modalities of spectator- 
ship available to women should not be confined to the demon- 
stration of the absence of such positions, nor move from that 
to affirmative action which asserts simply a different 'feminist' 
position. Rather, the struggle for the feminist critique is to 
resist the pressure, 
towards coherence, unity and the production of a fixed self l 
image, a subject-vision, and to insist, instead, on the produc- 
tion of contradictory points of identification. 
ýi 
,.; 
She proposes that narrative (understood as the unfolding of 
the oedipal scenario, of positionalities of desire) Is a condition 
of signification and identification. Narrative mediates the rela- 
tion of image and language. Consequently, questions of 
identification and position of women spectators can only be 
addressed through narrative. But a feminist practice aims to 
elaborate different economies which disrupt the masculine: 
feminine polarities of the oedipal scenario. Or as Mary Kelly 
puts in her article in this issue, feminist criticism examines 
how that contradiction (the crisis of positionality) is arti- 
culated in particular practices and to what extent it demon- 
strates that masculine and feminine positions are never fixed. 
Mary Kelly examines the structure of modernist art criticism, 
demonstrating its dependence on traditional notions of author. 
ship and the authorial subject. The modernist discourse, she 
argues, constructs a category of the 'expressive' artistic text. in 
which painting is dominant. The art object's investment with 
authorial subjectivity is secured (literally and financially in the 
case of the artist's signature) with the gesture. Progressive 
aspects of the so-called 'dematerialisation' of the art object in 
the 1970s are recuperated by this authorial discourse. The 
effect of much performance art, for instance, was to put into 
circulation the artistic personality as a commodity. The art 
object was pared down to its modernist essentials - the auth- 
enticity of the artist's experience of his or her own body. 
Radical practices which contest these notions of expressivity, 
of the co-incidence of artist and authorial subject, and attempt 
to raise issues of representation, of production of meaning. 
of institutions and conditions which determine the reading of 
texts, and the sexual over-determination of meaning which 
takes place in that process, are on the defensive. In order to 
exploit the discontinuities and contradictions which exist in 
modernism, they need the support of a theoretical criticism 
which it is the responsibility of Screen, as well as other 
journals, to provide. 
Paul Willemen, in his article 'Cinematic Discourse - The 
Problem of Inner Speech' returns to concerns of the inter- 
dependence of the verbal and visual in cinema first posed in 
an early issue of Screen ('Reflections on Eikhenbaum's Concept 
of Internal Speech in the Cinema'. Screen vol 15 no 4, 
1974/5). From a demonstration of the structuring effect of 
verbal signifiers on the formation of images, he moves to 7 
consider psychoanalytic theories of language and proposes 
that inner speech is the discourse and process binding text. 
subject and sense into sociality. connecting the psychoanalytic 
subject and the subject in history. He points to the complexity 
of the interrelations between the processes of signification and 
our understanding of how social formations can be changed. 
The areas of investigation his approach opens up are wide- 
ranging and difficult to break down into discrete topics for 
research. This no doubt is a sign that work on inner speech is 
very much in progress. 
Finally, we would draw readers' attention to our recently 
published Screen Reader 2 'Cinema and Semiotics'. which is 
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This issue brings together a number of articles on different 
aspects of television. Patricia Zimmerman describes the obstacles 
which US television networks present to independent docu- 
mentary producers and argues for a restructuring of the net- 
work system. In his discussion of the television production of 
David Hare's 'film for television' Dreams of Leaving. John 
Caughie elaborates a notion of art television as a working 
ideology within television and criticism. He sees it as a way of 
opt )g out some of the received orthodoxies of institutional 
and critical discourses about television. Most serious critical 
work on television has been devoted to the more popular pro. 
grammes such as news, sport, the series and the serial (the two 
latter the subject of other articles in this issue). However, such 
studies sometimes ignore the fact that forms are privileged by 
both producers and viewers in terms of credibility and prestige, 
witness the substantial viewing figures for opera on TV. 
Caughie argues that programmes such as Dreams of Leaving, 
which though not progressive in themselves, are so privileged 
within dominant discourses, and that progressive discourses have 
to take this hierarchy seriously if they wish to argue for 
different priorities and different forms. 
From May 1982, Screen and Screen Education will join to form 
one single, new magazine to be published as a bi-monthly and to be 
called Screen. There are many reasons for this change, including 
the current recession which has forced SEFT to reconsider its 
.. 
t 
6 publication strategy. While it is true that both Screen and Screen 
Education had developed distinct policies and practices and were 
beginning to increase their sales and subscriptions, this change is 
to be welcomed. Both magazines were shaped by a commitment to 
educational and theoretical work in relation to cinema and 
television which required them to be open to the possibility of 
innovation. A newly elected editorial board Is working on issues 
which will build on Screen and Screen Education's important 
critical and theoretical work. 
The appearance of a cumulative Index, vols 12-22,1971.81. 
points to the fact that we have been in the business of radical 
writing on film, television and (to a lesser extent) education. for 
ten years. Screen has become 'respected', though fortunately 
still able to infuriate some members of the film criticism estab- 
lishment, such as the New Statesman and Times Education 
Supplements. The bi-monthly format will enable Screen to 
challenge critical orthodoxy more directly, through more fre- 
quent reviews and journalistic articles. 
This is also the last issue of Screen which I shall be editing. 
After nearly four years as editor it is time to let others shape 
the magazine more closely. I'd like to take this opportunity to 
thank the outgoing Screen Board for all they have contributed to 
the production of the magazine. 
MARK NASH 
MARK NASH MARK NASH 
THE MOMENT OF SCREEN DER MOMENT VON SCREEN 
Dedicated to Claire Johnstone Claire Johnstone gewidmet 
I am presenting a series of artefacts here at the Ich stelle in der Secession eine Reihe von Artefakten aus: Ausgaben der Film- 
Secession-Issues of the film journal Screen, as well zeitschrift Screen sowie Schaustücke zur Filmkultur der Zeit von 1971 bis 
as "film culture" ephemera from the period 1971 1984. 
to 1984. 
1971 marked the beginning of the *new* Screen 1971 markiert den Beginn des neuen", von Sam Rohdie herausgegebe- 
re-launched under the editorship of Sam Rohdie. At nen Screen. Zur selben Zeit begann ich gerade eine Postgraduiertenaus- 
this time I began post-graduate film studies at the bildung In Filmwissenschaft an der Slade School of Fine Art Film Unit (Univor- 
Slade School of Fine Art Film Unit, university college sity College London), wo Noel Burch, dessen Arbeit ebenfalls in der Ausstel- London, where Nodl Burch, whose work is also fea- 
tured in this exhibition, was a visiting lecturer. Nobl'a lung gezeigt wird, als Gastlehrbeauftragter wirkte. Noels Einfluss war Immens. 
Influence was immense. He focussed our attention on Er fokussierte unsere Aufmerksamkeit nicht nur auf die detaillierte Analyse 
detailed analysis of sequence, shot and frame, on-and von Szenenabfolgen, Szenen und Einstellungen, sondern auch auf den Raum 
off-screen space, and probably did more than anyone innerhalb und ausserhalb der Leinwand. Damit trug er wohl mehr als to keep us focussed on the materiality of the cinematic 
experience. (That his students should have subsequent 
Jede/jeder andere dazu bei, unser Augenmerk auf der Materialität der 
theoretical differences with him was only natural). Kinoerfahrung zu belassen. (Dass einige seiner Schülerinnen danach theoreti- 
1984 marked the beginning of Channel 4 Televi- sche Differenzen mit Ihm haben würden, war nur folgerichtig. ) 
sinn -a new fourth terrestrial British broadcasting 1984 wiederum markiert den Beginn von Channel 4, der während der channel inaugurated during the first term of Margaret 
Thatcher's Government, that was to have an immense ersten Phase von Margaret Thatchers Regierung gegründet wurde und als 
influence In supporting radical work from home and vierter Fernsehsender in Großbritannien radikale in- und ausländische Arbei- 
abroad. lt also consolidated a move from theory to ten forcierte. Der Sender unterstützte auch den Wechsel von rein theorielasti- 
theoreticaly informed practice that myself and many 
gen Arbeiten zu einer theoretisch bewussten Praxis, den ich und viele friends and colleagues made at that time. The 1984 
workshop Declaration enabled newly established film Freunde/Freundinnen und KollegInnen zu jener Zeit vollzogen. Die Workshop 
groups such as Sankofa (of which Isaac Julien repro- Declaration aus dem Jahr 1984 ermöglichte neu gegründeten Gruppen wie 
sented here at the secession, was a founder member) Sankofa (von welcher der ebenfalls In der Secession vertretene Isaac Julien 
to make work which challenged both the existing form 
ein Gründungsmitglied war) Produktionen, die nicht nur Form und Inhalt e)is- 
and content of film and tv production but also re- 
asserted the importance of group and collective prat- 
tierender Film- und Fernsehformate widersprachen, sondern auch die Wich- 
tice, Important In the co-operative and oppositional film tigkeit einer Gruppen- und Kollektivarbeit betonten. die in Großbritannien 
movements in pre-WW2 Britain. schon in den Flurkooperativen und der oppositionellen Fdmbewegtmg vor 
The documents exhibited here bear witness to the d2m Zweiten Weltk(leg Bedeutung @flängt hatte. 
vitality of those times-discussion groups and week- 
end schools proliferated. I dedicate my presentation 
Die hier ausgestellten Dokumente bezeugen die Lebhaftigkeit dieser 
here to Claire Johnstone, founder member of the Zeiten, in denen Diskussionsgruppen und Wochenendseminare gleichsam 
Women's Film Group, feminist, film theorist and cultural wucherten. Ich widme meine Präsentation der Mitbegründerin der Women's 
activist, with whom I collaborated on many projects at Film Group, der feministischen Filmtheoretikerin und Aktivistin Claire John- this time and whose handwriting is scrawled across 
some of the documents here. Claire studied at the stone, mit der ich damals an vielen Projekten zusammengearbeitet habe. Ihre 
London School of Economics, where she learnt a style Handschrift sieht man über ein paar der ausgestellten Zettel gekritzelt. Claire 
of polemical argument that stood her in good stead in studierte Wirtschaft an der London School of Economics, wo sie sich einen 
those argumentative and fractious times. polemischen Argumentationsstil aneignete, der ihr zu jenen streitbaren und This was the time of the typewriter and the Roneod 
or cyclosMed document. Photocopying was too ex- 
aufsässigen Zeiten einen guten Stand verschaffte. 
pensive and too ephemeral, and none of us had per- Es war die Zeit der Schreibmaschinen und Wachsmatritzenabzüge. Foto- 
sonat computers. These wax-coated carbon sheets kopien waren noch zu teuer und wenig verbreitet, und niemand von uns hatte 
would be lovingly or despairingly typed and then natürlich einen PC. Diese wachsbezogenen Karbonblätter wurden liebevoll 
somehow attached to these complex Gestetner ma- 
chines which would spit ink but somehow produce at oder verzweifelt betippt und dann mehr oder weniger gekonnt auf diese kom- 
the copies one needed for one's meeting or day- plizierten Gestetner-Maschinen montiert, die zwar Tinte verspritzten, aber 
school presentation. irgendwie doch alle Kopien herstellten, die man für das nächste Treffen oder 
These documents are presented here as a contrl- den nächsten Vortrag brauchte. 
bution to an archaeology, so to speak, of film theory, 
and as a witness to the range of connections being 
Die Dokumente sollen hier sozusagen als Beitrag zu einer Archäologie der 
made between film theory and practice at this time- Filmtheorie und als Zeugnisse jener vielen Verbindungsglieder dienen, die es 
106 JOURNALS 
damals zwischen Filmtheorie und Filmemachen gab, n; imlich die Loni toi i 
Women's Film Group, The Other Cinema, das Newsreel Collective, das 
Edinburgh Festival, The Independent Film-Makers Association usw. 
Die Diskussionstitel sind ebenfalls bezeichnend für die damaligen Zeiten: 
Politik und 
Produktion theoretischer Zeitschriften", Kunstpolitik - Theorie 
und Praxis", Kino als soziale 
Handlung", Warum Theorie? ", Bemerkungen 
zur Idee des , 
Alternativkinos"' etc. 
Ich habe mich dazu entschlossen, als visuellen Kontrapunkt zu diesen 
Dokumenten auch Auszüge aus Filmen zu zeigen, die Thema zahlreicher 
Debatten in Screen waren. In den 70er Jahren war der Filmauszug ja die 
beliebteste Filmunterrichtsform. Das British Film Institute hatte ein großes 
Archiv solcher Auszüge, das tatsächlich als eigener Film gezeigt werden 
konnte. Doch ob wir nun wollen oder nicht, befinden wir uns heute am 
Beginn eines digitalen Zeitalters, in dem Film ein schwieriges Ausstellungs- 
medium geworden ist. Nichtsdestotrotz können wir einige Avantgarde- und 
Experimentalfilme von damals im Rahmen von Fate of Alien Modes im Film- 
museum und in der Secession sehen. 
Parallel dazu zeige ich eine Dokumentation über Jacques Lacan, die den 
überwältigenden Einfluss der Psychoanalyse in den 70er Jahren belegen soll. 
Meine Präsentation pendelt also zwischen dem Archäologischen - in 
Glasvitrinen ausgestellte Schaustücke einer vergangenen Epoche - und dem 
Versuch, die immer noch wirksame Vitalität dieser Ideen und Bilder durch die 
Bewegung des Films selbst und die Bewegung der Besucherinnen von heute 
in der Ausstellung zu zeigen. 
the Newsreel Collective, the Edinburgh Festival, the 
Independent Film-Makers Association, and so on 
In terms of discussion the following are also 
emblematic of the times 'Politics and the Production 
of Theoretical Journals: ' 'Art Politics Theory Practice: * 
'Cinema as a Social Practice'. Why Theory? Notes on 
the Idea of an 'Independent Cinema. '" and so on. 
I have chosen to feature some moving image 
material as a visual counterpoint, films that were the 
subject of debate and discussion in the pages of 
Screen, presented here in extract form In the 1970s 
the extract was the privileged mode of film teaching 
The British Film Institute had an extensive library of 
such extracts which could indeed be shown as film. 
Whether we like it or not we are moving into a digital 
age in which film has become a difficult exhibition 
medium However, we are able to screen a number of 
avant-garde and experimental films from those times at 
the Film Museum and the Secession 
In a parallel move I'm showing a documentary on 
Jacques Lacan to reference the over-riding influence of 
psychoanalysis in the 1970s. 
My presentation oscillates between the archaeo- 
logrcal-specimens from a past era laid out in glass 
cases-and an attempt to show the ongoing vitality of 
these ideas and these images through the movement 
of film itself and the movement of contemporary spec- 
tators through the exhibition. 
t The Moment of Screen, Installationsansicht / Installationshot NI,;;;  ,,;; t, V,, 
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MARK NASH The Art of Movement 
Guy Brett's exhibition and catalogue essay Force Fields: The Century of Kinesthesia reintroduces us to an 
Investigation of movement in art which mid-20'"-century became obscured by waves of more fashionable 
movements: Pop Art, Minimal Art, Conceptual Art etc. It also reintroduces us to the scientific 
investigations of artists - In particular a theme of cosmic speculation which he traces through the work of 
artists included in the exhibition. Both elements have been present throughout the century's production of 
art, and it would be interesting to explore why they have been so repressed In recent years. This Is not 
really the place to do so, except to point out that the exhibition is ambitiously revisionist in Its aim to rein- 
troduce us to themes and preoccupations which were central to much 20'"-century art practice. 
Certainly my own Introduction to contemporary art In the late 1960s came at a moment 
when both the art of movement and the parallels between Investigations of scientists and artists were very 
much in the public eye, in Great Britain at least. While C. P. Snow elaborated on what he perceived as a 
widening gap between the sciences and the humanities, ' scientists like embryologist C. H. Waddington 
pursued an almost inverse tack - exploring the connections between the scientific and artistic Imagination., 
In this essay, however, I want to focus on a further paradox, the contribution of cinema to 
this art of movement, and to remind readers that there Is another history of cinema than that classic 
cinema preserved in the major film archives such as the Cinematheque Frangaise or the British Film Insti- 
tute, but instead represented in such collections as those of film Co-ops, or the, Collection of the Musee 
National d'Art Moderne in Paris - concerned with the art of movement. 
To avoid being distracted by the flood of terms (experimental, avant-garde, underground 
etc. ) which has accumulated over the years in discussion of this cinema, Jean-Michel Bouhours in his cata- 
logue essay to Introduce the Centre Georges Pompidou's collection' proposes a focus on the fundamental 
artistic preoccupation with movement in this `other' cinema. He draws on Gilles Deleuze's argument that 
cinema repeats at a faster pace the revolution in philosophy that had taken place over several centuries 
from the pre-Socratics to Kant: "The subordination of time to movement was reversed, time ceases to be 
the measurement of normal movement, it appears Increasingly for Itself... The movement-image of the so- 
called classical cinema gave way in the post-war period to a direct time image.! " 
In his discussion of the movement-image, Deleuze In turn explores Henri Bergson's theses on 
movement. There are three. The first is that cinema gives us a false movement, reconstructing movement in 
line with Zeno's paradox of the flying arrow. ' The second concerns cinema as the last descendant of the 
lineage of modern science in its "aspiration to take time as an Independent variable". Here "the determin- 
ing conditions of the cinema are... not merely the photo but the snapshot... the equidistance of snapshots; 
the transfer of this equidistance onto a framework which constitutes the `film' (it was Edison and Dickson 
who perforated the film in the camera); a mechanism for moving on Images (Lumiere's claws). It Is in this 
sense that the cinema is the system which reproduces movement as a function of any-instance-whatever 
that is, as a function of equidistant instants, selected so as to create an Impression of continuity. " The third 
- thesis, reduced to a formula, is that "not only is the Instant an Immobile section of movement, but 
movement is an immobile section of duration". In other words, not only are there the equidistant 
snapshots, instantaneous images, immobile sections of movement, but there are movement-images which 
are mobile sections of duration and finally time images "that is duration-images, change images, relation 
images ... which are 
beyond movement itself. "" 
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As Force Fields demonstrates, the historic avant garde's questioning of the status of movement 
in the arts was just as Important as their questioning of vision. Indeed movement was an Integral part of what 
Bouhours calls Marcel Duchamp's "speculative exploration of non-Euclidian space and the fourth 
dimension"' in his Rotoreliefs and AnEmic clnEma (1925). Marey's cinematographic gun, developed In 1892, 
seized an Instant of time, producing a still from a moving Image. When published In Nature Marey's Images 
impressed both the Futurists Giacomo Balla and Arturo Bragaglia as well as Marcel Duchamp, whose paint- 
ing Nude Descending a Staircase demonstrates how movement escapes space to become duration. 
In its reconstitution of a key trajectory in 201"-century art, Force Fields also points to the 
contradictory position in which experimental and avant-garde cinema found Itself from the 1920s on. 
On the one hand, cinema's founding principle of snapshot Images In motion would appear to make It 
central to the exploration of movement in the visual arts more generally (as envisaged In the 1916 Futur- 
ist Cinema Manifesto). But on the other hand, the motion picture camerä seemed destined to return us to 
Quattrocento perspective, as well as transmit 19`"-century codes of realism Into the 20'"-century. 
The advent of the talkies from 1929 on, it Is often argued, had the effect of sealing cinema In the novelistic 
and theatrical dramaturgy of the previous century, dominated by codes of realism and melodrama (the 
kind of cinema already dismissed in 1925 by Malevich as `cine-baiser' [cine-kiss, clne-fuck] )! 
The involvement of the historic avant gardes - Futurists, Cubists, Dadalst's and Surrealists - 
with experimental cinema is now relatively well documented (though museums and galleries have an uneven 
record in preserving and exhibiting this history). In his A History of Experimental Film and Video, ' A. L. 
Rees suggests that early avant-garde films followed two routes-the abstract film, and the burlesque and 
parody of early `pre-realist' film drama. Abstract film followed the Neo-Impressionist claim that a painting 
is a flat surface covered with colour -some of the earliest abstract avant-garde films were strips of film 
hand-painted by the Futurist artists Ginna (Arnaldo Ginanni Corradini) and Bruno Corra as early as 1910. 
Len Lye rediscovered the hand-painted film In the mid 1930s. Lye's later films Free Radicals (1958) and 
Particles In Space (1979) utilise the simplest of scratching techniques on the film emulsion and in so doing 
he opens depths and fields of energy which only his kinetic sculptures had been able to achieve until then. " 
The comic and burlesque artists' cinema was also able to bypass realism, drawing on film- 
making devices which realist'film largely excluded such as stop-frame, variable speed, reverse motion, etc. 
Both currents were, so to speak, a response to the consolidation of the silent narrative feature film in both 
mainstream and art house variants around a realist aesthetic. 
London 1926. Virginia Woolf Is In the cinema watching The Cabinet of Or Caligarl (1919): 
"A shadow shaped like a tadpole suddenly appeared at one corner of the screen. It swelled to an Immense 
size, quivered, bulged, and sank back again into nonentity. For a moment it seemed to embody some mon- 
strous, diseased imagination of the lunatic's brain. For a moment it seemed as if thought could be 
conveyed by shape more effectively than by words. " 
In her essay The Cinema" from which this quotation is taken, Woolf speculates about a 
secret language which we feel and see, but never speak. Could this be made visible to the eye, she asks? 
Is it possible to render thought visible without the help of words? "Yet if so much of our thinking and 
feeling is connected with seeing, some residue of visual emotion which is of no use to painter or to poet 
may still await the cinema. The symbols of this cinema, she imagines, will be quite unlike the real objects 
which we see before us". It will be abstract, "but how it is to be attempted much less achieved no one at 
the moment can tell us. " 
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Woolf dismisses cinema's attempt to reproduce the experience of literature and theatre as 
redundant, rather imagining a cinema of abstract emotions. For her the serendipitous appearance of the 
tadpole is a pointer to a potential In cinema which even narrative art films such as Caligarl cannot 
develop. Many writers and artists similarly decried mainstream cinema's dependence on outmoded forms. 
Picabia in 1932 compared it to a "poor man's Mused Grevin designed to appeal to the most base Instincts 
of the public. "" 
Woolf had not yet seen the abstract and animated cinema that was then taking shape on the 
Continent in the work of, say, Hans Richter, Viking Eggeling or Oscar Fischinger premiered In Berlin In 
November 1925 -a programme of Dada, Cubist and Bauhaus artists which also Included a presentation of a 
Light-Play projection work by Hirschfeld Mack, one of the originatory moments of abstract cinema. (Films 
by several of these artists are included In the Force Fields exhibition and supporting film programme. ) 
Synaesthesia/music 
Bouhours traces the origin of abstract cinema to the long tradition of synaesthesla which finds Its most 
notable expression In Richard Wagner's concept of the Gesamtkunstwerk. " This Idea of the Interpenetra- 
tion of different art forms, and of music as, so to speak, a master discourse, was very Influential In the 
early decades of the century. 
Much abstract film was preoccupied with attaining what Walter Pater termed the `condition 
of music'. " Walter Ruttman's Lichtspiel Opus 1 (1921) is the first extant abstract film. In his own words: 
"This photo-dramatic work inaugurates a totally new genre of artistic creation. This young art elevates 
itself to a purity comparable to music. An optical symphony which until, now was a speculation reserved 
for aesthetics. " 
Both Eggeling and Richter tried to develop a visual equivalent to Ferrucio Busoni's musical 
counterpoint. 16 Oscar Fischinger pursued a complex, abstract but musically motivated cinema that was 
different from that of both Richter and Eggeling. William Moritz" points to Fischinger's Interest In the 
meditative structures of Tibetan Buddhism, which were to be so Important for James Whitney as well as 
Jordan Belson half a century later (Whitney's early works also developed under a musical paradigm - 
Shoenberg; and the electronic store for Yantra was prepared with Belson's help). 
Ballet Mecanique, the film by Dudley Murphy (which traditionally bears Fernand Leger's 
name), is important here also. Of Murphy's previous visual symphonies - films synchronised to classical 
music - only one survives apart from Ballet MOcanique, which was synchronised to a `musical engineering'. 
score by George Anthell. Less than abstract, Ballet MEcanique connects with the French cinepofine 
movement: for Instance Henri Chomette's Cinq Minutes de Cinema Pur (1925), which A. L. Rees describes 
as a "delirious travelogue of Paris", marked by the stress on rhythmic editing, or Germaine Dulac's Etude 
Cinegraphique sur un Arabesque (1929) which observed the beauty of machines and "no more abandoned 
referentiality than did the poems of Pound or Eliot or the paintings of Picasso or Braque". " 
Rend Clair's more famous Entr'acte (1924) fully `crosses over' to the non-abstract comic 
and burlesque artists' cinema. This more referential cinema Is not the focus of Force Fields, but we do wel 
to remember that individual film-makers crossed between more and less referential work. Norman 
McLaren is represented by his Lines Vertical (1960) and Lines Horizontal (1962), but works such as 
Neighbours (1952) -a pixiliated comedy of nuclear war - embrace the high burlesque. 
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Light/Vision 
Working at the same time as Man Ray, LAszI6 Moholy-Nagy developed the idea of an art of light through 
photograms, films and sculptures. In Llchtspiel Schwarz-weiss-grau (Light Play: Black -White - Gray, 
1930) he films the Light-Space Modulator. His recording of the light transmitted and reflected by the 
sculpture is more than documentary - it emphasises that the work of art consists of a play of light through 
the movement of forms. The film is an equivalent to the sculpture Itself. It connects to a performative 
element in the post-war avant garde, of which Anthony McCall's luminous kinetic film sculptures such as 
Line describing a Cone (1973) or Nam Jun Pack's Zen for Film (1964) are the most emblematic. (Pack's 
film uses the Brownian motion of dust deposited on the film as It moves through the projector, McCall 
exhorts the audience to smoke during the performance, thereby gradually increasing the opacity of the 
luminous volume through which the projector light passes. ) 
In both the post-war art and avant-garde cinemas movement has been subordinated to time, 
to duration. While Deleuze's discussion of the movement-image embraces both the historic avant-gardes as 
well as the classic narrative pre-war cinema, his discussion of the time-image focuses on post-war art 
cinema, and does not adequately cover the full range of experimentation with time and the time Image In 
the avant garde. Michael Snow's Wavelength (1966-1967) or Andy Warhol's early films present a time- 
image interspersed with faint traces of the movement-image, emblematic of the problematic of movement 
and time already Investigated by Duchamp so many years before. (Warhol is present in the exhibition 
through Willard Maas's film of an ephemeral Warhol sculpture Andy Warhol's Silver Flotations, 1966). 
The post-war avant garde's concern with movement and image is complex. Some, for 
example 'the cinema direct of Stan Brakhage or Len Lye, continue the Investigations of Man Ray's and 
Moholy-Nagy's rayograms. But many of the structuralist film makers, from Peter Kulbelka to Peter Gidal, 
search for a materiality in and of the image to create a new visual language specific to the cinema machine 
and distinct from `natural' human perception, and where the issues of both movement and time are subor- 
dinated to a new research of vision. Many of the films of structural cinema bear a superficial resemblance 
to the investigations of the earlier abstract cinema; however, their resort to a visual aggressiveness (most 
notable in the films of Kulbelka or'Paul Sharits), and their concern with work at the level of the frame or 
photogrämme, mark a concern with optical and visual impression that finds an equivalent in the painting 
or sculpture of Bridget Riley or Victor Vasarely. 
James Whitney's Yantra is constructed with patterns of dots at the level of the frame, but it 
is pre-eminently concerned with complex patterns of movement rather than with optical impression. And In 
its evocation of Buddhist mantras it is paradoxically more'tied in to issues of reference than his brother 
John's films (which more simply reflect the computer machinery that generated them). " 
Structural cinema is outside the remit of Force Fields, not because it is less speculative or 
less concerned with kinetic issues, which one could argue, but because theirs Is really a different 
problematic. In their focus on the interaction of frames, on editing at the level of the photogramme, they 
are closest at a formal level to the pre-war experimental Soviet cinema, for example that of Dziga Vertov. 
In recent years - perhaps under the influence of polemics such as Peter Wollen's 1976 `The 
Two Avant Gardes"0 which argues for an avant garde which retained an element of representation and 
referentiality as well as a political discourse in its film-making - there has been a tendency to place all 
`poetic', non- or anti-representational experimental cinema in one non-political `avant-garde' camp. It Is 
the hope of this Force Fields exhibition to single out one thread amongst several within the art of 
movement for serious aesthetic and political debate. 
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1 The Two Cultures. London; New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1993. 
2 Behind Appearance. Edinburgh: Edin- 
burgh U. P., 1969. 
3 L'Art du Mouvement. Paris: Centre 
Georges Pompidou, 1996. 
4 Cinema 2. The Time-Image. London: 
Athlone, 1989, p. xi. 
s Zeno of Elea, the pupil and friend of 
Parmenides who, according to Aristo- 
tle, Invented dialectic, and whose 
paradoxes concerning the analysis of 
motion include the fable of Achilles 
who should not be able to outrun the 
tortoise and the flying arrow "which Is 
always opposite a length of ground 
equal to Itself and Is therefore at 
every moment at rest. " For Zeno this 
paradox refuted the hypothesis that 
Being was composed of Indivisible 
magnitudes. The regular film strip - 
divided into frames - appears to 
support Zeno's paradox, demonstrat- 
ing that movement Is divisible Into 
moments at rest. 
6 Bergson quoted In Cinema 1. 
The Movement-Image. London: 
Athlone, 1986, p. 4. 
7L Art du Mouvement, p. S. 
a Quoted In L'Art du Mouvement, p. 9. 
9 London: British Film Institute, 1999. 
10 Yann Beauvais. L'Art du Mouvement, 
p. 258. 
11 First published In Arts June 1926. 
This version published in The Captain's 
Deathbed and Other Essays, and re- 
printed in Michael O'Pray, ed. The 
British Avant-Garde Film 1926-1995. 
Luton: Arts CounciVJohn Libbey 1996. 
12 L'Art du Mouvement, p. 8. 
13 L'Art du Mouvement, p. 10. 
14 "1 have spoken of a certain Interpene- 
tration of the matter or subject of a 
work of art with the form of It, a 
condition realised absolutely only in 
music, as the condition to which every 
form of art Is perpetually aspiring. " 
Walter Pater. The Renaissance. 
London: 1873, p. 156. 
is Quoted In L'Art du Mouvement, p. 795. 
16 Epyeling had exhibited paintings at 
the Cabaret Voltaire from 1916, 
where he was Introduced by Tristan 
Tiara to Hans Richter with whom he 
later collaborated. 
11 L'Art du Mouvement, p. 154. 
1$ History of Experimental Cinema and 
Video, p. 3S. 
19 In his essay on James Whitney 
(L'Art du Movement, p. 461) William 
Moritz attributes Whitney's use of the 
dot to his discovery that some of his 
engineering design work had Inadver- 
tently contributed to the Manhattan 
Project. As a result he decided to base 
his future films Including Lapis and 
Yantra on the dot, eschewing the use 
of the line which had ended up In the 
atom bombt The paradoxical atomic 
reference of these dots recalls the 
scientific reference that also occurs In 
Lye's Free Radicals and Particles to 
Space. 
10 Reprinted In Peter Wollen Readings 
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Frantz Fanon 
Black Skin White Mask 
Dir: Isaac Julien UK 1996 70 mins colour 
A film by Isaac Julien and Mark Nash 
with Colin Salmon as Frantz Fanon 
A Normal Films Production 
in association with the Arts Council of England, BBC Television and L'Institut National dc L'Audiovisuel 
Frantz Fanon: Black Skin White Mask opens with The Battle of Algiers 
on 27 June 1997 at The ICA for an exclusive 2 week run prior to 
screenings at selected cinemas around Britain. 
ICA Cinema, Nash House, The Mall, London, SW I 
Box Office: 0171 93 03 647 
For further information/stills please contact Nicki Foster on 0 171 9S7 8929 
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Frantz Fanon 
Black Skin White Mask 
Frantz Fanon 
(1925 - 1961) 
"Oh my body make of me a man 




Frantz Fanon is one of the major block 
intellectuals of the 20th century. 
Fanon trained in psychiatry In France. He 
explored the original 'black is beautiful' 
Negritude movement and entered into a 
dialogue with Sartre about the experience of 
being black In 1952 he wrote his first major 
work, @1gck, Skin, White-Mask s os his graduate 
psychiatry thesis. It focussed on the psycho- 
logical interdependence of the colonised and 
colonisers with particular reference to the 
French colonies. 
Fanon was appointed to a clinical post at a 
major psychiatric hospital in French Algeria 
where he observed the violent colonial subjec- 
tion and its psychic consequences at first 
hand. This prompted him to join the FLN 
(National Liberation Front) and give clandes- 
tine support to fighters in the maquis. In 1956 
he resigned his post because of the French 
policy on Algeria and was expelled by the 
French authorities because of his sympathies 
for the liberation struggle. He joined the FLN 
while in Algeria. 
Fonon moved to Tunisia where he become the 
Algerian Government in exile's Minister of 
Information for the rest of Africa. 
Fanon died in 1961, just before Ih4. 
_w 
c h44 
of the Earth. his primer for 3rd world revolu- 
tion, was published and just before Algeria 
finally achieved independence. 
0 
Frantz Fanon 
Black Skin White Mask 
Frantz Fanon: Black Skin, White 
Mask is a portrait of the ideas and influence of 
the black intellectual Frantz Fanon. Fanon is one 
of the major black intellectuals of the 20th 
century. Isaac Julien's film combines the poetic 
visual intensity of hisaward-winning Looking for 
an o with its mix of archive and delicate 
dramatic reconstruction, with an acute analysis 
from interviews and commentary by those 
personally and intellectually dose to Fanon. The 
film focusses on two key elements of Fanon's 
thought relevant today the racial encounter 
between black and white, coloniser and colonised 
and the issue of nationalism and violence. 
Interviewees include Professor Stuart Hall, French and 
Algerian intellectuals and Fanon's brother and son, 
Joby and Olivier Fanon. 
This film brings us face to face with the ambivalent 
identifications the racist colonial and post-colonial 
worlds offer their subjects, not only of violence. 
hostility and aggression but also of desire. The film 
dwells on Fanon's unique insights which may help us 
understand and combat the destructive effects of 
racism and islamic fundamentalism which affect many 
countries. It is time to reintroduce his ideas to a new 
audience. 
Since Fanon's death, Africa has become 
completely decolonized, politically if not ideologi- 
cally, yet the questions Fanon poses about race 
and colonialism are still the most pertinent to 
understanding the problems of postcolonial soci- 
eties and subjectivities both in the first and third 
worlds. 
In Isaac Julien's film, scenes from Fanon's life as 
J imaged in his writing are strikingly reconstructed. 
Colin Salmon brings an intensity and elegance to 
the role of Fanon himself. 
Colin bears a striking resemblance to Fanon and 
will be familiar to viewers for his role in Prime 
SD ct 
The film was shot in a studio in London and on loca- 
tion in Paris, Martinique and Tunisia. Research on the 
project was guided by Francoise Verges in Paris and 
Lucien Taylor in Martinique. Frangoise has been 
researching the history of French colonial psychiatry 
and comes from the same radical R6. niornais back- 
ground as lawyer Jacques Verges. Lucien lives in 
Martinique and is researching Martiniquan intellectuals. 
An original soundtrack was commissioned for the film 
from the Axiom Foundation - Tunde Jegede and Paul 
Gladstone-Reid whose music combining African and 
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Frantz Fanon 
Black Skin White Mask 
3 
Interviewees 
Professor Stuart Hall introduces us to the range 
and complexity of Fanon's thinking. Psychoanalyst 
Alice Cherki and psychiatrist Jacques Azoulay who 
both studied and worked with Fanon in Tunisia 
and Algeria, describe his important contribution 
to the psychiatry of sociotherapy. A precursor of 
'Anti-psychiatry'. sociotherapy as Fanon practiced 
it insisted on the need to adapt psychiatry to the 
culture of the patient Changes to society had to 
go hand-in-hand with curing the so-called mental 
patient Mohammed Harbi, Algerian intellectual 
and historian, who has written a history of the 
FLN, and who was a key member of the FLN 
during the revolution, discusses Fanon's involve- 
ment in the FLN and the revolution. Martiniquan 
novelist Raphael Confiant and writer Frangoise 
Verges discuss Fanon's relationship with 
Martinique. Francoise also discusses his ideas 
about sexuality. Olivier Fanon, talks about his 
memories of his father. Joby Fanon, his brother 
has detailed recollections of their dose friendship. 
Mme Felix Fanon, and Francelyne Fanon, Fanon's 
sister-in-law and niece, and his school friend 
Kleber Games recall Fanon's youth in Martinique 
and the oppression during Vichy France which 
caused young men like Fanon to flee to Dominica 
to join the Free French Forces. 
A 
Archive footage 
Extensively researched in Paris and Martinique, 
the film includes Fanon family photographs seen 
for the first time as well as the only extant 
footage of Fanon himself, discovered by the film- 
maker in a French archive. 
Reconstructions 
The drama sequences focus on Fanon's child- 
hood in Martinique. his experience as a student 
in France and his work as a psychiatrist in Algeria 
and Tunisia. In particularly striking visual 
sequences the filmmakers explore his entry into 
the world of the psychiatric institution where he 
is mythically presented as a son of Pinel. 
urxhaining the patients just as Pinel did in Paris 
after the French Revolution. We also present 
something of his case histories where he treated 
both torturers and victims of torture in the 
same hospital and with equal compassion. The 
reconstruction benefits particularly from the 
cinematography of Nina Kellgren and the still 
photography of John Riddy whose luminous 
images are incorporated through back-projection 
into the sets. Between interview and reconstruc- 
tion, cultural critic Homik Bhabka offers insights 
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Frantz Fanon 




Isaaf Julien currentljrlives In London 
and New York where he works as a 
film director. He also lectures and 
writes on issues of black cultural poli- 
tics, film, art and sexuality. 
Educated at St Martins School of Art, 
he received a first class honours in 
Fine Art Film. 
In 1981 he became a member of a 
black gay group reading post-struc- 
turalist texts and debating notions of 
black popular culture In photography 
(Mapplethorpe), psychiatry (black 
mental health), and film (the black 
male body). 
He was a co-founder of Sankofa, 
(1984) the pioneering group of black 
film and video makers challenging 
televisual and cinematic misconcep- 
tions about black identity. He is also a 
founding member of Normal Films. 
U 
Filmography 
1983 Who Killed Colin Roach ? (documentary short) 
1984 Territories (film essay) 
1986 The Passion of Remembrance (fiction feature) 
1987 This Is Not an AIDS Advertisement (short) 
1987 The Hat Videos 
1987 Media Fictions (tv) 
1989 Shaking the Tree (music video) 
1989 Looking for Langston (drama/nlm essay) 
1991 Young Soul Rebels (feature) 
1991 Feel So High (music video) 
1992 Slack & White In Colour (documentary series) 
1992 The Attendant (short) 
1994 The Darker Side of Black (documentary) 
1995 The Question of Equality (tv) 
1995 Williams on Umbaugh (tv) 
1997 Frantz Fanon: Black Skin, White Mask 
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Frantz Fanon 
Black Skin White Mask 
-" Mark Nash Filmography Producer Production 
Mark was one-time editor of 1984 Acting Tapes 
Screen magazine and has (documentary series Channel 4) 
written and taught various 1988 Looking for Langston 
aspects or cinema. Currenly a (fiction short Channel 4) 
visiting scholar at NYU he Is 1992 The Attendant 
researching and writing a book 1992 Between Two Worlds (dir) 
on Queer Cinema/Queer 1994 Postcards from America 
theory for the British Film 1996 Frantz Fanon: Black Skin, White Mask 
Institute. 
In development 
Memoirs of a Spacewoman 
Mark Nash Is also a curator for the 
National Film Theatre 
Colin Salmon Filmography 
Frantz Fonon 1991 Bunch of Fives 
1994 Captives 
1995 All Men are Mortal 
1996 Frantz Fanon: Black Skin, White Mask 
Colin Salmon has worked extensively in television 
Including Is role as D. S. Oswalde in Prime Suspect. 
Nina Kellgren 
cinematographer Film 
1988 Looking for Langston 
1989 Young Soul Rebels 
1996 Frantz Fanon: Black Skin, White Mask 
A® Release 
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The Modernity of African Cinema 
Mark Nash 
Ii cannot go Into a film without seeing myself. I wait forme. 
In the Interval Just before the film stars, I wait forme. 
Frantz Fanon, 1952 
The millennium In small-town Sokolo: young men hang out In a 
narrow strip of shade at the side of the road, adjusting their chairs 
and beer cans as the sun moves across the sky. In the post office 
a young woman waits all day to get a call through to her boyfriend 
In a neighboring town. People make their way . slowly across 
the 
savannah and through the dusty streets. The local radio station, 
the aptly named Radio Colonial, Intersperses speeches by Alma 
Ctsaire with reports on ski cogditions In the French Alps and on 
preparations for celebrations In the capital (Paris). A local photog- 
rapher takes portraits of the townspeople In a makeshift outdoor 
studio. Immortalizing their part In this delayed 'short' twentieth 
century that much of Africa inhabits. 
Abderrahmane Sissako's La We sur teere (1999) emblematlzeg 
the situation of African cinema today, haunted by the continuing 
legacy of colonialism: ' Francophone African countries ar@ still axised 
toward an Imaginary of their former colonial power. La We sur terre 
also addresses Africa's simultaneous connection to and Isolation 
from modemity, an Issue at the heart of the Short Century project. 
Moving between the speeches of Cesaire and the presentation of 
the world as viewed from Paris, Sissako seems to say that little has 
changed. Africa's short century-Its encounter with modernism 
and the decolonization movements-has already passed. 
The Question of ModemUy 
Modernity has been described as .a social order whose characteris- 
tics are an Industrial division of labor, a secular democratic nation- 
state, rationalism and the market. But It Is also ... not simply a 
soclo-economic order the 'constitutive outside' of Western moder- 
nlty Involves a philosophy and self-Identity constructed through its 
relation to the colonial other: '= One has to remember however 
that this modernity was subsequent to and economically support- 
ed by the Institution of slavery. Charles Taylor has an Important 
qualification: 
Modernity as lived from the inside ... Is something different 
... institutional changes ... always shake up and alter tra- 
ditional culture. They did this In the orlginatdevelopment in 
the West and they have done this elsewhere. But outside 
those cases when, the regional culture is destroyed and the 
people either die or are forcibly assimilated-and European 
colonialism has a number of such cases, to its discredit- 
a successful transition Involves a people finding resources 
In their traditional culture that modified and transposed will 
enable them to take. on the new practices. In this sense 
modernity Is not a single wave. It would be better ... to 
speak of multiple modernities as the cultures that emerge 
In the world to carry the Institutional changes that turn out 
to differ In Important ways from each other. ' 
As we took at the distinction between modernity and postmodemity, 
we can be tempted to view many African societies and African cine- 
mas as postmodern without having gone through the modem phase. 
-Much economic devastation has beset African countries as a result 
of the newly empowered postindependence elites' simple appropri- 
ation of national wealth. Ousmane Sembbne's Xala (1974) has a 
telling scene In which at the handover of independence the former 
white masters hand over suitcases (full of money) to the new mas- 
tersof the country who then symbolically hand them back for safe 
keeping. Plus pa change. If, however, we substitute 'cinema' for 
'culture' In the quotation above, we may sense an Important cor- 
rective to the liberal view of African cinema as indebted to the 
West, and a reminder that European and North American cinema 
history need to be rewritten as cases within world cinema rather 
than as founding Instances. 
Many African filmmakers are ambivalent about this history. On 
the one hind; the neocolonial powers have 'aided' the develop- 
ment of African cinema (although the more Important African film- 
makers have been able to bite the hand that feeds them). On the 
other, the attention they pay to Africa's great (male) filmmakers 
creates a danger of losing perspective on the others- (women) 
who have also managed to emerge (e. g., Safi Faye) and on those 
countries-E ipt, Mozambique, Algeria-that have attempted. If 
so far unsuccessfully, to nationalize their film Industries so as to 
wrest economic and Ideological control from neocolonial hands. 
Jean Marie Teno, In his film A Trip to the Country (2000), explores 
the effects of colonial and postcolonial modernization on Cameron 
society, and the erosion of local democracy through consumer 
culture. For him the dilemma is symbolized by 'men In overcoats' 
-sharp dressers who administer nonexistent local services ('We 
have no plans for the year 2000')-and. by two solitary concrete 
high rises In the capital of Yaounde, buildings that, when Teno 
was a schoolboy there, seemed to hold great promise through 
their symbolic link to the metropolitan culture of the West. 
The Short Century: Cinema, Independence, and Uberatlon 
Movements In Africa, 1945-1994 
Seventeen African countries achieved Independence In 1960. 
At the time, unsurpriäingly, no African cinema existed that was 
not dependent on the previously colonizing power. (European and 
American filmmakers had been making documentaries and fiction 
films In Africa since 1900. ) The purpose of this essay is to situate 
the film element of The Short Century In relation to some of the main 
lines of thinking that have emerged on African Cinema In recent 
years, and to explore the Issue of cinema and modernity In Africa. 
'Film and the moving Image are presented In The Short Century 
In two modalities: documentation of the Independence movements, 
and creative Interpretation of and reflection on the period and Its 
aftermath. "Africa's Independence movements were the first. anti- 
colonial struggles to be substantially documented In moving Images; 
film and video give actuality and presence to this now-historical 
period, presenting' powerful Images of the struggle-Images too 
rare ly shown In the Western media, which, preoccupied with stereo- 
types of Africa as the continent of famine, genocide, and AIDS, 
rarely venture Into the colonial heritage that Is often a precipitat 
ing factor In these crises. The Short Century collects a wide range 
of material covering key elements of the Independence struggles 
-films made with the Mau Mau In Kenya or the Front de liberation 
nationale (FLN) In Algeria, for example-as well as documents of 
the conferences convened to establish the framework of a post 
Independence Africa. Many African liberation movements tried to 
win the world's attention by Inviting filmmakers to witness their 
struggle; In Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde. for example, the 
Partido Africano da Independencta da Guin6 e Cabo Verde (PAIG) 
Invited filmmakers from Europe and Cuba, as did the Frente de 
Libertaggo do Mocambique (Frelimo). Film was also used for In- 
structional purposes within the Independence struggles. 
After Independence, filmmakers In the spheres of culture and 
entertainment began the process of building up an Independent 
African cinema. As with the agitational documentaries, these films 
were often Initially made by filmmakers from the International com- 
munity. in 1972, for Instance, the French feminist'Sara Maldoror. 
originally from Guadeloupe, directed Sambizanga (1972), a libera- 
tion narrative, made with MPLA sympathizers, ' about a woman 
whose partner Is Imprisoned In Portuguese Angola. Her search cul- 
minates with the news of his death, and with revolutionaries plot- 
ting an attack on the notorious Luanda prison. 
After 1968, African liberation movements were the focus of 
worldwide media attention. In 1978, the Brazilian Ruy Guerra 
worked with French filmmakers Jean Rouch and Jean-Luc Godard 
In Mozambique, a few years after independence came to the 
country, In 1974, to train local filmmakers! A number of the film- 
makers took their aesthetic and political agendas from the Latin 
American `Third Cinema' of Humberto Solanas, Octavio Getino, 
and Guerra. 
The Colonial Gaze 
Cinema was Introduced in Africa at the same time as it was In the 
rest of the world; there are reports of Bioscope screenings In Cape 
Town in 1896 and In Cairo, Tunis, and Fez In 1897, a little over a 
decade after the Berlin Declaration. During the colonial period, 
cinema-going was among the privileges of the colonial elites. In 
the British colonies and the Belgian Congo, Africans were forbidden 
to watch European and American movies. 
Some authorities, however, produced educational films in 
local languages. In Tanganyika (present-day Tanzania) In 1935, the 
English Colonial Office sponsored the Bantu Educational Cinema 
Experiment, an autonomous production group set up to produce 
films In local languages on such topics as f&rming methods and 
hygiene. The Belgian Congo saw similar projects supported by 
Cathollc'missionartes. ' These provided Africans with training In 
basic film techniques, as did the British Colonial Film Unit, estab, 
lished In 1939, with headquarters In London and branches In 
Eastern, Central, and West Africa. The immediate concern of the 
British Colonial Film Unit was propaganda, and the attempt to 
persuade Africans to enlist In the Allied war effort during World 
War II. Following a 1949 UNESCO report by John Grierson, a film 
school was set up In Ghana to enable colonial peoples to make 
films for themselves and to establish an educational cinema In 
Africa. Something similar had already been done In the UK and 
Canada by the Crown Film Unit and National Film Board of Canada. ' 
These histories reveal a simple racial division of the audience 
Into African and European. The well-meaning attempts of Grterson 
and his colleagues to educate Africans entailed a paternalistic 
view of the medium. They were a far cry from Berton Brecht's ceF 
ebration of the possibilities of radio as the medium for a two-way 
communication In which the distinction between producers and 
consumers could be eliminated.? They also Illustrate the contra- 
dictions of the colonial enterprise, which worked not to develop 
African consumption but to provide raw material for consumption 
In the 'mother countries. ' (It Is Interesting to observe, however, that 
when this educational cinema began to emerge. In the 1950s, It 
reflected the ambition of developing African habits of consumption, 
so that, after Independence had arrived, local populations would be 
tied Into patterns of trade established during the colonial period. ) 
Frantz Fanon makes several references to cinema in his book 
Black Skin, White Masks, discussing, for example, the split sub- 
jecUvity of the black spectator watching a Tarzan film and Identify 
Ing with Tarzan (who is of course white) against the (black) natives. 
He also describes the suspension of Identity before the film be- 
gins-Me expectation of discovering or becoming someone else. 
If only for the duration of the film. $ Western film theorists have 
analyzed this experience In terms of i cinematic apparatus that 
Inscribes and produces subject positions, reinforcing ideologically 
constructed Identities. In his analysis of the 'shifting, situational 
nature of colonized spectaforship, ' however, as Robert Stan writes, 
Fanon is doing something else: he Is showing how the colonial con- 
text of reception alters the processes of Identification. 'The aware- 
ness of the possible negative projections W. other spectators, ' Stan 
writes, 'triggers an anxious withdrawal from the film's programmed 
pleasures. The conventional se-denying identification with the white 
hero's gaze, the vicarious acting out of a European selfhood, Is 
short-circuited through the awareness 
. 
of being 'screened' or'alle- 
gorized' by a colonial gaze within the movie theater itself. " 
When Fanon goes to the movies he goes as a Francophone In- 
tellectual who wants both to participate In the cinematic spectacle 
and to critique fundamental aspects of the cinematic apparatus, 
the schemes of representation R entails, and the Enlightenment 
culture that produced IL As a clnephile he shares In the cinematic 
adventure; as a 'third world intellectual, ' for want of a better de- 
scription, he is Its stem critic. Fanon, it can be argued. Is symbol. 
Icälly Africa's first modem Intellectual, the thinker, as Manthia 
Diawara has remarked, who created the Intellectual tools with 
which African Intellectuals such as Diawara himself could partici- 
pate In contemporary theoretical, . political, and cultural debates! o 
When he died,. In 1961, the decolonization of Africa was well under- 
way, yet the questions he posed. about race and colonialism are 
still pertinent to the problems of postcolonial societies and sub- 
Jectivitles: questions around the Interracial encounter between 
black and white, colonizer and colonized; the Issue of nationalism 
and violence; the role of women In the liberation struggle; and the 
ambivalent Identifications that the colonial and postcolonlai worlds 
offer their subjects, not only of violence, hostility, and aggression, 
but also of desire u 
Third World Cinema/Third Cinema 
'Other' cinemas, from Latin America, Africa, and Asia, entered circu- 
lation In the first world In the 1970s. They appeared under the rubric 
'third world cinema, ' a. term for the colonized, decolonized, or neo- 
colonized nations of the world-nations whose economic and politi- 
cal structures had been shaped by the colonial process. The notion 
of a third world, or of a group of *nonaligned* countries, developed 
out of anticolonlal struggles In Vietnam and Algeria and specifi- 
cally from the 1955 Asian-African Conference held In Bandung, 
Indonesia, In 1961, from which the nonaligned movement was for- 
mally launched. As R. A. Mortimer writes, 'Bandung was In essence 
a celebration of the wave of Independence that swept across Asia 
and was then cresting In Africa. The very act of bringing together the 
first generation of nationalist leaders created an unprecldented 
sentiment of Third World change and potential. Bandung ... pointed 
to the two principles that have remained the foundation of Third 
World solidarity, decolonization and economic develoi ent. 'u 
This movement translated Into film, particularly In the desire to 
emulate the successes of Italian Neorealism, which In the Imme- 
diate postwar period had provoked optknlsm about new filmmaking 
possibilities. Neoreallsm Inspired a range of African"filmmakers, 
Including Youssef Chahine In Egypt and Sembbne In Senegal. 
The Ideas of Fanon were central to the notion of a 'third cine- 
ma, ' a concept developed In Latin American film theory and origi- 
nally elaborated upon In Humberto Solanas's and Octavio Getino's 
1969 essay 'Toward a Third Cinema: Notes and Experiments 
toward the Development of a Cinema of Liberation In the Third 
World.: " Solanas and Getino proposed a tripartite schema:. first 
cinema (Hollywood and Its analogues around the world-Godard's 
term was 'Hollywood-Mosfilm"); second cinema (art films, whether 
European or Latin American-Luis Bunuel, Torre Nilsson); and 
third cinema, Including not only militant Latin American documen- 
tarles but the production of various student and left groups 
around the world. 14 This concept was Introduced Into Anglophone 
discussions by Teshome H. Gabriel In 1983, In a polemic on the 
future of. African cinema. ss Applying-the third cinema topology to 
Africa, Gabriel reworks it In three terms: unqualified assimilation 
(Identification with Hollywood); remembrance (a critical return to 
the past roots of African cultures, the examples being the militant 
cinema of Algeria, Senegal, and Mozambique); and combative 
(characterized by a concentration on the present struggles of 
third-world peoples, with film as an Ideological tool; the cinema of 
Mod Hondo Is among Gabriel's examples). 
The eleventh Pan-AMcan Film Festival of Ouagadougou (FES- 
PACO), In 1989, was the occasion for some soul-searching on the 
future of African cinema. On the one hand African cinema was felt to 
have come of age, exhibiting a diversity of sales and a professional. 
Ism In production that critics felt had been missing In past years 
and that reflected a new maturity. On the othef hand, both Mod 
Hondo and Cheick Oumar Sissako (when Interviewed by Dlawars) 
expressed concern at the and of megota(e (flimmaking on a shoe. 
string), which was held to reflect the economic and social reality 
of African life), the emphasis on form over content. t" In African 
Cinema Today, Diawara develops his own topolopr of contemporary 
African films: 'social realist narraWes, ' 'colonial confrontation. ' 
and 'return to the source' Socialist realist narratives 
draw on contemporary aapeilences, and oppose tradition to 
modem? y, oral to nrftten, ggrarfan and customary aommur F 
ties to urban and Industrial systems.... the filmmakers 
often use a traditional position to crttlclze and Unk certain 
forms of modemfq' to neoco/onfaUsm and cultural Ynpeda . 
Ism. From a modernist point of New they also debunk the 
ettenpt to romanddr tradition/ values as pre and ortginaº. 
The heroes are women. chlldren, and other marginalized 
groups that are pushed into the shadow by the elites of 
tradition and modemit . They draw from existing popular 
forms such as song and dance, the oral tradition and pop. 
ular theahe. t'' 
Examples are the films of Sembbne, from The Money Order(1968). 
to Xala (1974), and the earlier films of Souleymane Cissl, such 
as Saara (1978) and fl. ' (1982). 
For Diawara, the cinema of colonial confrontation involves 'films 
of historical confrontation which have put Into conflict Africans and 
their European colonizers. " The stories often concern colonial-era 
encounters. pitting African heroes and heroines against European 
villains; they are concerned to show African heroism and resis- 
tance, the role of women In the onticolonial struggle, and the role 
of African people In shaping their own history. The recreation of 
the liberation struggles on film Is Intended to keep their memory 
alive. Examples Include Mohammed LaididarHamina's Ct onlques 
des ar nees de braise (1975) and Gillo Pontecorw's Battle of 
Algiers (1965), both addressing Algeria, Sent re's Emfal (1971). 
on Senegal, and Maldoror's Samblzanga, on Angola. 
The films Dlawara considers a 'reuen to the source' set out 
to prove the existence of a dynamic African culture and history be- 
fore European colonization. The invocatlon'of precolonial African 
traditions Is intended to contribute to the solution of contemporary 
problems. By returning to the past In films like Yeelen (Brightness; 
1987), and so making any political message less overt. filmmakers 
like Cissb also avoided censorship. Of these three groups, The 














































but also examines films from the other two tendencies. There are 
In any case other ways of analyzing African film: Mbe B. Chem, for 
example, has developed a topology opposing a radical cinema 
concerned with political and cultural discourse (effectively corn. 
bining Dfawara's three movements outlined above) to hegemonic 
foreign film, notably Hollywood and a middle range. of entertainment 
cinema popular with African audiences (for example kung fu movies 
and Indian romances and melodramas). 19 Indeed relatively little 
critical attention has been given to the films that African audiences 
actually get to watch, for better or for worse. 
Stuart Hall, has pointed out that an essentialist notion of cul- 
tural Identity, of' a unity to be discovered or refound (for example 
through Pan-Africa nism or. Negritude), played a critical role In the 
postcolonlal struggle 20 In the postcolonial period, however, a 
new practice was needed for the creation of Identities. Hall ar- 
gues that the cinema of the diaspora Is uniquely placed to effect 
this, and Indeed several films In The Short Century were made by 
filmmakers in the diaspora-films such as Sambizanga, Isaac 
Julien's Frantz Fanon: Black Skin White Mask (1996), and Black 
Audio's Testament (1989). The Importance of diaspora filmmaking, 
and its uneasy acceptance in Africa, revolve precisely around Its 
questioning, rethinking, and reconstruction of Identities, a practice 
that Is vital for African cinema today. 
Cinemas on the African continent can be roughly divided by 
geographical region: the Maghreb, Egypt, the sub-Sahara. and 
South Africa. Cinemas of the Maghreb are linked by language and 
culture to Egypt but have a more recent experience of independence 
and liberation struggle. Egypt has the only fully functional popular 
filmmaking Industry on the continent. Sub-Saharan film encom- 
passes a range of cinemas that can be roughly divided according 
to 'the languages of the former colonial powers: Francophone, 
Anglophone, Lusophone. Most of the critical attention to sub- 
Saharan African cinema has focused on Francophone films, which 
have In fact been produced by some of Africa's most Interesting 
filmmakers. Lusophone directors sucti as Flora Gomes have also 
received attention, but the forrner Portuguese colonies have had 
difficulty developing a dynamic cinema culture. Even In Angola, 
though, there are filmmakers such as Antonio Old who have re- 
ceived International recognition, and Mozambique's attempt to 
develop a cinema culture is evidenced 16 the Invitation to Rouch 
and Godard to train Mozambican filmmakers. 
The Anglophone countries have put less energy Into supporting 
filmmaking than the Francophone countries, and their production 
has not been subject to the same International critical Interest. 
Some local cinemas thrive, however. At Independence Nigeria In- 
herited a film unit producing newsreels and documentaries, which 
became part of the publicity department of the Nigerian federal 
government. According to Onookome Okome, 'This unit did not 
make any appreciable Inroads towards creating an Indigenous 
cinema. -21 A healthy video sector, however, based In part on the 
popular Yoruba Travelling Theatre movement, began to emerge In 
the late 1970s. Ola Bagoun's Ajani Ogun, of 1977, was the first 
such. Woyle Soyinka makes the point that Yoruba film does not 
resort to aesthetic precepts molded by Western cinemas; the 
Yoruba theater comes equipped with Its own actors, costumes, 
stories, and props, and the filmmaker simply stages these ner. 
ratives In a verit6 style using the cheapest means available 
(currently digital video). " 
Ghana Inherited from the colonial period both a film unit and 
the best studios In Africa, but has been unable to capitalize on 
them. Vincent Magombe has suggested that Drttish-colonlal Indif- 
ference to the education of African filmmakers Is partly to blame. " 
Of course this Is true in an Important sense, but a more complex 
history should be described: first, liberal elements among the 
Colonial powers entrusted Grlerson with, the task of setting up the 
Ghanaian film unit to help prepare for Independence, then, an aco. 
nomic reaipolitik by and large left these Arigtophone filmmakers with 
little support for the future. Underdevelopment In the Anglophone 
countries contrasts strongly with the filmmaking history of the 
Francophone countries, where France has until recently retained a 
direct state Involvement In film production In Its fomw colonies. 
This was of course a neocolonial enterprise, and many accounts of 
Francophone African cinema, in focusing on the monies available 
from the French state, neglect to mention the fact that such films 
are still largely `Independent productions. Indeed the so-called 
Independents of Europe and the United States were Inspired by 
the examples of Latin American Cinema Novo and African films, 
made with some state monies but also with 'free' tabor Invested 
by friends and colleagues who dreamt of a different cinema. 
North Africa 
Before world war II, the main Arabic filmmaking country, was Egypt. 
In 1935, the Egyptian Bank Misr financed production studios 
' that. equipped though they were with Imported equipment and 
foreign technicians, were a landmark M the establishment of an 
Egyptian national cinema. This was a commercially successful, 
genrebased entertainment cinema with distribution and exhibition 
across the Arab world. The Egyptian preeminence continues today: 
Egyptian soap operas and melodramas are watched avidly through- 
out the Maghreb. 
After the Egyptian film Industry was nationalized, In 1961. It 
set out to produce a more serious, less commercial cinema and 
supported much Important work, Including that of Chahlne. 
Unfortunately nationalization proved an economic disaster, which 
some have argued held Egyptian cinema back from the renewal 
that would take place In other Islamic countries, such as iran. 
Progressive filmmakers had to work outside Egypt for a while. The 
Industry was returned to the private sector in 1972. but the state 
continues to run a film school, the. Wgher Cinema Institute. 
Countries elsewhere In both the Maghreb and sub4aharan Africa 
have by and large been unable to produce such a school. 
Chahine's early work was concerned with Arab unity and support 
for the Algerian revolution (e. g., Jamia, 1958). Cairo Station (1958) 
chronicles the psychological breakdown of a crippled newspaper- 
seller and evidences the clear Influence of Italian Neoreallsm In 
both its aesthetics and Its critique of the Egyptian middle class. Roy 
Armes sees Chahine's original enthusiasm for Nassets revolution 
-expressed, for example, In Saladin (1963), with its portrait of a 
magnanimous conqueror-supplanted by disillusionment In The 
Land (1969), which criticizes Egyptian agricultural policy, and In 
The Choice (1970) and The Sparrow (1973), which explore the 
traumas of defeat in the Six-Day War of 1967.24 Fend Boughedir's 
film Camera Afrique Includes a devastating scene that Intercuts 
Nasser's admission of defeat, and his announcement of his in- 
tention to resign, with the despair, Incredulity, and tears of working- 
class Cairo characters. 
Independence came to other North African countries In the late 
1950s and early '60s, much later than to Egypt, and resulted In a 
wave of new cinematic traditions. Shortly after Algerian Indepen- 
dence, In 1962, the FIN commander Yusef Saadl established a film 
company called Casbah. In 1965, he would play himself In the In- 
ternational coproduction The Battle of Algiers. In 1962, Lakhdar- 
Hamina founded the Algerian Centre for Documentary, which went 
on to become the foundation of the country's nationalized film In- 
dustry. This early cinema, unsurprisingly, was dominated by narra- 
tlves of the liberation. With Hondo and Semb6ne, Lakhdar- 
Hamina is regarded as one of the three pioneers of Francophone 
African and Maghrebian cinema. His film Le Vent des Aures 
"(1967) 
describes the rural side of the liberation struggle, the oth- 
er side of the coin from Pontecorvo's urban Battle of Algiers. 
Unlike Algeria, Tunisia achieved Its independence almost blood- 
lessly, In 1956. It had a long-standing film culture, and after Inde- 
pendence the Tunisian state set up a cultural affairs agency that 
established film facilities In maisons de la culture across the 
country, began to develop documentary and fiction projects, and 
In 1966 organized the first session of what was to become the 
Carthage Film Festival, with a competition. reserved for African and 
Arab films. - 
Boughedir has remarked on an apparent Oedipus complex In 
Tunisian cinema: 25 why do so many Tunisfan films Involve the 
death of the father and show a preoocupation with the role of 
women, who may be dominating, or be driven mad by social cir- 
cumstances, "but are rarely presented In the negative stereotypes 
familiar from Western cinemas? Tunisia Is the Muslim country 
that has given most rights to women, abolishing polygamy and 
discouraging the use of the veil. Even here, however, women are 
haunted by the Islamic past, and by their awareness of what their 
future could be under an Islamic fundamentalism. The paradoxes 
of .a 
soft dictatorship' defending women's rights are a concern 
of One of Tunisia's best-known women filmmakers, Moufida Tiatl. 
Her film Les Silences du palais (The Silences of the palace, 1994) 
concerns a woman who works as a singer In Tunisian nightclubs 
and who returns to the, palace where she grew up to attend her 
nanny's funeral. Received in hostile silence by the women who 
have not managed to make a similar escape, she recalls her past 
In the servants' quarters, and the patriarchal law by which the 
master of the house used to exercise his droit de seigneur. The 
film's melancholy tone comes In part from its framing-It is only by 
becoming a singer (and so implicitly of easy virtue') that Tlatl's 
heroine Is able to escape the patriarchal family. For Tiati, the 
freedom and liberation that Independence achieved for Tunisian 
women Is now only sustainable at the price of Imprisoning funda- 
mentalist activists" Her film points to the continuing dilemmas 
of women In both Maghreblan and su"aharan Africa. 
South Africa 
As Martin Botha writes, 'Ideology and capital carte together to 
create a national cinema that would reflect South Africa during the 
' Verwoerdian regime '11 Postapartheid South Aides has Inherited 
a deeply fragmented film Industry and a crisis of cinematic Identity. 
Nevertheless, the country stands poised to take a position apuN- 
alent to Egypt's In African cinema. There was In the past a strong 
*agitatlonal documentary tradition here (in works such as Lionel 
Ngankane's Last Grave at Dlmbaza, 1974), but films like these 
could scarcely be shown In South Africa, and the apartheld-«a 
cultural boycott restricted the possibilities of distribution and ex. 
hibition abroad. At home, South African cinema was Intended for 
whites only, and predominantly for Aflikaaners. Production was con. 
solidated Into a single vertically Integrated company, SAT131L (Sold. 
Afrikaanse Teaterbekange Berperk). The white Afrikaans audience 
was relativ* large and stable, to that many films attuned to this 
audience recovered their cost. 
In the 1980s an alternative film movement of (white) university 
students and (black) workers coalesced to produce documentary. 
short fiction, and video works. The first feature fron this movement. 
Mapantsula (1988), directed by Thomas Mogotlane and Oliver 
, Schmitz. was made clandestinely. the story of a typical township 
hustler or mapantsula named Panic, who has to confront the limits 
of his own rebellion against the systematic oppression of apart- 
held, It was banned by the South African Censorship Authorities 
for communicating a clear antiapartheid message. Today. In post- 
apartheid South Afica, a generation of trained filmmakers Is 
emerging, and some Important films-Ramadan Suleiman's fools 
(1998). for example-are beginning to be made. 
Fn---o-phone Cinema 
Francophone cinema has historically dominated the representa- 
tion and discussion of African cinema on the continent. Two key 
festivals, FESPACO and Carthage, are both Francophone. France's 
Ministhre de Cooperation has consistently supported the notion 
of an African art cinema-support in the form of funding. These 
notes refer to a few key filmmakers whose work Is Important for 
The Short Century. 
L Oesmaee Sernbine 
SembBne was a self-taught writer whose first novel. Le Docker 
noir, was published while Its autfior. was a longshoreman on the 
Marseilles docks. In 1956. On returning to Africa he wrote Les 
Bouts de buts de dieu (1960) before winning a scholarship to 
study film production In the Gorky Studio in the Soviet Union. 
(Twenty years later, Sissako was to take the same route. ) Rene 
Gardles has discussed Glauber Rocha's attempt to develop a new 
film language by fusing the two apparently antagonistic models of 
Cesare Zavattini and Sergel Eisenstein. " Sembene's formal renew- 
al of African cinema came precisely along this route: Neorealism 





































Sembi ne's first short film, Borom Sarret (1963), was the first 
Francophone African film to be funded by the French Ministöre de 
Cooperation in Its postirldependence program of support for African 
cinema. (After Independence;, France decided to use filmmaking 
and -funding to bind Its former colonies Into its cultural and eco- 
nomic sphere. ) In Sembene's film, a carter plies for trade In Dakar. 
Each encounter is unprofitable: one woman refuses to pay, a dead 
child must betaken to the morgue, a gdot extols the carter's family 
but does not pay, and so on. The final passenger forces the carter 
to enter the European quarter,, where, even after Independence, 
Senegalese working people were forbidden to go. SembBne evokes 
this European dominance through his use of low angle shots of 
the area's modernist concrete apartment blocks. As a result of 
his Infringement of the law, his cart-his means of livelihood-is 
taken from him by the police. Simply shot In black and white, with a 
first-person voiceover commentary from the carter's perspective, 
Borom Sarret reveals both Sembbne's training In Soviet docu- 
mentary and the Influence of Neorealism. A shot of the carter's 
clenched fist toward the end of the film recalls the emblematic 
clenched fist in many Soviet productions, for example Vsevolod 
Pudovkin's Mother (1926). 
2. Mod Hondo 
For three centuries, ' Med Hondo argues, 'a whole people has 
been led to believe that It was superior to the people it had colo- 
nized.... Such an Ideology has not been eradicated In the past 
twenty years in spite of the Independence of African countries. '" 
Hondo's militant cinema offers 'Impassioned examinations of colo- 
nial history and its consequences. '30 Sole!! 0"(1970) denounces the 
condition of African migrant workers In France, through a framework 
of political and aesthetic theory derived from the thinking of 1968. 
Praised at the 1970 Cannes Film Festival for both its thematic 
content and its formal experimentation, the film takes its title from 
a West African lament about people transported In the slave trade. 
In his wish to escape Western Influence and to forge a film 
language appropriate to African circumstances, Hondo Is the most 
self-consciously Fanonian of African filmmakers. Attempting a rad- 
ical deconstruction of film language In the Interests of African 
people, he makes works that are both militant (in encouraging anti- 
capitalist struggles) and political (in their engagement with Issues 
of representation). His denunciation of liberal 'good blacks' and 
'good whites' recalls Fanon's critique of Europe. For Hondo, 
The kind of cinema which was (and ls) used to colonize 
Africa ... fulfills the needs and conventions of the 
Western 
World ... By challenging the self-appointed 
self-evident, 
traditional modes of narration, It is possible to challenge 
the basis of power in the Industry.... The necessary fight 
which we must engage ourself In, is one that requires us to 
constantly reappraise clarify and communicate our ideo- 
logical position. -" 
Hondo may also be Africa's most sophisticated director theoreti- 
cally' 
If we for instance talk of depicting the objective reality of 
the people, or attempting to Insofar as this may be possi- 
ble, we must first of 811 live It In the first person, secondly 
understand the theoretical Infrastnicture of narratMo rep. 
resentatlon supporting the tradlUonal cinema In order to 
provide alternatives ... and In the end seize the space In 
the dlstrfbutory/exhlblUon circult. u 
it Is a sobering teflectlon on African cinema today that many film. 
makers have abandoned the language of militant cinema. Hondo's 
Idea of seizing control of the apparatus of distribution and exhibi- 
tion may be seen as Idealistic (though FESPACO has gone some 
way toward this goal), but the strength of SembDne's cinema Is 
linked to his demand for the economic Independence of the 
Senegalese film Industry and his critique of the continuing In- 
volvement of the former colonial masters In film culture. Back In 
1974, J. C. Edeline, the head of the French distribution chain 
UGC, was lecturing African filmmakers about their mimlcklhg of 
Western models, and declaring UGC's Interest In distributing 
films '. of a certain quality' dealing with African cults r, s. U The ar 
gument was essentially an appropriation of Hondo's. 
The Issue of distribution Is key, and recurs In discussions at 
Carthage and FESPACO. To penalize countries that had nationalized 
their film Industries-for example Guinea, Upper Volta, Kenya, 
Tanzania, Congo, Ghana, and Madagascar-Western distributors 
withdrew their films from local distribution. (This practice echoed 
the situation In Britain In 1947, when the United States was able 
to persuade Harold Wilson. then the British trade secretary. to drop 
the Idea of Imposing quotas on American films by threatening to 
withdraw much-needed Marshall Plan aid. ) The result, Ironically. 
was that producers elsewhere, particularly In India and Hong Kong, 
moved rapidly to fill the gap, creating a popular 'world cinema' 
culture in many African countries. 
3. Dj1bß1 Diop Marabey 
The cinema of Djibdi Diop Mambety provides an Increasingly 
dystopian vision of contemporary Africa. His film Tould Bould 
(1973) has been described as a document of Ahican postrnodernist 
cinema, but one has to beware of the term 'postmodernism' In 
this context, since African countries have by and large been re- 
fused access to the modem. For this reason, catapulting them into 
the 'Postmodem' Is problematic. In Its use of loose noumile v us 
camera work, Touk! Bould recalls the films of Godard and Rouch. 
(Indeed it can be argued that Rouch's encounter with African cul- 
tures in the 1950s is at least as significant, as those of Picasso 
and Gide In the prewar period; In particular, Rouch's exploration of 
syncretic performance In African religions Is the precursor to much 
Western performance art and helped to loosen narrative structures 
and develop what Gilles Deleuze has termed the time krage. m) 
Touki Bould Is about the ambivalence of young Senegalese 
who dream of leaving the country for the modernity they Imagine 
In France, the former colonizing power, yet are deeply Implicated In 
their own largely rural country. The film explores the postcolonlal 
mixture of colonial and African cultures, on the one hand showing 
the rural setting from which the peasant boy Mod comes, on the 
other showing him as effortlessly 'postmodern, ' as symbolized In 




himself and his girlfriend, Anta, In their search for money with which 
to emigrate to France. Much of the film takes place on the edge 
of the sea, against which the characters fantasize an Imaginary 
future. 
" In his later films Mambety returns to the Neorealist current In 
African cinema with his black comedies Le Franc (1994) and La 
Petite Vendeuse du Solell (The little girl who sold the sun, 1999). 
Le Franc concerns a musician down on his luck. His congoma, a 
stringed Instrument on which he earns his living, has been confis- 
cated by his landlady in lieu of back rent. He Is persuaded to buy 
a lottery ticket which he-sticks for safe keeping on the back of his 
door. On discovering that he has the winning number, he begins an 
odyssey to cash In the ticket, dragging the door across Dakar. The 
story Is a parable about the living conditions of many Senegalese, 
who, in 1994, were suddenly further Impoverished by the 50 percent 
devaluation of the regional currency, the CFA franc. Just as the 
colonial masters' adjustment of their currency has created eco- 
nom)c chaos, the lottery drives the musician mad. In the film's final 
scene, he runs laughing and shouting Into the sea, chasing the 
lottery ticket. which has been washed off the door. Madness, the 
film suggests, Is not an Inappropriate proposal In the face of con- 
temporary African realities. Mambety has said that freedom 'in- 
cludes the freedom not to know, which In turn Implies confidence 
In your ability to construct Images from the bottom of your heart. ' 
In Mambety's most recent film, La Petite Vendeuse du Sold , 
Dakar's central market becomes a metaphor for unchallenged free- 
market orthodoxy. Transformation Is still possible, though. In this 
case through the Insistence of a twelve-year-old handicapped girl 
from the countryside on her right to compete with teenage boys 
to sell the local (mildly conservative) Sun newspaper. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion I would like to comment on two aesthetic strategies 
in recent African cinema-the turn to allegory and the rise of the 
verit6 video diary. Allegory In African cinema Is often both a re- 
sponse to regimes of censorship and an attempt to elicit a wider 
audience. Mambety's Le Franc and La Petite Vendeuse du Solen, for 
example, engage In social criticism, focusing, like Italian Neorealist 
films, on characters who are both local and broadly representative. 
They verge on the fantastic and the surreal. In La Petite Vendeuse 
du Solell, a kindly older gentleman takes pity on the heroine and 
buys all her. copies of the day's paper. This Is almost her undoing: 
she Is arrested by a policeman who does not believe she can have 
obtained the money legally (and who also tries to appropriate It 
for himself). But a genial senior officer she meets In the police 
station believes her story and orders her release. This Is a fairy 
story, Jn other words, In which a series of 'magical helpers' Inter- 
vene to move the narrative along. 'S These fortuitous events can 
also be seen as a kind of wish fulfillment, a Brechtlan 
'happy 
ending' that Is intentionally Ironic. 
In Bye Bye Africa (2000), Mahmat Saleh Haroun explores the 
decline of cinema In Chad through the appearance of a first-person 
video diary. The film Is a documentary-style fiction about a re- 
tumid expatriate's attempt to raise money for a film, at a time 
when the rise of popular video-projection venues has almost Olim. 
Inated cinemas from the country-one closed and crumbling 
movie house remains, held on to by a white French Chadlenne 
who dreams Ineffectually of the return of celluloid. One of the film's 
strongest moments Is when the director screen-tests a group of 
Chadian youths for whom cinema still represents the hope and 
fantasy of a better future. This fantasy of cinema Is both a legacy 
of modernity and an Important tool In resisting the despair and 
melanchoy of life In a culture devastated by war. 
Like many works In this new gare of video diaries by AM= ex" 
patrlates, Byre Bye Africa suffers from a sense of self-Importance 
-a by-product. perhaps, of the use of the first-person narrative. 
Despite its shortcomings, however, this filmmaking attempts b 
engage with what Stuart Hall, quoting Fanon, has referred to as 
'profound research. ' What. Hall asks, Is the nature of this rr 
search? is It only a matter of unearthing that which the colonial 
experience buried and overlaid, bringing to Tight the hidden conts" 
nultles It suppressed? Or Is quite a different practice entailed. 
not the rediscovery, but the production of identity. not an Identity 
grounded In the archaeology, but In the retelLna of the pasty" 
This Is the work that Is decidedly underway In the African cinemas 
addressed in The"Short Century. 
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ART AND CINEMA; SOME CRITICAL REFLECTIONS 
Also the title o(a work by Michael Snow from 1974, included In 
Chrissie lies, into the L ght: The P%ected Image In American Art 
1964-1977(exh. cat), New York: Whitney Museum of American 
M, 2001. 
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Gnephile moving image curators have argued persuashey that 
Ndeo and film have their own medium specificities, even though 
cash-strapped galleries currently prefer to move works over to 
DVD. Luckily there are certain artists such as Tacita Dean or Utsa . 
Roberts who insist on continuing to use celluloid. 
ut 
Sep Alan Williams, 9sa Radical. Gv re C(idcfsm possible?, 
Qa fe 5' Rewew öf FOm St dA J': 2, pp. 121-, 25, quoted in Stave 
Neale: Genm'Ind Hd vod, London and New York. goutledQ4 
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Qarde/narrathTJdocU0n4maba. g., -Jean"Lue Godardmnd Tomas; 
Gutiifnez Aka). 
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$ee, for example, filmmaker Peter Gidars attempt b produce and 
theorize a non. representatlonal yhaje in experimenlatllms and 
writings (see his Makrolot Film. London and New Yprl4 
Routledge. 1989). 
v 
it Is worth remarking that this fragmentation of vision was already 
Implicit in. the Cubist and Duchampian project, and we may indeed 
now be seeing a 'modemization' of moving image practice. 
delayed for so long by the domination of realist namative. However, 
this new fragmentation is also bound up with a resistance to and 
redefinition of narrative temporality as duration (Andy Warhol, 
Michael Snow) Irl the development of what Glues Deleuze In 
Cinema 2: The Time-image (Londork Athlone, 1989) has defined 
as the time-image-essentially a post-World War 11 phenomenon. 
VI 
Chris Deccon. 'Gleaning the Future from the Gallery Floor. ' Verbis 
12: 2, spring 2002, p. 3. 
Over the last thirty or so years, moving image practices and the critical and theoretical debates 
surrounding them have transformed the space of contemporary art and curatorial practice. In 
this essay I want to examine some aspects of this contribution and revisit a key moment-that 
of the mid-1980s cultural theory in Britain-as a way of situating more clearly the work that 
has already been done in this area. The questions raised then, I argue, are still pertinent for 
discussions of contemporary visual art practice and International exhibitions today. 
"TWO SIDES TO EVERY STORY"i 
Visitors to recent contemporary art exhibitions, notably the Venice Biennale 2001, cannot fag 
to have been struck by the series of 'dark rooms' provoking encounters with a wide range of 
video and film practices, albeit often murkily presented by DVD video projection. ti I want to 
explore some of the paradoxes or contradictions engendered by the presence of artists' film 
and video In the gallery, which challenges both our relationship to the museum and our 
perception and interpretation of moving Images. In particular, our relationship to the 
dominant moving Image regimes of film and television is brought Into question. 
At the same time I want to explore what I perceive as a tension between advocates of 
the single-channel cinema (or TV) experience and those of gallery Installation work, which I 
think comes down to both a mistrust and a misunderstanding of cinema. Mistrust because 
cinema is often felt to embody the claims of the popular against the more elite pleasures of 
the traditional art gallery, although this distinction Is becoming Increasingly Irrelevant; 
misunderstanding because the'cinema is an integral if not generative part of twentieth- 
'century art and the cinematic. a key mode of twentieth century subjectivity. We are always 
already in cinema, one way or another. 
to discussing the role of the moving Image in the art gallery'context it Is necessary to ask 
which kind of cinema we are talking about. The history of Cinema In'the twentieth century Is 
a history of a plurality of cinemas. Indeed, even the arrival of sound film was considered 
such an epistemological break that many critics (such as Erwin Pano(sky) were Inclined to 
define it as a distinct art form; sharing the same support medium as silent film. I am adopting 
-a tripartite division of the field of cinema: narrative, avant-garde, and documentary, derived 
from recent discussions of genre theory. m This has the effect of liberating the experimental 
-and the avant-garde from the binary oppositlog to mainstream 'Hollywood narrative' posed 
'!.. both by theorists and practitioriersiv and enables us to think more rigorously about its'role'in 
the history of contemporar y art. lt also allows us to analyze documentary cinema's irtdexical 
}: retatiori to reality independently from the reality effect' of the classic realist narrative. . 
"Artists'. film and video has-emerged as a major If not dominant moving image discourse 
in the museum and gallery circuit: avant-garde and experimental moving image practices 
are reconfigured and restaged; Hollywood narratives are reworked and represented. (Pierre 
Huyghe, Douglas Gordon) in forms of critical or cynical pastiche. Documentary has also 
emerged as a major reference point The twentieth-century archive of photographic and 
magnetic (film and video) images Is preserved and reworked in a range of artists' work: e. g., 
In the work of Yervant Gianikian and Angela Ricci Lucca, Pere Portabella, Trinh T. Minh-ha, 
or Fiona Tan-several of whom have developed a practice of deconstructing and reworking 
the colonial archive, insisting that the possibility of rereading and engaging with this "past' is 
as important as creating a present or imagining a future. Filmmakers Chris Marker and 
Jean-Luc Godard have eloquently and consistently developed a practice of preserving the 
history and memory of cinema through the Intervention of new technologies. 
' Chris Dercon has described a developing gallery-based cinema as neither experimental 
nor classical, but a cinema of fragments: v "Young artists ... from all over the world imitate a 
wide variety of Western visual expression, avant-garde techniques and, Inevitably, the 
cinema ... Significantly many young artists are responding 
to existing forms of mimesis In 
cinema Itself. So we can now speak of a secondary mimesis, which is becoming recognizable 
in films made by visual artists. 'n New kinds of cinemas are being developed, entailing new 
visual and sonic conditions in the production of subjectivity. 
%SH 
In his essay 'The Machine in the Museum or the Seventh Art In Search of 
Authorization, "vu Bruce Jenkins argues that cinema has redefined the way In which we 
understand contemporary art, which Indeed is much more deeply Indebted to cinema and 
the moving image than some critics and artists would like to admit. Experimental cinema In 
particular, he argues, internalized key questions of modernism very early on (viz. Duchamp's 
founding critique of cinema's illusionism in Anemic Cinema, 1926, and Joseph Cornell's 
detemporalization of the cinema in Rose Hobart, 1939). I would extend Jenkins's argument 
to include pre-World War 11 documentary (think of Dziga Vertov or Joris Ivens), which, I 
would argue, was equally adept at responding to the challenges of modernism in the 1920s 
and 30s, whereas narrative cinema, In the guise of art cinema, responded rather later. 
Antonioni's L'Awentura (1960) is a key instance in art cinema's Incorporation " of 
modemism. vm Antonioni is important because of his rigorous separation of the look and the. 
gaze. He breaks the relay between actor, character, and audience, while at the same time 
elaborating a more fragmented regime of looking. Jenkins makes a further key point that the' 
social organization of film production itself also"posed a challenge to artists: 'namely the 
'unusual and unnatural' situation of an artistic enterprise based on cooperation" ix-pan issue 
"; I shall return to shortly. " 
In a recent catalogue essay, 'On the aesthetics of video installations; Boris Groys focuses 
on two ways in which the moving 'image changes the gallery-going experience. x The first ". 
concerns illumination-the fact that moving image exhibits- are not illuminated by the, 
museum's* light but emit their own source of light or, darkness: 'Video and film Installations. - 
have now introduced deepest night or dusk into the museum. ' The artist, as Groys points 
out, now controls the light by which we see their work. The second concerns a shift in the 
temporal conditions influencing our perception of art. Moving pictures have begun to. . 
suggest to the viewer how much time they should spend on contemplation. However, should 
we "interrupt our contemplation of some video or film work in order to return to it at a later 
point, we will inevitably be filled with that very-same feeling of having missed something crucial - 
and will no longer be sure what is really happening in the installation. " Moving Images. In ". 
other words, return us to the experience of real life, 'that familiar place ... where one is 
forever haunted by the feeling of being in the wrong place at the wrong time. ' Moving image 
installations create an anxiety in the viewer for which there is no adequate and satisfactory 
solution: "Whatever the individual's decision, either to stay put or to keep moving, his choice 
will always amount to a poor compromise. " In the cinema, on the other hand, the audience 
is traditionally immobile, secure in the knowledge that, provided they didn't miss the beginning 
of the film, they will have seen everything they need to see to understand the work. - 
Curators who work with moving images also insist on Groys's point that the installation of 
film and video in the gallery context represents a freeing up of the spectator from what they 
regard as the restrictions of traditional cinema. Lynne Cooke, writing on Marijke van 
Warmerdam, comments: '... since there is no fixed seating, spectators must determine their 
own vantage points, a process in which they become conscious of their activity as viewers. In 
this her works are far removed from the classic, passive cinematic experience in which the 
audience, cocooned in a darkened chamber, traditionally forfeits all self-consciousness, 
becoming totally immersed, discarnate observers. "xi Similarly Chrissie lies, in a major 
moving image exhibition catalogue, 'Into the Light: The Projected Image in American Art, 
1964-1977, after pinpointing a range of aesthetic strategies (Cezanne, Cubism, 'Duchamp) 
which "laid the groundwork for the postminimalist decentering of the viewing subject. ' 
continues: "Cinema becomes a cocoon, inside which a crowd of relaxed Idle bodies is fixed, 
hypnotized by simulations of reality projected onto a single screen. This model Is broken 
apart by the folding of the dark space of cinema into the white cube of the gallery. 'xu 
This metaphor of a darkness folded into or inserted into the white cube is a potent one. 
While for Groys it spells the end of the white cube, for Iles the white cube spells the end of a 
particular kind of cinema experience. Of course in the gallery context the moving image 
reads differently and the artists' and curators' insistence on refusing the viewer a safe, 
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protected, old-fashioned cinema space should not be underestimated. However, my feelir 
is that much writing on film and video in the gallery can too easily gloss 'sitting In a cinema 
with "passivity, " or'mobility' with "freedom, ' overlooking the often overtly political singh 
channel film work concerned with creating an active spectator In the traditional cinema settin 
Indeed, to watch a film in a cinema In Puerto Rico, Lagos, or Bombay is to encounter 
very different, active call-and-response approach to spectatorship not a million miles awt 
from that which Third Cinema struggled to create in developing (in Bertolt Brecht's phrase) 
cinema of 'pleasure and instruction. ' 
Psychoanalytic-based film theory was developed through an analysis of a spectatort, 
regime-classic Hollywood cinema focused on the role of the gaze sutured Into th 
shot-reverse-shot figure-and a historically specific mode of spectatorship: the regull 
moviegoer,. supported by a panoply of magazines as well as the architecture of the pictur 
palace. However, its key concepts of the gaze and subjectivity as theorized through th 
experience-of cinema were developed to explain the Ideological hold of mass cinema: 'jh 
goal of. the theoretical project was to disengage the spectator from his/her habitua 
, 
pre-designated location in the dominant cinematic apparatus through a process of critics 
unraveling of the apparatus and thereby produce a politically conscious audience for anotht 
cinema. "xm 
Ono of the reasons. for film theory's focus on Hollywood was to find-in Michael Harc 
and Antonio Negri's phrase- "altematives to Empire. 'xiv In Its move from theorizing nexus 
difference tö issues of race, 1980s film theory began an ongoing theorization of diftereno 
which extended Into cultural end critical studies tout courtxv Despite the importance of thi 
move there is considerable unfinished business In the relative theoretical neglect of othe 
regionally dominant cinemas-Iran, Nigeria, and India, for example. It Is no accident the 
this theoretical project continues today in the Indian subcontinent. 
These cinemas propose a range of aesthetics and politics that differ from those of main 
stream Hollywood or art cinema: a nostalgia for a rural, religious past in the video theatrics c 
Nigerian soap opera which emerged out of the Yoruba . 
traveling, theater movement (04" 
Balogun); continuing feudal relations of power and Identity in Hindi narratives; an attempt 1 
develop a theocratic modernism in Iranian art cinema (Mohsen Makhmalbef), and so on. 
In Godards account there Is an acceptance of this major shift in the spectatorial regrow 
of narrative cinema: 
Woman: When did the gaze collapse? 
Man: 10 years ago? 15 years? Maybe 50, before TV? Who knows? 
Woman: Be more precise. 
Man: Before TV took precedence. 
Woman: Over what? Over current events? 
Man: Over Life? 
Woman: Yes. xvl 
For Godard the loss of cinephilia Is compensated for by his investing video with many of IN 
qualities of painting, xvu evidenced, for instance, in his framing of subjects against the light, t 
device familiar from German Romantic artists such as Caspar David Friedrich or Kar 
Friedrich Schinkel. Godard's critique refers to the end of the classic Hollywood system anc 
the interlocking aesthetics of National European Cinemas (which he explored in his Histoin 
du Cinema shown in Documenta )). 
Godard's own practice involves the three modes of cinema (avant-garde, documentary 
and narrative, as already referred to), e. g., a modernist reworking of Hollywood narrative b., 
the Nouvelle Vague, or an attempt to produce another way of seeing and thinking about ttx 
documentary image as in his and Anne-Marie Mieville's short-lived (and utopian) project tc 
produce images to protect newly independent Mozambique from the international media b' 
creating an autonomous image which of itself would be a challenge to any new Image tha 
they anticipated would soon arrive in Africa. 'xvuw 
Spectatorial positioning is complex and relational. Ella Shohat and Robert Stam have 
coined the phrase 'transnational or cross-cultural spectatorship" to emphasize the fact that 
-spectatorial Identification Is culturally, discursively, and politically discontinuous, that It Is 
fissured, even schizophrenic, suggests a series of gaps; the same person might be Crossed 
by contradictory discourses and codes. "xix 
" The ideological functioning of cinematic spectatorship has, over the past fifty years, 
shifted to the wider, more fragmented and dispersed regime of the visual, encompassing 
advertising, television, mass circulation magazines, and so on. Consequently curatorial and 
artistic practices that are concerned with deconstructing and reconstructing spectatorship 
have had to find approaches that are not merely architectural. The construction and 
problernatization of the subject involves a series of discursive relays in which curatorial practice 
has played an essential role in opening up the signification of individual works into discursive 
frameworks that have inevitably moved beyond the gallery setting. But I would argue that 
there can be no necessary connection between a particular formal approach to the conditions 
in which a work is experienced (e. g., creating a mobile spectator) and a presumed radicality. 
The key question is whether the new physical mobility that the spectator is offered in 
gallery and museum installations really Involves a critique of dominant spectatorial regimes 
of cinema. Do gallery-based moving image practices participate in the construction and 
problematization of the subject in this way? Do they explore the discontinuities Inherent In 
spectatorship, in the sense In which Homi Bhabha defines it, as angvercoming of binary 
oppositions and the opening up of a `process of translation"1xx 
My argument here, though restricted to a particular Issue concerned with the claims 
being made for film and video in the gallery space, Is part of a wider argument about the 
terms and conditions for radical film and video work in the post-Cold War era, and the kinds 
of spectatorial engagements they propose. I would argue, for instance, that Stan Douglas's 
Win, Place or Show (1998) is precisely political In its hyperbolic engagement of the cinematic 
machine with his -construction of an endless series of shot variations within a televisual 
narrative format. Whereas Douglas Gordon's left is right and right is wrong and left is wrong 
and right is right (1999), a reworking of Otto Preminger's Whirlpool (1949) into a feature-length 
flicker film (A Ia Bruce Conner), is to my mind more formalist. Both works-presented 
together in New York's Dia Center for the Arts exhibition, `Double Vision" (February 
1999-March 2000)-force the spectator into gallery-style mobility. However, one of them, I 
would argue, proposes the terms of a critique quite absent in the other. 
lt can be argued that Third Cinema has provided a discursive space for a range of different 
cinematic practices that contemporary art has not been able to emulate and that the 
processes of deconstruction and reconstruction of aesthetic discourse in the visual arts have 
taken a different course to those alternative, experimental, and political cinemas included 
under the general rubric of Third Cinema. Indeed, one of the aims of this Documenta Is to 
draw our attention to this alternative tradition'. 
Hamid Naficy has developed the intriguing Concept of an 'accented' cinema to 
describe. and define a postcolonial cinema of exiled and diasporic subjects based on a *double 
consciousness"="constituted both by the structure of feeling of the filmmakers themselves 
as displaced subjects and by the traditions of exilic and diasporic cultural productions that . 
preceded them. " xxi An offshoot of the Third Cinema movement, accented cinema is more 
situated, less polemical but nevertheless still political. 
Let me give some other examples of such accented Third Cinema practices. Shinn 
Neshat's video and film narratives are engaged in a complex dialogue with the representational 
schemas of Iranian cinema. Her veiled women protagonists do not simply function as 
representatives of repression and inequality; her use of the veil acts as a spectatorial lure, 
drawing the audience's attention to the fact that a different regime of looking as well as 
power is being questioned in her work. These Issues are explicit, too, in the work of Indian 
filmmaker Amar Kanwar, whose A Season Outside (1997) uses the confrontational performance 
of national identities enacted on an India-Pakistan border crossing as a starting point for the 
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investigation of the construction of an Indian masculinity divided between the demands o 
the nation-state and the family and the very different tradition presented by Buddhism. Isaac 
Julien moves between the single-channel avant-garde and art cinema format and the 
multi-channel installation with Its attendant proposition of a mobile spectator. Ills work Ir 
both formats, I would argue, exposes, deflects, and reconstructs the cinematic gaze (e. g. 
through the use of the sequence or le travelling) and, In so doing, opens the audience tc 
other concerns: to make questions of race or sexual difference a matter of Indirect reference 
rather than embodiment 
Contemporary cinematic practices propose a series of scopic regimes, some voyeuristic, 
others exhibitionistic, with a concomitant range of aesthetics. This makes It imperative tc 
re-examine the heritage of avant-garde and experimental film and video and In particular the 
contribution of, to adopt Naficy's term, 'accented" artists to these debates. 
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WHEN WAS THE AVANT GARDE? 
if the avant-garde Is a historically conditioned phenomenon and emerges only ki a moment o( 
real political disjuncture, it will appear In various forms in different parts of the world In 
different times. XXtI 
While it is generally agreed that the collapse of the project of the "historic avant-gardes' 
coincided with the changed political climate In post-World War II Europe and North America, 
critics and art historians are sharply divided on whether the notion of the avant-garde is 
appropriate for postwar art at all: Hans Magnus Enzensberger and Peter Borger have argued 
that the, avant-garde -project Is dedicated to the destruction of bourgeois art, and that the 
postwar avant-garde is, in the words of Hal roster. 'merely neo ... so much repetition in bad 
faith that cancels the prewar critique of the institution of art. 'zxnr Foster takes a position In 
favor of successive vanguards precisely to make contemporary artistic practice vlabie., Ceeta 
Kapur extends or. rather'deflects ' this argument In order to unpick its'(Euro)Amerkanist' bias: 
An African or Asian avant-garde will come Into Its own If at least two moves take place 
simultaneously. One, a move that dismantles the hegemonic and conservative features of the 
national culture itself. Two, a move that dismantles the burdensome aspect of western art, 
inctudingrits endemic vanguardism. That Is to say, such an avant-garde would have to treat 
the avant-garde principle itself as an Untitutionalized phenomenon, recognizing the assimilative 
capacity of the (western) museums, galleries, critical apparatuses, curators and medlaJouv 
What is interesting and useful about Kapurs position is that it allows one to bracket off 
contemporary art practices which have abandoned any dialogue with Issues of politics, the 
state, or national culture and whose avant-gardism has become institutionalized. while 
simultaneously investigating other sites where it can. be argued that avant-garde work Is 
indeed going on today or was disregarded in the recent pasLxxv 
In an influential paper, The Committment to Thetiry, 'xaon Homi K. Bhabha proposed 
the concept of a `third' space which he made the condition for the articulation of cultural 
difference: it Is the 'inter'-the cutting edge of translation and negotiation, the in-between 
space-that carries the burden of the meaning of culture 'zxvu In seeking to overturn the 
dualism underlying much contemporary and theoretical practice, Bhabha further sets out 
the enunciative terms for a vanguard artistic practice, supplementing those of Kapur: 
The language of critique is effective not because it keeps forever separate the terms of the 
master and the slave, the mercantilist and the Marxist, but to the extent to which R overcomes 
the given grounds of opposition and opens up a space of translation ... In such a discursive 
temporality, the event of theory becomes the negotiation of contradictory and antagonistic 
instances that open up hybrid sites and objectives of struggle ... locum 
In the years that have passed since that initial formulation, this notion of a third space has 
become something of a mantra for artists committed to exploring social-political questions in 
NASH 
their work while at the same time working to maintain the notion of autonomy in their artistic 
practice. What was important about Bhabha's formulation at that time was that it broke open 
a number of binary positions which were constantly being returned to In the cultural field 
and keeping it mired in its Zhdanovian heritage. xxix 
In Insisting on a semiotic interpretation of cultural production, Bhabha was building on a 
line of reflection from Soviet linguists such as Mikhail Bakhtin who asserted the Importance 
of the social in their analyses while Insisting on the autonomy of the linguistic or semiotic 
Instance. By deploying Bakhtin, Bhabha was also building on the work of the British film 
journal Screen, which, in the 1970s, had Initiated a major epistemological break In the ways 
we think about visual culture but at the time had been unable to extend Its thinking from 
psychoanalytically inflected discussions of sexual difference to broader questions of cultural 
difference. 
Subsequent development of cultural theory has made notions of cultural difference and 
"other"-ness almost commonplace-even the mainstream US media such as CNN after 
September 11 are beginning, albeit In a limited way, to acknowledge differences under the 
pax (or as we should now rename it bellum) Americana. Although, as Bhabha would 
undoubtedly point out, much of the burgeoning discourse concerning racism, migration, 
human rights violations, the "war against terror, " and so on, is in fact an attempt to foreclose 
the enunciative spaces that are constantly opening up. Difference cannot be written out, but 
it can be managed. 
The Edinburgh International Film Festival Conferences from the 1970s until 1986 were 
probably the most important single location in the anglophone world for the development of 
theoretical debates on cultural production, with a specific focus on film. Docurnentall could 
be seen as also participating in the tradition of these combative, theoretically informed 
cultural events-Documentall is first and foremost a series of frameworks, platforms within 
which issues can be discussed. And we need to approach the exhibition in Kassel and the 
contributions of its artists In that light, and focus on the enunciative specificity of the works 
and projects presented. 
COLLECTIVE PRACTICE 
Walter Benjamin, Bertolt Brecht, and Arnold Hauser have all pointed to the collaborative 
aspect of cinema and Its potential for de-individualizing art practice and dislocating regimes 
of authorship, ownership, and control. In Britain, even as late as the 1980s, a film and video 
workshop movement enshrining notions of collective practice was established in an alliance 
between activist filmmakers, the then fledgling Channel 4 Television, and the film and 
television trade union ACTT. 
This was a direct descendant of the Third Cinema debates In the New Latin American 
Cinema movement: In their manifesto `Towards a Third Cinema, " Fernando Sotanas and 
Octavio Getino argue that the New Third Cinema "of liberation" will not be that of Hollywood 
(first cinema), nor cinema d'auteur (second cinema), but a cinema which makes films 'that 
the System cannot assimilate and which are foreign to its needs or... that are directly and 
explicitly set out to fight the System [italics in original]"xxx and in which films are produced 
as part of collaborative politico-cultural work. 
The aesthetic strategy of the New Latin American Cinema combined Italian neo-realism 
and Nouvelle Vague veritd realism (e. g., Glauber Rocha's Terre em Transe, 1967), with 
anti-realist montage drawing heavily on the avant-garde and militant documentary tradition 
(e. g., Solanas and Getino's The Hour of the Fumaces, '1968, or Tomas Gutierrez Alea's very 
different Memories of Underdevelopment, 1968). The 1980s workshop movement In Britain 
was able to embark on an analytical, critical, and theoretical debate with the realist premises 
of the British documentary movement and art cinema, drawing on advanced work In film 
theory and cultural studies that had emerged in London and Birmingham in the 1970s. xxxi 
See; for example, Black Audio Film Collective's Expeditions: Signs of Empire/Images of 
Nationality (1982-83), a semi-abstract tape-slide performance juxtaposing fragments of 
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colonial discourse, or Isaac Julien and Sankofa Film and Video Workshop's Looking for 
Langston (1989), which synthesizes several visual genres Including documentary footage, 
fictional narrative, and the tableau vivant. A number of workshops (Black Audio, Ceddo, 
Retake, Sankofa) were also -concerned with fighting the exclusionary and often racist 
practices in the British media industry. 
At that time I was part of a London-based group, the Society for Education In Film and 
Television, and the journal Screen, troth of which were challenging the terms of the debates 
on the role of the mass media In contemporary society-through a massive Importation of 
mainly French theoretical work from linguistics, semiotics, and psychoanalysis. The possibility 
of political and social change through ideological struggle In culture was very much on the 
agenda in the early 1970s-whence we used to paraphrase' Karl Marx, "the point Is to 
change things. " Louis Althusser's work, combined with both Soviet and Chinese writing 
about the social function of art, 'was very Important for us then. 
This was the time of Documenta 5, which uniquely brought together avant-garde film 
and video practices with these elaborate politico-cultural schemes., in the UK, these 
'discourses and their practitioners kept themselves very separate. There were In fact two 
~ avant-gardes: the film to-tip movement, which was concerned with forma) experimentation- 
Greenbergianism in the cinema if'you will-and a looser political cinema concerned with 
struggles in representation as in'the work of Godard, or Daniele Huillet and Jean-Marie 
Straub. 'These were soon to be joined in the Screen avant-garde by an unlikely mix of a range 
of art cinema filmmakers such as Miklos Jancso and Nagisa Oshima. 
In the thirty years that have passed, one would agree with Godard that the project for a 
political avant-garde cinema appears to have tollapsed.. The end of the Cold War and the 
failure of "actually existing socialism" were major factors. The aesthetico-political practices of 
film. collectives--the films and videos produced internationally by the women's Movement. 
Cinema Novo in Latin America, or the wide range of film' and video associated with 
working-class struggles such as the UK miners' strike, or Cinetracts in France in 1968---have 
'disappeared from vievr. Most of the film co-ops and their supporting Institutions closed down,;, 
due to both'a lack of institutionat support and a change in the audience as attention shifted 
-to the major rearticulation of moving image practices In the gallery context. 
My argument, however, is that the project for a political avant-garde cinema continues to 
inform new work staged in the gallery context and that its debates and Issues are being 
rearticulated and restaged by artists and filmmakers for our 'bad new times. ' Much of the 
tension and hostility that the moving image engenders in the gallery can be attributed to 
anxiety about restarting a series of political and aesthetic encounters that were both bruising 
but ultimately productive in the 1970s and 80s. 
In Documental1, we want to refocus attention on a range of historical and contemporary 
collective or collaborative practices. However it Is also important to remember the important 
tradition of the political documentary, central to militant Latin American cinema: "The 
cinema known as documentary with all the vastness that the concept has today, from 
educational films to the reconstruction of a fact or a historical event, Is perhaps the main 
basis of revolutionary filmmaking. Every image that documents, bears witness to. refutes or 
deepens the truth of a situation is something more than a film image or purely artistic fact; it 
xxxii becomes something which the system finds indigestible. "xxxu The Chilean Colectivo Cine 
Ojo 
Solaras and Getino, "Towards a Third Cinema, " v. 69. based their name on that of the formative Cine Eye movement in Soviet Russia associated 
with Dziga Vertov. Memoirs of an Everyday War (1986) reworks 1980s Chilean media footage 
to provide an analysis of the bizarre language of the Pinochet dictatorship In which the terms 
of revolution and fascism were completely reversed (Pinochet was revolutionary; the opposi- 
tion fascist). 
The work of Igloolik Isuma Productions, an Inuit production company in Nunavut. 
Canada, is about renewing traditional oral narratives in new media, and in so doing provides 
a support for the cultural survival of a first nations people. Fareed Armaly's collaborative 
project FroMro is exemplary in its attention to the wide range of oppositional media strategies 
in the Palestinian struggle for autonomy and Independence. As well as the complex work of 
reading the traces of the struggle that From/To enacts, Armaly also provides a framework, a 
kind of virtual "pavilion" for a range of other filmmakers and activists. Where else can one 
find information on Palestinian film history or activist films? 
These issues are not the province of groups and collectives-alone. Filmmaker Trinh T. 
Minh-ha, for example; has consistently engaged a feminist and anti-ethnocentric gaze In her 
single screen projects, starting from her seminal Reassemblage (1982/83). 
In his essay for this catalogue, "The Black Box, " Okwul Enwezor refers to the uneven 
way past Documentas have engaged the issues that emerged globally In the second half of 
the twentieth century, the search for freedom propelled by independence and liberation 
struggles, the rethinking of the project of modernity among previously dominated and 
colonized societies, the reconceptualization of the relationship between the West and the 
non-West. In attempting a diasporic understanding of modernity, Documentall Is attentive 
to this issue of locality emblematically formulated by Hardt and Negri and which needs to be 
brought into play with Kapur and Bhabha's insistence on the Importance of locality or 
location-location in the sense of Paul Gilroy's Black Atlantic, xxxiu or Enwezor's Trade 
Routes, xxxIv referring to the process of movement through which the contemporary diasporic 
subject is constituted. 
Examples of this diasporic consciousness raised in some of the film and video work In 
the exhibition are the border crossings of Mexican illegal Immigrants in Chantal Akerman's 
The Other Side; the traces of the expulsion of Ugandan Asians in Zarina Bhimji`s new work 
Out of. Blue; Isaac Julien's exploration. of the Imaginary-of the post-World War' II 
Afro-Caribbean diasporas "circum-atlantic" peregrinations In Paradise Omer'os; Ulrike 
Ottinger's journey to Odessa (Südostpassage - Southeast Passage) in a reversal of the routes 
of Eastern European migration, and so on. " 
" Jean-Marie Teno's film Vacances au pays- A Trip to the Country (2000) Is emblematic 
here.. Teno develops the term "tropical modernity". to explore the effects of colonial' and 
postcolonial" modernization on Cameroon society, a modernism that was at the same time 
. 
imposed, longed for, and never achieved. The two small skyscrapers of Yaounde come to 
stand in for the longed-for modernism represented by the Manhattan skyline. However, this 
film, like so . many others In Africa, can only be made from the position of the exile. As 
Edward Said has pointed out, `Modem culture is in the large part the work of exiles, emigres, 
refugees"xxxv since the cultural and political conditions for critical artistic production are not 
available in the artists country of origin. ."' 
In Empire, Hardt and Negri argue that "Global'ization, like localization, should be 
understood instead as a regime for the production of identity and difference, or really of 
homogenization and heterogenization; " and that what needs to be critically addressed today 
is "the production of locality, that is, the social machines that create and recreate the identities 
and differences that are understood as the local. "xxxvi Art practice, in particular moving 
image art practice, has a key role in this endeavor. 
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